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Abstract

Within the past few years, the Internet has, to a great extent, impacted every aspect of

our daily life. Such impact has played a major role in influencing the design, deployment

and functionality of enterprise, campus and even home computer networks. As we

increasingly depend on computer networks for communication, information access and

storage; entertainment and other activities, managing and securing such networks are

critical. Due to its scale and complexity, managing and securing today’s large campus or

enterprise networks is a challenging task. The scale and complexity comes not only from

the number of heterogeneous hosts and devices on the network (e.g., various servers,

desktop office client machines, laptops, lab machines, wireless access points, routers and

so forth), but also from a wide range of diverse applications running on these machines.

In this thesis, we conduct a study for developing methodologies to profile and track

activities within networks by addressing two key problems: capturing the dynamic in-

teraction represented by Internet traffic between inside and outside hosts at the block

level; and synthesizing static knowledge-base on hosts and networks to map dynamic

interaction to interpretable profiles. We develop methodologies utilizing machine learn-

ing techniques for capturing, characterizing and profiling activities within the network.

Next, we take these techniques one step further by proposing tools and systems that

address profiling and tracking as a utility in a large-scale distributed system.

More specifically, we propose a Hierarchical Extraction of Activity Patterns (HEAPs)

methodology to characterize and profile activity patterns within the subnet. We express

activities in a host-port association matrix and apply Probabilistic Latent Semantic

Analysis (pLSA) to co-cluster dominant and significant activities within the subnet.

We also propose a Block-wise (host) Port Activity Matrix (BPAM) to describe the

traffic within a block. We then apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) low-rank

approximation techniques to obtain the low-dimensional subspace representation which

captures the typical activities within the block and consequently assign a high-level de-

scriptive label summarizing the activities within the block. We also develop methods

to track and quantify changes in the activity within the subnet (or block) over time

and demonstrate how to utilize these methods to identify major changes and anomalies
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within the network. We demonstrate the utility of a light-weigh self-contained tool for

multi-level analysis of activities within the network. While the tool does not solve a

specific security problem, it helps users and operators localize problems within a small

network or individual host.

While our methodologies provide the dynamic interaction within the network, it

lacks additional information that help validate the profiling results. Towards that end,

we develop a methodology to differentiate dynamic from static IP address blocks. More

specifically, we propose a scanning-based technique for identifying dynamic IP addresses

blocks within the network. We also include other statistic information by building a

system that maps dynamic interaction to static information in a datacenter-like envi-

ronment. Our system addresses key design issues for providing network management

and profiling services in a collaborative system with interpretable characterization and

profiling utility.

The thesis serves 1) to propose various novel methodologies utilizing machine learn-

ing techniques to extract and profile the behavior of hosts and blocks within the network;

2) to pinpoint design principles for building light-weight as well as large-scale systems

for profiling and tracking activities in the network; 3) to propose how to incorporate

static information readily available within on-line tools to provide interpretation and

mapping for network dynamic interaction.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Within the past few years, the Internet has, to a large extent, impacted every aspect of

our daily life. Such impact has played a major role in influencing the design, deploy-

ment and functionality of enterprise, campus and even home computer networks. As we

increasingly depend on computer networks for communication, information access and

storage, entertainment and other activities, managing and securing such networks are

critical. With the exponential growth of the Internet and as new applications and ser-

vices constantly emerge and become more complex, knowing what is going on a network,

e.g., what applications and services are running and on what machines, is no longer a

simple and easy task. Because of the large number of IP addresses (or hosts) and the

prevalent use of dynamic IP addresses, profiling and tracking individual hosts within

such large networks may not be effective nor scalable. In this thesis, we first capture

the dynamic interaction within the network by developing methodologies for charac-

terizing, profiling and tracking network activities at the block-level. We also highlight

how to develop techniques for deducing static information on hosts and blocks, such as

blocks assignment (dynamic vs. static) and how to incorporate other static information

such as functional role (server vs. client), domain knowledge, geolocation information

and security threat level. We finally apply our study and findings towards designing

and implementing a host- and network-level management system tools mapping dy-

namic interaction to static information and providing a utility for the summarization,

characterization, profiling and tracking of activities within the network.

1



2

1.1 Network profiling and tracking

Our work addresses two key issues in network profiling and tracking.

1.1.1 Summarization of activity patterns within a network

We address the problem of “how to automatically extract significant activity patterns

from traffic data?”. We develop machine learning methodologies 1) to profile block-

level network typical behavior and summarize the activities within the block and 2) to

identify applications or clusters of related applications that are used together as well as

hosts that frequently utilize these services and applications.

By correlating activities within the network, the goal is to help network operators

and security analysts monitor activities, detect sudden changes and identify policy vio-

lations and malicious attacks.

1.1.2 Network management systems and tools

In order to make use of our schemes for identifying activity patterns, we design and

implement systems that address the limitations and lack of tools operators and users

encounter monitoring their networks and detecting their changes. We build tools for

users, operators and researchers that automate the extraction of network activities and

the detection of changes in the network. To provide adequate interpretation for the

interaction within the network, the proposed system incorporates static knowledge on

hosts and blocks including domain and geolocation information and security analysis.

1.2 Why block level?

We study activities at the block-level, since the analysis at the granularity of individual

hosts (or individual IP addresses) has two major drawbacks in practice. First, the

prevalent usage of dynamic IP addresses makes tracking individual hosts an infeasible

task in most networks, since dynamic IP addresses are frequently reassigned to different

hosts. Furthermore, the large number of IP addresses (e.g., our campus network has

3 class-B subnets, with 3 × 1016 potential hosts) also make applying host-level traffic

profiling to every host quite expensive.
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An IP address block constitutes a set of consecutive IP addresses, typically in size of

2k, say, k = 8 (i.e., a /24 or class-C block), a unit used by a network administrator for IP

address assignment to a subnet. More often than not, many hosts within the same block

would be used for similar usage, e.g., a department block for office desktop and laptop

machines, a block for lab machines, a block for student residential hall, a block with

one or two wireless access points for wireless access (i.e., a wireless block), and so on.

As shown in [1], dynamic IP addresses are generally assigned in a block of consecutive

IP addresses. Hence, by analyzing and profiling network activities at the block-level,

we can circumvent the issues caused by dynamic IP addresses. Further, exploiting the

similar user activities and usage patterns within a block, we can obtain a more compact

block-level behavior profile which captures and summarizes the significant and typical

behaviors of hosts within the block. Finally, the block-level analysis is far more scalable:

in the case of our campus network, using /24 blocks we only need to profile and track

at most 768 (= 3 × 256) blocks as opposed to 3 × 106 IP addresses.

1.3 Requirements for a network profiling system

Our system has the unique features of providing knowledge discovery (interaction),

extracting observations (deducing functionality, e.g. block assignment as either static

or dynamic) and correlating static information from different sources by utilizing a

diverse set of tools. The most important feature is the capability of mapping dynamic

interaction to static information.

1.3.1 Dynamic interaction and static information

Given the static and interaction characterizations of IP addresses, the system has two

objectives. The first objective is to provide a mapping between the static nature of IP

addresses, such as names, threat-level, and dynamic vs. static; with the interaction of

the corresponding hosts and networks provided by our methods in chapters 2 and 3.

The other objective is to provide geolocation information. Dynamic interactions between

hosts provide a logical view of how the hosts interact with one another. Such interaction

is further labelled by the set of the applications that determine the type of interaction. In

order to provide the complete picture on this interaction, one question of interest is “how
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to determine the whereabouts of these hosts” in such environments which are dynamic

in nature. Geolocation addresses this question by providing location information to

help operators learn the big picture of the different activities within the network and to

mitigate any suspicious malicious activities.

1.3.2 Scalability

The system addresses different aspects of scalability. First, for larger networks with

thousand of hosts, profiling and tracking of such a large number of hosts may not be

scalable when using traditional computational platforms. Second, within larger net-

works, the large number of hosts tend to generate a large amount of data. Hence, the

proposed system needs to provide mechanisms for the storing, organization and ma-

nipulation for such massive data. Finally, in order for a system to be of use to its

users, unlike computational methods for post-mortem analysis, profiling needs to be

near real-time requiring a shift in computational paradigms.

For these reasons, the system to be designed needs to take different aspects of scal-

ability into consideration. First, the systems needs to be distributed allowing multiple

users of the system to run different analyses in parallel to achieve speedup and therefore

greatly mitigating the complexity of the system. Second, the system needs to address

issues related to managing massive data and tracking large number of hosts and blocks.

1.3.3 Different levels of analysis

As we detail in chapter 5, different users of the system may have different analysis

interests. Therefore, the system should make available the different granularity levels of

analysis. This should be based on network size (host vs. block or whole network), time,

analysis aspect (application or port) and other factors. To achieve that, the system

should organize its data in such a way that adjacent blocks and their related properties

are within the same or close by regions in the physical storage of the system. This will

ensure fast computation as well as retrieval of data.
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1.3.4 Automation and visualization

For our study of the profiling and tracking of activity patterns in chapters 2 and 3,

we utilize a number of manual processes to provide validation of the analysis observa-

tions. However, when building the system, most of the processes should be automated.

Automation should include the incremental updates of the data from different sources,

pre-processing of the data, pre-computation of profiling metrics, mapping interaction

to static information of hosts and networks and incorporating new properties related

to hosts and networks. In order to present summarized profiling, the system should

incorporate visualization capabilities of profiling results.

1.4 Summary

The framework of this thesis is three-fold.

1. We develop machine learning techniques for extracting, summarizing and profiling

activities from large networks.

2. We develop a novel technique for inferring the assignment of a network block:

static vs. dynamic

3. We design and impalement a light-weight system as well as a large-scale datacenter-

like system to provide profiling utility for users, operators and researchers.

1.4.1 Extracting activities from large networks

We develop two methods for characterizing activities within the network.

Extracting activity patterns from the network using HEAPs

We develop in chapter 2, a hierarchical extraction of activity patterns (HEAPs), which is

a method for characterizing and profiling activity patterns within subnets. By represent-

ing activities within a subnet in a host-port association matrix (HPAM) and applying

pLSA, we obtain co-clusters that capture the significant and dominant activity patterns

of the subnet. Using these co-clusters, we utilize hierarchical clustering to cluster activ-

ity patterns to assist network operators and security analysts gain a “big-picture” view
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of the network activity patterns. We also develop a novel method to track and quantify

changes in activity patterns within subnets over time and demonstrate how to utilize

this method to identify major changes and anomalies within the network.

High-level labeling of block behavior using BPAMs

In chapter 3, we carefully select a port feature vector and capture the port activities of

individual hosts within a block using a block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM).

Applying the SVD low-rank approximation technique, we obtain a low-dimensional sub-

space representation which captures the typical host activities of the block. Using these

subspace representations, we cluster and classify blocks to provide high-level descriptive

labels that succinctly summarize the activities within the block. We also utilize two

different methods that collectively quantify the change within the activities of the block

which can be used by operators on infer possible causes for such change.

1.4.2 Identifying dynamic blocks through background scanning

We contrast traffic activity patterns between static and dynamic IP addresses in a large

campus network, as well as their activity patterns when countering outside scanning

traffic. As we discuss in chapter 4, based on the distinct characteristics observed, we

propose a scanning-based technique for identifying dynamic IP addresses in blocks. We

conduct an experiment using a month-long data collected from our campus network,

and instead of scanning our own network, we utilize identified outside scanning traffic.

The experiment results demonstrate a high classification rate with low false positive

rate. As an on-going work, we also introduce our design of an online classifier that

identifies dynamic IP addresses in any network in real-time.

1.4.3 System and tool design and implementation

We develop “HOSPITAL”, a tool for profiling traffic within hosts and blocks. We also

extend our findings towards a system that combines “dynamic interaction” with “static

information” of hosts and blocks.
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Host and netwOrk System Profiler and Internet Traffic AnaLysis (HOSPI-

TAL)

We propose in chapter 5 a Host and netwOrk System Profiler and Internet Traffic

AnaLysis (HOSPITAL): a tool for the summarization, characterization of traffic and

the troubleshooting of potential suspicious activities. HOSPITAL has several features.

First, it provides the network operator as well as the user knowledge about applications,

communicating parties, services required/provided,..etc, all presented concisely with an

easy to use web interface. Second, based on its in-depth analysis, HOSPITAL provides

Internet users and operators with a starting point for troubleshooting of Internet is-

sues based on which more advanced mechanisms can be applied. Third, HOSPITAL is

light-weight self-contained tool that incurs little overhead provided with configuration

and customization capabilities for both users and developers. Finally, HOSPITAL pro-

vides information to network operators and users at different levels of granularity (e.g.

individual hosts, /24 blocks, a large enterprise, etc).

System design for profiling activities with interpretable static information

In chapter 6, we take our methods and observations one step further in which we propose

a datacenter-like system for applying the profiling methods into data of different sources.

In addition to the “interaction” property of the Internet traffic, we zero in correlating

additional knowledge necessary for providing a thorough profiling for hosts and networks

which we refer to as the static information. We show the type of static information that

we can incorporate into our system to build a collaborative system rich with analysis

capabilities that can be utilized by the research community.

1.5 Bibliographic Notes

The concept of extracting activity patterns was first introduced in the paper Sifting

through Network Data to Cull Activity Patterns with HEAPs, in Proc. of the 30th In-

ternational Conference on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS 2010) [2]. part of

the content of chapter 3 is from a detailed version of the paper Know Your Enemy,

Know Yourself: Block-Level Network Behavior Profiling and Tracking in Proc. of IEEE

Global Communications Conference (Globecom’10) [3]. Part of the work of chapter 4 is
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from the paper Identifying Dynamic IP Address Blocks Serendipitously through Back-

ground Scanning Traffic in Proceeding of the 3rd International Conference on emerging

Networking EXperiment and Technologies (CoNEXT 2007) [1]. Hospital 5 was based

on a system detailed in HOSPITAL: HOst and network System Profiler and Internet

Traffic AnaLyzer In Proc. of the IEEE Globecom 2010 Workshop on Complex and

Communication Networks (IEEE Globecom’10) [4].



Chapter 2

Extracting Activity Patterns

using HEAPS

In this chapter, we develop a Hierarchical Extraction of Activity Patterns (HEAPs).

HEAPs is a method for characterizing and profiling activity patterns within subnets.

By representing activities within a subnet in a host-port association matrix (HPAM)

and applying Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA), we obtain co-clusters that

capture the significant and dominant activity patterns of the subnet. Using these co-

clusters, we utilize hierarchical clustering to cluster activity patterns in order to as-

sist network operators and security analysts gain a “big-picture” view of the network

activity-patterns. We also develop a novel method to track and quantify changes in

activity patterns within subnets over time and demonstrate how to utilize this method

to identify major changes and anomalies within the network.

2.1 Introduction

As we increasingly depend on computer networks for communication, information access

and storage, entertainment and other activities, managing and securing such networks

are critical. However, with new applications and services constantly emerging and

becoming more complex, knowing what is going on a network, e.g., what applications

and services are running and on what machines, is no longer a simple and easy task.

This is particularly true in a large campus or enterprise network with a large number

9
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of heterogeneous hosts and devices (e.g., various servers, office desktops, laptops, lab

machines, printers, as well as wireless access points, routers and switches) that serve

the needs of a diverse user population.

To help figure out what is going on a large campus or enterprise network, in this

chapter, we study the problem of how to automatically extract significant “activity

patterns” from passively collected network traffic data which can then be used to identify

applications or “clusters” of related applications that are often used together (e.g.,

as part of a service) as well as groups of hosts on which these applications/services

are frequently operating. More specifically, we use the term activity pattern to refer

to a collection of transport layer (TCP/UDP) ports and end hosts that are strongly

associated. In other words, given a set of ports and a group of hosts as represented by

an activity pattern, not only these ports are frequently used by (applications running

on) these hosts, but also they are used in similar manners (in Section 2.2, we will

provide a formal probabilistic definition using a machine learning model). Thus, an

activity pattern simultaneously captures the set of ports likely used by some (cluster of)

applications or services and the group of hosts they frequently operate on.

As most applications use either fixed, reserved ports or can be mapped to a set

of frequently used ports with high probability, using the activity patterns, we can then

identify the likely applications/services they represent as well as the groups of hosts they

are strongly associated with. In those cases where the ports are unknown, or cannot be

reliably mapped, or the hosts with which are strongly associated are unexpected (e.g.,

source TCP port 25 associated with a client desktop), the activity patterns also provide

useful information or alerts to guide network operators for further follow-on analysis

(e.g., via signature-based traffic classification, deep packet inspection or other sources

of data). Hence, activity patterns extracted from network data can indeed reveal what is

running on a network, and on what hosts. We will show later in this chapter how activity

patterns not only provide a big picture of what is going on a large campus network, but

can also be used to profile and track individual subnets for network management and

security purposes, for example, to discover emergence of new disruptive applications or

detect security threats that affect either a specific subnet or a big portion of the whole

network.
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The remainder of the chapter is therefore centered on the development of an ef-

fective and scalable methodology for automatically extracting activity patterns from

massive network data. We put forth a novel methodology called HEAPs—Hierarchical

Extraction of Activity Patterns, which employs a local-global two-stage process for both

scalability and effectiveness. In the first stage, we employ the probabilistic Latent Se-

mantic Analysis (pLSA) method to extract locally significant activity patterns using

network data from individual network blocks (subnets). Using the (significant) activity

patterns extracted from individual subnets, in the second stage, we perform a global

classification of activity patterns by analyzing the similarities of locally extracted activ-

ity patterns and grouping them accordingly using a hierarchical clustering algorithm.

Together, these two stages produce an effective and scalable process for extracting and

classifying activity patterns that either are globally (i.e., network-wide) prevalent or

have local (i.e., subnet-wise) significance. In Section 2.2, we describe the network data

used in our study, motivate why probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) is a

good model for extracting significant activity patterns from network data based on

host and port associations, and discuss the issues involved in applying pLSA. We then

provide an overview of the proposed HEAPs, and conclude with a brief discussion of

alternative approaches and related works. In Section 2.4, we describe the detailed steps

in applying pLSA to extract significant activity patterns locally using network data

from individual subnets (address blocks)—the first (local) stage of HEAPs. Using real

network data, we illustrate the (locally extracted) activity patterns via examples, show

how to infer the applications associated with these activity patterns, and discuss the

effect of the size of subnets on the efficacy and scalability of pLSA. In Section 2.5, we

employ the Jensen-Shannon distance metric to analyze and compare the activity pat-

terns extracted from individual subnets, and apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm

to classify them across subnets so as to produce a network-wide picture of what is going

on in the network—the second (global) stage of HEAPs. Using the extracted activity

patterns and their classification, we demonstrate how HEAPs can be used to profile and

track what applications are running on subnets. Using examples, we show that subnets

of a large network with diverse user populations often exhibit diverse behaviors: while

some applications are common to all subnets, others may show up only in some subnets

but not others, indicative of the functions of these subnets and the user behaviors on
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them. Such diverse behaviors of different subnets are also evident when we study the

temporal properties of block activity patterns in Section 2.6, which also provide hints on

the composition of hosts in each block (we use block and subnet interchangeably). To

further illustrate the utility of HEAPs, in Section 2.6, we artificially inject “suspicious”

or “attack” traffic into the real network data and show how they can be detected by

tracking the change of block activities and extracting anomalous activity patterns on

individual subnets. The chapter is concluded in Section 2.7.

2.2 Motivation and Overview

We start with a brief description of the datasets. We then motivate the main problem

addressed in this chapter, present the pLSA model for activity extraction, and provide

an overview of HEAPs. We conclude by briefly discussing alternative approaches and

related work.

2.2.1 Datasets

The datasets used in our study come from a large university campus network. The

campus network contains 3 class B (i.e., /16) address blocks, and is composed of a wide

range of disparate subnets ( e.g., various college/departmental subnets, lab subnets,

supercomputer centers, residential subnets, public wireless access subnets, etc.), serving

the needs of a large diverse user population (faculty, staff, students and other users).

The datasets include (unsampled) bidirectional Cisco NetFlow records collected at a

border router of the campus network over one month period, corresponding to traffic

between inside (campus) IP addresses (or hosts) and outside IP addresses (hosts). For

this study, we use the outgoing TCP, UDP and ICMP traffic, which account for more

than 99% of all the traffic from the campus network to the outside Internet hosts. The

outgoing flows represent traffic activities either initiated by inside hosts, or in response to

outside service requests; thus they are indicative of true activities of the inside hosts. In

contrast, incoming traffic may contain a significant amount of “noises” (such as various

scanning, backscatter and other activities) generated by the outside hosts toward our

campus network, many of which do not even pass the campus network border firewall.

In the following, when referring to specific source or destination port number, e.g.,
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source or destination port 80, we will also use the shorthand srcPort 80 or dstPort 80.

We will also treat ICMP packets as if they were transport layer flows, using srcPort xx

and dstPort xx to represent the corresponding request/response codes contained in the

ICMP packets (as done in Cisco NetFlow records).

2.2.2 Host-Port Associations and Activity Pattern Extraction

Let H denote the set of all “active” IP addresses (i.e., inside hosts) that are observed to

generate some traffic activities over a given time window T (throughout this chapter, we

will set T to one day, from 0th hour to 24th hour, using the timestamps in the NetFlow

records). For each host h ∈ H, we can construct a port distribution vector (PDV) using

the observed traffic from h over the time window T . The PDV consists of two parts,

src PDV and dst PDV, each of which records a probability of a given src (resp. dst)

port is observed over T . The probability is computed as the number of flows containing

the said src (resp. dst) port over the total number of flows. Using these PDVs of inside

hosts, we would like to a) identify “classes” or “clusters” of related applications that

are frequently used in the network, and b) groups of hosts on which these applications

are often run, with the goal to glean a big picture of what is going on in the network.

Due to the diversity of the large campus network, we are not only interested in the

significant activities that are prevalent across a large portion of the entire network, but

also those that are of significance to individual subnets. This is partly motivated by

the often disparate management and security policies that are applicable to different

subnets. For instance, file sharing applications are not allowed (unless for the purpose

of research) in departmental subnets, whereas they are allowed in residential subnets.

In addition, due to their differing missions and user needs, certain subnets need to be

better managed and protected than others.

As mentioned earlier in the introduction, there are strong intrinsic associations be-

tween Internet applications and the transport layer port numbers observed in the net-

work traffic. For instance, many popular applications and services use so-called reserved

ports as approved by IANA, e.g., TCP port 80 for web applications; TCP port 25 and

other related ports (e.g., 465, 587) for email applications; UDP/TCP port 53 for DNS;

TCP ports 6665-6669, or 6679 for the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) service; TCP port
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1214 for Kazaa; and TCP/USP port 6346 for Gnutella (the last two are file sharing ap-

plications), and so forth. Many other applications, while may not have reserved ports,

frequently use (either by default or common practice) certain ports or port ranges: for

example, Yahoo Messenger always uses TCP port 5050; Windows Live Messenger ser-

vices always use ports (TCP/UDP) within the range 6891-6901, BitTorrent often uses

some part of the TCP/UDP port range 6881-6900; TCP 23399 is used (as default) by

Skype; and so on. Such strong association between applications and TCP/UDP ports

is fundamentally an artifact of the design of transport layer protocols and socket APIs,

where at least one endpoint of a communication over the network must listen on a

pre-specified port in order to receive data, where the application is client-server or peer-

to-peer. Although different ports may be used by different instances of the application,

once it has been configured for the application instance running on a host, more often

than not it tends to stay unchanged. While it is possible to compile an exhaustive

list to find ports reserved or frequently used by various applications (such a list is in

fact used for mapping ports to plausible applications for the purpose of validating and

interpreting the results we have obtained), such a manual approach is rather tedious;

nor is it generally scalable or robust. For example, simply mapping certain “reserved”

ports to their “officially assigned” applications may not always be a good idea, as some

other applications may re-use or “mis-use” these ports for other purposes. Further, the

associations between applications and ports may be site-dependent, especially in the

case of applications/services which allow users or system administrators to configure

the ports used.

Rather than using ports to directly identify applications, we instead focus on the

significant host-port association patterns that can be mined from the network data, and

employ only a list of known port-application mappings for the purposes of validation

and interpretation of extracted activity patterns. The basic idea behind our approach is

the following. Suppose we have a collection of hosts (say, most are client machines, but

some are servers) as well as a set of applications/services. Each application is operated

on a subset of hosts, and each host may run one or more applications. Hence, in general,

the groups of hosts running each application may intersect. For simplicity, let us assume

that the applications are “uncorrelated” in the sense that how users (of the hosts) use one

application do not in general hinge on another application, e.g., users accessing the web
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do not (with high probability) lead them to run a file sharing application, or use Skype;

and moreover, for a group of hosts frequently running the same application, it is used in

a somewhat similar manner. Under these assumptions, when observing the frequencies

of (src/dst) ports in the traffic generated by the individual hosts in the collection,

intuitively, we would expect that the ports associated with an application would appear

more frequently among the group of hosts on which it is operated than those on which

it is not operated. Further, although hosts may operate multiple applications, we would

expect the frequencies of the ports associated with one application to be more correlated

on the hosts it is operated than those it is not. This illustrative example suggests that

we may be able to extract significant activity patterns by looking for the strong host-

port association patterns in the port distribution vectors (PDVs) of the hosts. In the

machine learning jargon, extracting significant activity patterns based on the strong

host-port associations in the network data is essentially a co-clustering problem. In

the next section, we adopt the probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) technique

developed for document classification for this problem, and provide an overview of the

pLSA-based HEAPs method.

2.2.3 pLSA and Overview of HEAPs

The probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [5] technique is a generative machine

learning model originally developed for document classification. Here, we first provide

a formal description of the model, and then describe how we adopt pLSA to develop

HEAPs for extracting and classifying activity patterns using a novel local-global two-step

process.

As an example of the generative aspect model, pLSA posits a latent-variable model

for clustering/classifying and “explaining” observed co-occurrence (or “dyadic”) data.

It assumes that the observed data (e.g., documents, or in our case traffic generated by

hosts) come from K latent classes or “aspects” (e.g., document classes as defined by

subject topics, or in our case classes or clusters of related applications) that cannot be

directly observed and thus must be inferred. What we have is an observed co-occurrence

data matrix (e.g., documents and frequencies of words contained in each document, or

in our case hosts and the frequencies of ports observed), the problem is then to cluster

and classify each data to its latent class (e.g., classify each document based on the topic,
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or hosts based on the application it runs). Note that the clustering/classification here is

in general soft, i.e., data (documents, hosts) can be classified into multiple classes, each

with a given probability. For clarity, we will cast the pLSA model in terms of extracting

the activity patterns using the host-port association data.

Given H = {h1, . . . , hm}, a collection of hosts, and P = {p1, . . . , pn}, the set of

(src/dst) associated ports, let the m × n matrix A denote the host-port association

matrix (HPAM), where each entry, A(h, p), represents the (joint) probability (src or

dst) port p is observed to be associated with h in the overall traffic. (Hence each row of

A corresponds to (a normalized version of) the PDV of h, see Section 2.4 for a formal

definition of HPAMs used in our study.) As earlier, we assume that there are K latent

(application or “activity pattern”) classes, C = {c1, . . . , cK}. Given each (h, p) pair,

pLSA models the probability of the observed co-occurrence, A(h, p), as a mixture of

conditionally independent multinomial distributions. In other words, a joint probability

model over H × P is defined by the mixture, where

A(h, p) := Pr(h, p) = Pr(p|h)P (h) =
∑

c∈C

Pr(p|c)Pr(c|h)Pr(h), (2.1)

where we have used the relation

Pr(p|h) =
∑

c∈C

Pr(p|c)Pr(c|h), (2.2)

with the assumption that h and p are independent conditioned on c, and thus Pr(p|c, h) =

Pr(p|c), ∀c ∈ C.

Given this generative aspect model for A = [Pr(p, h)], the problem is then to infer

the probabilities Pr(h|c) and Pr(p|c), or equivalently, Pr(h, p|c) ∀c ∈ C, h ∈ H, p ∈ P .

From these probabilities, we can extract significant activity patterns, i.e., the collection

of associated hosts and ports such that for some c, Pr(h, p|c) is significant, e.g., exceeds

some threshold. In pSLA, these probabilities are estimated using the Expectation Max-

imization (EM) algorithm. As part of the E-step and M-step, the following formulae

are used (see [6] for details), where F (h, p) denotes the numbers of flows host h sends

using port p:

Pr(p|c) ∝
∑

h∈H

F (h, p)Pr(c|h, p) (2.3)
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which is the posterior probability of port p belonging to (the latent activity pattern) c,

and

Pr(h|c) ∝
∑

p∈P

F (h, p)Pr(c|h, p) (2.4)

which is the posterior probability of host h belonging to (the latent activity pattern) c.

Hence for each c ∈ C,

Pr(c) ∝
∑

h∈H

∑

p∈P

F (h, p)Pr(c|h, p). (2.5)

In adopting the pLSA model to extract activity patterns in massive network data,

we face several technical challenges. First, because the scale of the data (both in terms

of numbers of hosts and ports), pLSA may not be able to handle the large data matrix,

due to the high computation costs (of the iterative EM algorithm), especially when the

number of latent classes K is large. Second, because of the diversity of applications

on a large network, determining the appropriate K can be a difficult issue. Third

and perhaps more importantly, extracting significant activity patterns using the global

(network-wide) data matrix using pLSA may obscure those that are specific to and of

significance to individual subnets. This, for example, may happen when a relatively

small K is used. To address these issues, we propose HEAPs—Hierarchical Extraction

of Activity Patterns, a novel local-global two-stage process that is not only scalable

but also effective in extracting both globally prevalent as well as locally significant

activity patterns. In the first stage of HEAPs, we apply pLSA locally to host-port

association data derived from network traffic of individual subnets to extract significant

activity patterns. Using these activity patterns extracted from individual subnets, in

the second stage of HEAPs, we use the Jensen-Shannon distance metric to compare

activity patterns extracted from different subnets based on their corresponding port

distributions (i.e., using {Pr(p|c), p ∈ P} for each (latent) activity pattern c), and then

classify them accordingly using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The second stage

therefore enables us to group and identify activity patterns that are globally prevalent,

while at the same time discovering those that are of significance only to one or a few

subnets. We will present the details of these two stages in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5.
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2.3 Related Work

As formulated in this chapter, extracting significant activity patterns based on host-port

associations is essentially a co-clustering problem. In the data mining/machine learning

communities, a number of co-clustering techniques have been developed. For example,

a classic method is to use SVD (singular value decomposition) or PCA (principal com-

ponent analysis), as is used in the standard Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [7]. While

SVD is known to be optimal in minimizing the L2 norm (i.e., the variance), the main

issue with SVD is that the decomposition results can sometimes be hard to interpret,

especially when L2 or variance minimization may not be the right model for how the

data is generated. Outliers may also affect the results of SVD, for which a number of

robust SVD/PCA methods have been developed (see, e.g., [8]). Spectral co-clustering

of bipartite graphs [9] essentially applies SVD to bipartite graphs. Another approach

for co-clustering employs non-matrix factorization techniques (see, e.g., [10, 11, 12]) to

decompose and cluster co-occurrence data matrices. The main advantage of this ap-

proach is that the results are in general easier to interpret (as decomposed matrices

are still non-negative, as in the original data matrix). Most non-matrix factorization

techniques are computationally expensive, and cannot handle large data matrices. As

generative models, pLSA (and the closely related model, LDA [13]) not only produces

“non-negative” decomposition results that are more amenable to interpretation, it also

supplies us with a specific model (the latent variable mixture model) for explaining

how the observed data may be generated. As a plausible generative model for observed

host-port association data, we therefore adopt pLSA for our problem.

Within the context of relevant work to this thesis, one may apply traffic classifi-

cation directly to identify applications, and then discover hosts associated with these

applications. Most traffic classification schemes (see, e.g.,[14, 15, 16, 17]), however,

require payload (or at least application layer protocol fields) for signature-based ap-

plication identification, or detailed traffic statistics for machine-learning based traffic

classification. In contrast, our work utilizes much coarser host-port association data

(over a generally much longer period of time), and thus is far less inexpensive and

more scalable. Our approach and the traffic classification approach are not mutually

exclusive, and can be in fact viewed as complementary: our approach can be applied to
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identify activity patterns with strong host-port associations, and if needed, the traffic

classification approach can then be applied to these activity patterns for further in-

depth analysis, e.g., to validate and map ports to (expected) application classes, or to

discover unknown applications. The combination of the two approaches is especially

useful in detecting anomalous and suspicious activities (e.g., attacks) on the network.

More closely related to our work, the authors in [3] apply SVD to block-level host-port

network matrix for the purpose of profiling and tracking significant behaviors of each

network block. In [18], the non-negative matrix factorization approach is used to de-

compose traffic activity graphs (TAGs) formed by interactions between inside/outside

hosts of a campus network, and mine significant interaction patterns. While both meth-

ods can be used in our study, for the reasons discussed earlier we adopt pLSA for its

model-based data interpretations. We note that it is possible to incorporate [18] in our

work to model 3-way interactions among inside, outside hosts and ports. This will be

part of the future work.

2.4 Extracting Activity Patterns from Subnets

In this section, we describe how to apply the pLSA model to extract significant activ-

ity patterns using network data from individual subnets. We present some examples

to illustrate the extracted activity patterns, and discuss the impact of address block

(subnet) sizes on the efficacy of pLSA. We also show how we utilize the characteristics

of activity patterns to infer the underlying applications of a given subnet.

2.4.1 Applying pLSA to Subnet HPAMs

As the common practice, each subnet of a large campus network (as in ours) is typically

allocated a contiguous block of IP addresses of size 2b (i.e., a /b address block), where

typically we have 16 < b ≤ 24. For simplicity, in this chapter, we divide the address

space (consisting of 3 /16 address blocks) of the campus network into subnets of block

size /b for some b. For most cases, we will use b = 24 unless otherwise stated. In

Section 2.4.4, we will discuss the impact of subnet block size b on the efficacy of pLSA.

Given a subnet S of a block size b, we have a total of up to m = 2b hosts. We will
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Figure 2.1: No of singular values for different values of (ǫ)

use H to denote the set of all hosts on the subnet S. For each h ∈ H, let fh be the

total number of flows generated by h in a time window T (e.g., a day). For each src

(resp. dst) port p, let fhp denote the total number of flows generated by h that contain

p as the src (resp. dst) port. As there are potentially 216 (src/dst) ports most of which

are either not used or infrequently used, without loss of generality, we “compress” the

total number of (src/dst) ports into a list of 4000 most frequently observed (or most

significant) ports, with 2000 src and 2000 dst ports as follows: Using the flow records

from the entire network, for each src port p, we compute the frequency of the port (i.e.,

the ratio of flows containing the src p over the total number of flows), and apply the

entropy-based significant value (cluster) extraction method developed in [19] to identify

the most significant (or frequent) src ports. Suppose that this process yields a list of N0

top src ports. Given this list of top N0 src ports, we apply the same method using the

flow records of each subnet (i.e., each /b address block) to extract the subnet-specific

most significant/frequent ports and check to see whether these ports are among the list

of top N0 ports extracted earlier and if they are not, we add those ports to the list. This

way we obtain a list of most frequent or significant src ports that are either globally

frequent or locally significant. Using the same method, we obtain a similar list of most

frequent or significant dst ports. With some minor adjustment for symmetry, etc., we

obtain a final list of 1999 src and 1999 dst ports. Finally, we introduce one “fictitious” src
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port, denoted as aoSrcPort, which represents all other src ports; likewise, the “fictitious”

dst port, denoted as aoDstPort, represents all other dst ports. We use P to denote this

set of 2000 src and 2000 dst ports, where n = |P | = 4000.

Given the set of hosts H and the set of ports P , the host-port association matrix

(HPAM) for a subnet S is defined as:

AS := [sh · fhp/fh]m×n (2.6)

where sh = fh/fH , and fH =
∑

h′∈H fh′ . Namely, fH is the total number of flows

generated by all hosts on the subnet S, and sh thus represents the fraction of flows

generated by host h. Intuitively, sh represents the probability we see host h active1 .

When applying pLSA to the host-port association matrix A defined above, a key

issue is to determine an appropriate K, the number of latent classes (i.e., significant

activity patterns). For determining K, we employ a standard trick. We first apply SVD

(singular value decomposition) to A to obtain an initial estimate K ′. Using this initial

estimate K ′ as the basis, we then vary K in the neighborhood of K ′, apply pLSA using

each choice of K and compare the resulting extracted activity patterns to see whether

they differ significantly, and select the value K that yields the most stable results (i.e.,

when increasing K further, the resulting extracted patterns stay nearly the same). This

method is detailed below.

To determine the initial estimate K ′ using SVD, we employ the standard scree plot

of the singular values: given a small threshold ǫ > 0, we deem a singular value σk

significant if σk/σ1 ≥ ǫ, in which σ1 is the largest singular value. Using this method, we

apply SVD to HPAMs to determine k for different subnets within the campus network.

Figs. 2.1(a)-(b) show the histogram of the resulting k’s for all the subnets of size /24 for

ǫ = 0.1 and ǫ = 0.05, respectively. We have validated that the low-rank approximations

thus obtained capture at least 95% of the energy in the original HPAM (or, with squared

errors ≤ 0.05).

1 There are other ways we may define sh, as long as
P

h∈H
sh = 1. For example, let qh = fh/fH , and

define Q = −P

h∈H
qh log qh, which is the entropy of the host flow distribution, {qh, h ∈ H}. For each

h ∈ H, define sh = (−qh log qh)/Q. Then sh measures the ratio of h’s entropy over the total entropy of
the subnet. It provides another measure how “active” h is. Using such definition of sh in eq.(2.6) would
dampen the effect of one or two “outliers” that generate significantly more traffic than other hosts. We
have applied pLSA using both versions of HPAM and the results are generally very similar, suggesting
that we do rarely see dominating “outlier” hosts within each subnet.
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HPAM top ports aoSrcPort(0.234), dstTCP80(0.224), aoDstPort(0.124), srcTCP25(0.075),
dstTCP113(0.056), srcTCP993(0.054), dstICMP0(0.023), srcTCP22(0.017),
dstTCP25(0.015), srcICMP771(0.015)

HPAM top IPs 1(0.454), 33(0.059), 66(0.039), 14(0.027), 61(0.026), 106(0.023), 157(0.019), 35(0.017),
15(0.016), 87(0.016)

pLSA top ports
Pr(p|c)

aoSrcPort(0.500), dstTCP80(0.471), aoDstPort(0.233), dstICMP0(0.371), sr-
cICMP771(0.347), srcTCP22(0.363), srcTCP25(0.168), dstTCP113(0.126),
srcTCP993(0.120), dstTCP443(0.016)

pLSA top IPs
Pr(h|c)

1(1.00), 30(0.119), 33(0.104), 5(0.098), 71(0.086), 14(0.085), 66(0.083), 88(0.081),
15(0.077), 16(0.076)

Activity 1 ports aoSrcPort(0.500), dstTCP80(0.471)

Activity 2 ports aoDstPort(0.233), srcTCP25(0.168), aoSrcPort(0.164), dstTCP113(0.126),
srcTCP993(0.120)

Activity 3 ports aoDstPort(0.394), srcTCP22(0.363)

Activity 4 ports dstICMP0(0.371), srcICMP771(0.347)

Activity 1 IPs 33(0.104), 14(0.085), 66(0.083), 15(0.077), 47(0.061), 61(0.056), 60(0.053), 157(0.051)

Activity 2 IPs 1(1.000)

Activity 3 IPs 30(0.119), 5(0.098), 71(0.086), 88(0.081), 16(0.076), 83(0.071), 6(0.063), 159(0.062),
35(0.056)

Activity 4 IPs 36(0.037), 50(0.035), 41(0.035), 20(0.034), 158(0.034), 65(0.034), 156(0.034),
141(0.034), 19(0.033), 84(0.032)

Table 2.1: Activity patterns for a /24 Departmental Subnet

HPAM top ports dstTCP80(0.479), aoSrcPort(0.233), aoDstPort(0.112), srcTCP6881(0.073), sr-
cUDP6881(0.039), dstTCP5190(0.020), dstTCP1863(0.017), dstTCP443(0.017),
dstTCP5050(0.006), dstTCP110(0.004)

HPAM top IPs 29(0.372), 19(0.096), 13(0.085), 146(0.075), 109(0.073), 74(0.066), 167(0.066),
188(0.060)-180(0.054), 149(0.053)

pLSA top ports
Pr(p|c)

dstTCP80(0.462), aoSrcPort(0.434), aoDstPort(0.391), dstTCP5190(0.278),
srcTCP6881(0.277), dstTCP1863(0.227), srcUDP6881(0.147), aoDstPort(0.140),
dstTCP5050(0.078) dstTCP110(0.017)

pLSA top IPs
Pr(h|c)

29(0.972), 74(0.489), 146(0.234), 188(0.200), 34(0.129), 81(0.108), 50(0.107),
19(0.102), 167(0.072), 37(0.069)

Activity 1 ports dstTCP5190(0.278), dstTCP1863(0.227), dstTCP5050(0.078)

Activity 2 ports dstTCP80(0.462), aoSrcPort(0.434)

Activity 3 ports aoDstPort(0.391), srcTCP6881(0.277), srcUDP6881(0.147)

Activity 4 ports aoSrcPort(0.397), aoDstPort(0.140)

Activity 1 IPs 146(0.234), 34(0.129), 81(0.108), 50(0.107)

Activity 2 IPs 19(0.102), 167(0.072), 180(0.067), 177(0.066), 197(0.051), 175(0.050)

Activity 3 IPs 29(0.972), 60(0.012)

Activity 4 IPs 74(0.489), 188(0.200), 37(0.069), 156(0.056)

Table 2.2: Activity patterns for a /24 Wireless Subnet
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Given the initial estimate K ′, we follow a fairly conservative approach to determine

the “optimal” K. Starting with K = max{K ′ − 2, 0}, we apply pLSA with each choice

of K, and compare the resulting extracted activity patterns using the Jensen-Shannon

distance (explained in Section 2.5). If the (minimum) distances between the extracted

activity patterns using the previous value of K and those using the current value of

K are less than a pre-specified threshold, we stop; otherwise, increase K by one and

repeat. Using our network data, we find that this process always stops with K ≤ K ′+3.

2.4.2 Illustration of Activity Patterns

In this subsection, we present examples of activity patterns extracted locally from sub-

nets by applying pLSA to their HPAMs. Based on the significant host-port associations

depicted in each activity pattern, we describe their underlying structures and demon-

strate how each activity pattern represents a set of coherent applications (e.g. Email

ports 993, 25 and 464, or HTTP ports 80 and 443). Moreover, we illustrate how the

method can be utilized to compare, correlate and distinguish activity patterns providing

an insight into how similar (or distinct) are two given subnets.

For each activity pattern c, we utilize the posterior probabilities Pr(p|c) and Pr(h|c)
in Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4, to obtain the set of ports and hosts corresponding to c, respec-

tively. We, then, apply the entropy-based significant value extraction method developed

in [19] to identify the most significant ports and hosts for each c (with β = 0.9).

Table 2.4.1 and Table 2.4.1 depict two examples of /24 subnets, one representing

a departmental subnet and the other representing a wireless subnet. For each subnet

represented by its HPAM, we list in the first 2 rows the top 10 ports as well as the top

10 IP hosts, respectively (based on the number of outgoing flows). The values in the

parentheses represent the percentages of flows for each port/host over the total flows of

the block. Similarly, in the third and fourth rows, we show the top significant Pr(p|c)
and Pr(h|c) (by considering all ci ∈ [c1 · · · ck]). The rest of the rows list the activity

patterns showing the significant ports as well as the hosts.

As explained earlier, the pLSA method extracts activity patterns reflecting the sig-

nificant associations between ports and hosts. A significant association is characterized

by a host or a number of hosts sending relatively large number of flows using some ports.

Therefore, we expect ports as well as hosts associated with large number of outgoing
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flows in HPAM to be represented in the significant activity patterns. This is evident

from the comparison of the set of top 10 ports in the (first row) and Pr(p|c) (third

row) which show that at least 9 of the 10 ports are identical. Similarly is the case of

IP addresses comparing second and fourth rows. This observation stresses the fact that

pLSA does not attempt to extract all possible host-port associations, but rather accu-

rately captures associations that are dominant, significant and representative of large

share of the block’s host-port interactions.

The listed activities on the table further explain what these associations stand for,

and the type of applications they represent. Table 2.4.1 lists 4 different activity pattern

extracted from a departmental block. The first activity represents an HTTP client

using dst port 80 and aoSrcPort. HTTP client is the most frequently-used service in

our campus network and is usually utilized by a large number of hosts. Therefore and

as shown on the table, this activity pattern is associated with a relatively high number

of hosts. In contrast, activity 2 represents an email server using SMTP src port 25

and IMAP src port 993 along with the IDENT dst port 113 used to connect to email

servers along with aoSrcPort and aoDstPort. The use of dst port 113 suggests that the

local SMTP server accesses other outside email servers to exchange mail. Typical of

such servers in which only one or few email servers exist within a block, this activity

pattern is associated with one significant host (server). Similarly, activity 3 represents

an SSH server along src port 22 common on departmental blocks providing secure remote

login. The difference between this server and the server in the previous activity pattern

is that it corresponds to a set of machines making available SSH some of which are

more heavily used than others. Activity 4 represents a totally different type of activity

pattern corresponding to ICMP activity using ICMP dst port 0 and ICMP src port 771.

A number of hosts access this port which is likely a response to some incoming “ping”

messages.

Unlike the departmental block, Table 2.4.1 represents activities in a (dynamic) wire-

less block. Activity 1 of this block represents Instant Messaging (IM) using AOL dst

port 5190, MSN Messenger dst port 1863 and Yahoo Messenger dst port 5050. IM ser-

vice is popular among dynamic and residential blocks and as shown is accessed by a few

hosts. Activity 2 is similar to activity 1 in the departmental block representing HTTP

client using dst port 80 and aoSrcPort. This service as mentioned earlier is popular and
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is accessed by a number of users. Common to residential and dynamic subnets, p2p and

file sharing service are highly popular on such subnets which is depicted by activity 3

with BitTorrent src UDP/TCP 6881, in addition to aoSrcPort and aoDstPort. From

these two ports, it seems that the hosts make available the access for others to down-

load files. Activity 4 for this block is rather unique. The dominance of aoSrcPort and

aoDstPort suggests there are a number of source and destination ports within the block

none of which are significant, which implies that there are some server as well as client

activities with low significance. This type of activity is likely to correspond to p2p traffic

and further investigation on this block reveals that such source and destination ports

are rather general-purpose ports which are not used for specific service but nonetheless

mimic p2p traffic. From the table, this activity is associated with multiple hosts within

the block.

The previous example demonstrates how pLSA can capture the different activities

within the block extracting activity patterns that are coherent and represent a class

of similar applications. Even though these two subnets are radically different (e.g.

departmental vs. dynamic), we can still find commonly used activities found in both

subnets. For example, HTTP client is the most dominant activity and not only both

blocks contain this type of activity, but also exhibit the same structure in that both

port 80 and aoSrcPort are dominant connecting several hosts. Therefore, we can cluster

similar activity patterns together and extract the dominant activity patterns within

the network providing the big picture of the network as will be explained in details in

Section 2.5.

2.4.3 Inferring Network Applications from Activity Patterns

In the previous section, we demonstrated that the activity patterns capture the dom-

inant activities within a particular subnet. In addition, these activity patterns also

provide us with good amount of knowledge for inferring the specific applications asso-

ciated with them. For example, an activity pattern with aoSrcPort being dominant is

likely associated with client activities. In contrast, an activity pattern with aoDstPort

being dominant often corresponds to server activities. If both aoSrcPort and aoDstPort

are dominant, they are likely related to p2p activities.

Besides these factious ports, the number of dominant source/destination ports and
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(a) HTTP Server (b) Email Server

Figure 2.2: Visualization of Server Activity Patterns

the number of dominant hosts associated with each activity pattern can also help us

determine the specific application behind the activity patterns. As an example, we

visualize and compare the interaction of the dominant hosts and dominant ports for

activity patterns from the HTTP server activity and Email server activity using the host-

port relation graph in Fig. 2.2. The red nodes in each graph represent the dominant hosts

and the blue nodes stand for the dominant ports, which are both extracted following the

method in Section 2.4.2. An edge is drawn between a host h and a port p if at least one

flow is observed from/to h towards/from port p. Though both of the activity patterns

correspond to the server activity, the email server activity contains more dominant

source ports than the HTTP server activity. For the HTTP server, the dominant ports

are source port 80 and aoSrcPort, while for the Email server, the dominant ports contain

source port 25, source port 993, source port 465 and aoSrcPort. We also observe distinct

properties in other activity patterns, for example, the graph associated with the p2p

activities often contain both dominant aoSrcPort and aoDstPort and one or a few other

dominant ports depending on the specific applications (e.g., TCP 6346 for BitTorrent,

6881 for Gnutella and TCP 4662 for eMule) revealing that a p2p host behave as both a

client and a server. In addition, we observe that the SSH server activity are is associated

with more dominant hosts than other server activities, which is possibly due to the

dominant SSH servers in the department networks. Though the above inference rules

are quite intuitive, summarizing all such rules manually is a tedious and hard task.

Therefore, we use a supervised machine learning technique for automatically learning

these rules. We detail our approach below.

The samples in our application are host-port relation graphs and the labels (ground

truth) are the associated application classes. Since most machine learning algorithms
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Size AP Ports

/24 1 dstTCP554, dstTCP80,aoSrcPort
2 dstTCP80, aoSrcPort
3 dstUDP500, dstUDP10000, srcUDP500, srcUDP10000
4 srcTCP22, aoDstPort
5 dstUDP53, srcUDP32906
6 dstTCP80, dstTCP5190, dstTCP5222, dstTCP1863, aoSrcPort
7 aoDstPort, srcTCP993, srcTCP25
8 aoDstPort, srcTCP80

/20 9 srcTCP22, aoDstPort, srcUDP500, dstUDP500
10 aoSrcPort, dstTCP1863, dstTCP5190, dstTCP5050
11 dstTCP80, srcUDP47892
12 srcICMP0, dstICMP0, srcTCP143, aoDstPort
13 srcTCP80, aoDstPort
14 aoSrcPort, dstTCP6667, srcUDP32773, dstTCP25
15 dstUDP53, srcUDP32906, dstICMP0, srcICMP8
16 aoDstPort, aoSrcPort, srcTCP21, srcTCP20
17 aoDstPort, aoSrcPort, srcTCP25, srcTCP993
18 srcTCP443, aoDstPort
19 aoSrcPort, dstTCP80, dstTCP443, aoDstPort

/26 20 aoSrcPort, dstUDP123, dstTCP80
21 aoSrcPort, dstTCP80, dstTCP5190, dstTCP143, dstTCP993
22 aoDstPort, srcTCP80, srcTCP25, srcTCP22
23 dstTCP80, aoSrcPort
24 aoDstPort, dstICMP0, srcTCP80, srcICMP771
25 dstTCP80, dstTCP443
26 srcTCP3113, dstTCP5050, aoSrcPort
27 aoDstPort, srcTCP22, srcTCP80

Table 2.3: Activity Patterns for an Engineering Subnet
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take samples in the format of feature vectors, we encode the host-port relation graphs

into the feature vector representation as follows. For each graph, we compute 5 graph

statistics: the number of dominant source ports, the number of dominant destination

ports, the presence/absence of aoSrcPort and aoDstPort (binary feature) and the num-

ber of hosts connected to the graph. According to the network management need, we

define 9 traffic classes: HTTP Client, HTTP Server, Email Client, Email Server, Game,

IM, p2p and SSH and manually assign one of these classes to each feature vector. 2 .

We then train a decision tree [20] to learn the association between feature vectors and

the corresponding class labels. The decision tree is constructed using Weka [21] with

all default parameters and evaluated through 10 folds cross-validation.

We show the decision tree offers a classification accuracy of 86.7% from the cross-

validation results. The per-class accuracy varies from 100% for p2p activities to 58.3%

for IM activities. We argue that our method is not designed for providing the most

accurate traffic classification result, but to help the network administrator gain a fast

understanding on the activities in the target subnet. When interesting activities or

anomaly behaviors are observed in the subnet, the administrator can then apply more

sophisticated, and hence more computationally expensive, method for further analysis.

2.4.4 Effect of subnet size

In the previous subsections and for illustration purposes, we have shown the results

of our method using /24 subnets for which pLSA provides a local view of the activity

patterns within a subnet. However, it is of interest to network and security analysts

to gain a “global” view of the activity patterns for a larger subnet, or more generally,

for the whole network. Consequently, we pose the question “What is the effect of the

subnet size on the pLSA extraction results?”.

Table 2.4.3 shows the results of applying pLSA to the same /24 subnet S using

different block sizes /26 and /20 in which we list the activity patterns for each block

in which activity patterns 1-8 correspond to applying pLSA to S, 9-19 correspond to

applying pLSA to the /20 block containing S, and 20-27 correspond to applying pLSA

to all the /26 blocks contained in S. From the table, we notice that the majority of

2 These labeled activity patterns cover 62% of all the activity patterns. Validation on the inference
results for the unknown (unlabeled) activity patterns is left for future work.
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the activity patterns extracted using the smaller /24 subnet are contained within the

activity patterns extracted using the /20 subnet size in addition to newly extracted

activity patterns 11, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 19 from the larger /20 block.

While activity patterns 8 and 13 are identical, activity patterns 6 and 10 representing

IM activity as well as 7 and 17 representing Email server are similar.

However, we notice that activity patterns 3 and 4 have been merged into the single

activity pattern 9 despite the fact that they are two distinct activity patterns with the

first representing system management activity while the other corresponds to SSH server

activity. Combining these two distinct activity patterns together resembles incoherent

activity pattern that is not easy to interpret. This is similar to activity pattern 1 for

the /24 block which describes a unique activity: real-time streaming over HTTP which

is masked (no longer exists) within the /20 block activity patterns.

In contrast, each extracted activity pattern from the /26 subnets contains multiple

(heterogeneous) activities. For example, activity pattern 21 represents IM using port

5190, HTTP client using port 80, and email client using ports 143 and 993. Similarly,

activity pattern 22 combines HTTP server using port 80, SSH server using port 22 and

Email server using port 25. Therefore, using /26 block size seems to produce general

activity patterns ignoring the distinct activities the ports represent within each activity

pattern.

The previous example illustrates the impact of the subnet size on pLSA results.

While extracting significant activity patterns from a larger subnet (e.g. by observing

traffic at some central vantage point) may provide a global view of the activity pat-

terns within the network, this method has major drawbacks. First, the unscalability

and complexity of extracting activities from a large network may render such method

unfeasible. Second, while the method provides a high-level picture of the significant ac-

tivities within the network, it might mask important patterns that would have otherwise

been discovered from a smaller subnet. Third, the power of extracting activity patterns

from a subnet lies on the interpretability of the results in which the activity patterns

are coherent and can be precisely described; an endeavor that may be unattainable for

larger subnets as described above. On the other hand, as we decrease the subnet size

(and hence decrease the number of hosts within each subnet), there are less active hosts

within the smaller /26 blocks causing multiple activity patterns to merge into one or two
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activity patterns that contain heterogeneous activity patterns. Moreover, since hosts

involved in the same type of activity are within different /26 blocks but within the same

larger /24 block, their host-port associations are scattered in different /26 blocks and

cannot be realized as significant unless we extract a larger block size.

We have tried different block sizes and found that blocks between the sizes of /24

and /21 provide similar results. In this section, we presented the first stage of the

local-global two-stage process in which we applied pLSA to small subnet sizes (e.g. /24

blocks) to extract the significant activity patterns.

However, in order to provide a global view of the activity patterns for the whole

network, in the next section, we employ the second stage in which we perform a global

classification of activity patterns analyzing the similarities of locally extracted activ-

ity patterns and grouping them accordingly using a hierarchical clustering algorithm.

In addition to obtaining the “big-picture” of the network-wide activity patterns, the

advantage of this method is that it can be distributed which resolves scalability and

complexity issues encountered when applying pLSA to larger subnets.

2.5 Clustering activity patterns globally

In the previous section, we provided the detailed technique for the first stage of our

HEAP’s two-stage method in which we utilized pLSA to extract locally significant ac-

tivity patterns for individual subnets. In this section, we zero in the second stage of

HEAP in which we perform a global clustering of activity patterns obtained from the

first stage.

In subsection 2.5.1, we present our novel methodology. First, we utilize the Jensen-

Shannon distance (JSD) metric to compare the activity patterns extracted from indi-

vidual subnets. We then provide a hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster similar

activity patterns which compares and merges clusters based on the average JSD of ac-

tivity patterns. The advantage of the two-stage clustering method is its efficiency and

scalability which is realized by its distributive manner in which pLSA is applied to

individual subnets and the resultant activity patterns are subsequently grouped based

on their similarities using hierarchical clustering. In subsection 2.5.2, we present our

clustering results in which we distinguish clusters (i.e. types of activity patterns) that
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have network-wide dominance from clusters prevalent to individual subnets.

2.5.1 Hierarchical Clustering of Activity Patterns

In pLSA, each activity pattern, c, is characterized by its port and host posterior probabil-

ity distributions, Pr(p|c) and Pr(h|c), respectively. More specifically, Pr(p|c) describes

the underlying applications for c. Therefore, comparing two activity patterns c1 and c2

involves comparing their corresponding posterior probability distributions Pr(p|c1) and

Pr(p|c2), respectively.

Such comparison can be computed by utilizing the Jensen-Shannon distance (JSD),

which measures the distance between two probability distributions. JSD computes the

distance between two activity patterns as follows. Given two activity patterns c1 and c2

represented by their port probability distribution P1 and P2, respectively, the Jensen-

Shannon distance djs(P1, P2) = 1
2d(P1||M) + 1

2d(P2||M) where M = 1
2(P1 + P2) and

d(P ||Q) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence d(P ||Q) =
∑n

i=1 P (i)log P (i)
Q(i) .

Using the above definition, we compute the pairwise distance between all pairs of

activity patterns, and the results are shown on Fig 3.4(a): the rows and columns are

indexed by the activity patterns, and a gray scale is used to visually depict the similarity:

the darker a point (i, j) is, the shorter is the distance between the two activity patterns

(ci, cj). The rows and columns are sorted so that the activity patterns with likely similar

behavior (i.e. running same applications), are located closer to each other. The figure

clearly shows clusters of activity patterns with likely similar behaviors.

To extract plausible clusters shown on Fig 3.4(a), we apply a hierarchical clustering

algorithm. Represented as a tree structure, hierarchical clustering provides the flexibility

of choosing clusters at different levels of granularity which is made available through

cutting the tree at a certain level. For example, we may want to cluster more generic

activity patterns (such as HTTP, Email or p2p) to provide a high level of the dominant

activities within the network. Alternatively, it may be desirable to obtain fine-grained

clustering details, (e.g. separating p2p into Gnutella, eMule and BitTorrent). Both

cases are realized by cutting the tree at different levels of granularity.

In hierarchical clustering, a node (activity pattern or cluster of activity patterns)

is represented by its probability distribution Pr(p|c). The algorithm iteratively merges

points based on their pairwise JSD values. In each iteration, the two points with the
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Figure 2.3: Activity patterns similarity matrix

lowest JSD are merged together into a cluster and Pr(p|c) is (re)computed by taking

the average of all Pr(p|ci) within the cluster. This iterative process is continued until

all activity patterns have been merged into one cluster.

2.5.2 Clustering Results

In hierarchical clustering, the results can be expressed in the form of a tree structure.

For this tree, the leaf nodes represent activity patterns and non-leaf nodes represent

clusters of activity patterns. The closer are the nodes (i.e. share relatively short-path

to a common ancestor), the more similar they are. Hence, hierarchical clustering is

useful for our case, since it enables us to conduct a “multi-scale” clustering at different

levels of granularity. Therefore, we can provide coarse-grained clusters (e.g. p2p) or

fine-grained clusters (e.g. Gnutella, BitTorrent and eMule).

To distinguish network-wide activity patterns from activity patterns prevalent to

selected blocks, we obtain a number of representative clusters for each of them. For

interpretability, we require the obtained clusters to exhibit a high level of “coherence”,

i.e. activity patterns within the same cluster have smaller JSD (computed as the aver-

age JSD of all activity patterns within the cluster). A cluster is “coherent” and thus

interpretable if all activity patterns within it have relatively small pairwise JSD. Fig 2.4
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No Label Ports Subnets % NoAPs

1 HTTP Client dstTCP80, dstTCP443, aoSrcPort Network-wide 40.8 1520
2 IM dstTCP5190, dstTCP1863, dstTCP5050,

dstTCP5222, aoSrcPort
Network-wide 1.3 50

3 HTTP Server srcTCP80, srcTCP443, aoDstPort Departments 7.2 268
4 SSH Sever srcTCP22, aoDstPort Departments 1.2 48
5 Email Server srcTCP25, srcTCP993, srcTCP143,

srcTCP465
Different Academic De-
partments

0.9 34

6 Non-Significant
Ports

aoSrcPort, aoDstPort Network-wide 0.9 34

7 Diverse Client
Activity

aoSrcPort Different Academic De-
partments

0.8 31

8 Diverse Server
Activity

aoDstPort Different Academic De-
partments

0.5 17

9 ICMP dstICMP0, srcICMP0, srcICMP771 Network-wide 2.1 77
10 Time Synchro-

nization
srcUDP123, dstUDP123 Different Academic De-

partments
0.9 32

11 DNS dstUDP53, aoSrcPort Several Academic De-
partments

0.3 13

12 mySql srcTCP3306, aoDstPort Different Academic De-
partment

0.4 14

13 Gnutella {dst,src}{TCP,UDP}6881, aoSrcPort, aoD-
stPort

Residential Halls 0.7 27

14 BitTorrent {dst,src}{TCP,UDP}{6346,6348}, aoSrc-
Port, aoDstPort

Residential Halls 0.5 20

15 eMule {dst,src}{TCP,UDP}{4662, 4672}, aoDst-
Port, aoSrcPort

Residential Halls 0.3 11

16 IRC dstTCP7000, dstTCP6667, aoSrcPort Residential Halls 0.3 12

17 Admin {dst,src}{TCP,UDP}{500,10000} Mostly CS Blocks 0.1 5
18 GoToMyPC dstTCP8200, aoSrcPort Medical School 0.4 14
19 Printer Sharing srcTCP631, aoDstPort U Services 0.1 2
20 Telnet dstTCP23, aoSrcPort Secure Wireless Blocks 0.1 2
21 Scanning srcTCP1047, srcTCP1046, srcTCP1045,

dstTCP80
Different Departments 0.1 2

Table 2.4: Clustering results
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shows the relative increase in JSD at each step of the iterative algorithm in which the

x-axis represents the activity pattern being merged and the y-axis represents the rel-

ative increase in JSD at each merging step. As shown on the plot, each merging step

incurs insignificant increase in JSD until we reach a point in which a sharp increase

is incurred. The actual JSD value corresponding to the merging step just prior to the

sharp increase is 0.25.

Table 2.5.1 shows sample clusters with JSD ≤ 0.25. On the table, we list clusters

of network-wide activity patterns as well as clusters of activity patterns prevalent to

specific blocks.

HTTP client activities are the most dominant network-wide activities. Depending

on the HTTP site being accessed, the port being used is either unsecure TCP dstPort

80, secure TCP dstPort 443 or both (e.g. redirection from an unsecure site to a secure

site) which implies that a block may have more than one HTTP client activity. HTTP

client activities may correlate with other types of activities, such as Instant Messaging

(IM) in which the large share of the activity corresponds to HTTP client and a much

smaller share, yet significant, of the activity corresponds to IM ports. However, there

are some activity patterns representing only IM traffic (as shown in cluster 2) which

are more prevalent to wireless and residential halls as users utilize more than one IM

service.

There are a few server activities including HTTP server (cluster 3) widely deployed

in departmental subnets with one or few servers, SSH servers (cluster 4) which usually

contains a number of SSH servers within the block providing secure remote login service,

and Email servers (cluster 4) deployed in selected subnets, such as large academic and

wide-campus service departments (e.g. OHR, IT..etc) containing one or two servers

within the block.

Cluster 6 contains a number of server as well as client activity patterns none of which

are significant. Hence the dominant ports are aoSrcPort and aoDstPort. Such activity

pattern is typical of p2p activities. Similar to this activity pattern is cluster 7 which

corresponds to a large number of insignificant client activities. (Similarly is cluster 8 of

large number of insignificant server activities).

The ninth cluster corresponds to ICMP traffic with relatively large number of activ-

ity patterns, which may be a sign of queries generated to confirm the existence of some
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Figure 2.4: Relative increase in JSD at each merging step

type of service which may be (potentially) malicious. Cluster 10 represents network time

protocol; a utility commonly used in networks to resist the effect of latency which utilizes

time synchronization (e.g. with ISPs) while cluster 11 represents reverse DNS lookup

for which there are usually few host responsible for such queries. Several blocks may

make available databases to provide information to the academic community. Cluster

12 is an example of such activity pattern in which several academic departments pro-

vide information via mySql server. An example of this is a biology-related department

providing genes’ information in a database available as public knowledge.

Clusters 13, 14 and 15 correspond to p2p traffic, including Gnutella, BitTorrent, and

eMule, respectively. Used for file sharing, these activity patterns include aoSrcPort and

aoDstPort as dominant ports and are usually associated with residential halls blocks in

which several hosts utilize these types of services. A similar activity is that of cluster

16 which corresponds to chatting that is popular in residential halls.

The aforementioned clusters contain activity patterns common for the network-wide

activities some of which are general to all types of subnets (HTTP Client) and oth-

ers specific to one type of subnets (e.g. p2p in residential halls). In addition, there

are activity patterns which are prevalent to specific subnets. For example, cluster 17

corresponds to engineering blocks containing hosts which connect to outside hosts for
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software and tools automatic update. Cluster 18, on the other hand, is utilized by

hosts within the medical school allowing users login to remote (off-campus) machines

(e.g. machines for special service or their own PCs) using a specific dst port 8200 which

belongs to the GoToMyPC service. Some special-purpose protocols are used mainly by

the campus support services such as that of cluster 19 for utilizing printer sharing using

the Internet Printing Protocol (IPP). Telnet and scanning (clusters 20 and 21) are other

types of activity patterns that are prevalent in select blocks. Due to space limitation,

we only list a few types of clusters of activity patterns prevalent exclusively to specific

subnets.

Our results allow us to distinguish clusters common to specific blocks from those that

are common to the whole network. The results also depict the common activities to be

found in a typical campus network. Therefore, we are provided with a “global-view” of

what is going on within the campus network. In the next section, we go one step further

and profile and label each subnet based on its underlying activity patterns. While our

clustering results provide more generic labels of activities based on the threshold of

JSD = 0.25, one can obtain finer grained clusters by propagating further down the tree

to retrieve such clusters.

2.6 Tracking Block Behaviors over Time

In this section, we demonstrate how to track the change of block activities over time.

The stability of the block activities often reveals the composition of the hosts within

the block and the major activity change in the block can be an indicator of potential

attacks or other anomalies.

2.6.1 Stability of Blocks

Given a block B, let V (t) = [v1, . . . , vK ] denote the set of its activity patterns ex-

tracted using pLSA at the tth time interval (say, the tth day). Similarly, let V (t+1) =

[w1, . . . , wL] be the activity patterns corresponding to the same block at the t + 1th

time interval. We note that K 6= L in general, since new activities may show up at

t + 1 and, meanwhile, old activities may disappear. Even for some blocks when K = L,

the activity patterns may still change significantly. Therefore, we define block activity
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deviation (DEV) for measuring the difference of all activity patterns at time t and t+1.

DEV =

(

K
∑

i=1
JSD(vi, w

∗
i ) +

L
∑

j=1
JSD(v∗j , wj)

)

K + L
(2.7)

where w∗
i = argminwj

JSD(vi, wj), 1 ≤ j ≤ L, which represents the activity pattern at

t + 1 that is most similar to vi in terms of JSD. Similarly, v∗j = argminvi
JSD(vi, wj),

1 ≤ i ≤ K. DEV measures the average JSD of each activity pattern appearing at t

(resp. t + 1) to its “best matching” peer at t + 1 (resp. t). If the activity patterns have

no intersection at t and t + 1, DEV achieves the maximal value of 1. In contrast, if all

the activity patterns remain the same, DEV equals 0.
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Figure 2.5: Block activity deviation between 02/08/2006 and 02/09/2006.

Choosing t = 02/08/2006 and t + 1 = 02/09/2006, we show the DEV’s for all the

class C blocks in Fig. 2.5. The distribution of DEV’s is characterized with a bell shape,

with most (90%) of the blocks having DEV between 0.1 and 0.3. We interpret the

stability of individual blocks based on the domain names of the hosts within the block

and the network traffic observed in the block.

The 10 most stable blocks (with the lowest DEV’s) are all department blocks or li-

brary blocks. Each of these blocks contains multiple server machines, like Email servers,
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HTTP servers and SSH servers, etc. In addition to the server activities, these blocks

also contain limited client activities like HTTP, Email, SSH and IM. We conjecture

this is likely due to the fact that the machines in these blocks are configured to only

provide limited functionalities according to the department policies. In contrast, when

the DEV becomes higher, we start seeing blocks from the residential hall networks and

dynamic blocks, such as wireless blocks and dialup blocks. In addition, a greater variety

of traffic also appears, such as p2p and Game. The top 10 most unstable blocks (with

the highest DEV’s) all belong to dynamic blocks with domain names containing dhcp,

wireless, and dialup. Most client activities vary significantly in two consecutive days.

Take a wireless block as an example, at time t, the Web and IM client activities are

more dominant in the block; however, at time t + 1, the most dominant client activities

become p2p with port TCP6881 (BitTorrent). More interestingly, we find some server

activities appear temporally in these blocks, such as HTTP server activity (TCP80)

and other server activities with unpopular ports (e.g., TCP1494 and UDP32459). Since

according to the block assignment, we do not expect any server activity in these blocks,

such server activities are likely to indicate suspicious or anomalous network behaviors,

such as back-door attacks, etc. In the next section, we further explore this observa-

tion and design a method for identifying anomaly behaviors by tracking the temporal

changes of network blocks.

2.6.2 Anomaly and Attack Detection.

We define an anomaly activity as the traffic activity that is different from the typical

activities in a particular network block. For example, in a client-centered block, the

appearance of a server activity often indicates back-door attacks. In this section, we

propose a method based on the pLSA decomposition result for detecting anomalies in

a particular network block. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method

through attack emulation, where we inject certain types of attacks or other anomalous

activities into a block with otherwise “normal” activities. We have performed this study

using a range of anomalies with a variety of activity patterns, including outside scanning,

back-door trojan activities and ddos attacks. We emulate the outside scanning activity by

injecting with 3 response flows from TCP srcPort25 to all active hosts in the network.

To emulate the back-door trojan activities, we inject 1000 response flows associated
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with TCP srcPort 443 to one client machine in the network. We also emulate the ddos

attacks by injecting 1000 echo reply flows (ICMP srcPort 0) to one server machine in

the network.

When an anomaly occurs, if it is significant (either involving a large number of flows,

e.g., ddos attacks, or involving a large number of hosts, e.g., scanning attacks), the pLSA

decomposition result is expected to contain a new activity pattern corresponding to the

anomaly behavior. Therefore, our goal is to identify the activity pattern which, after

attack injection, deviates the most from all activity patterns before injection. Hence,

we define an anomaly score (AS) as follows ([v1, . . . , vK ] and [w1, . . . , wL] represents the

sets of activity patterns before and after attack injection, respectively).

AS = max
1≤j≤L

JSD(v∗j , wj) (2.8)

where JSD(v∗j , wj) is the minimum JSD between wj and any of the activity patterns,

or the “best matching” peer, before injection. The AS score ranges from 0 to 1, with 1

indicating the new activity is completely different from all activities before injection.

We select three different types of blocks for the attack emulation: 1) a departmental

block which contains mostly Email servers and HTTP servers; 2) a residential hall block

consisting mostly of client machines and 3) a very dynamic wireless block. We conduct

the attack emulation on all these three blocks. As a baseline for comparison, we compute

the AS scores for block activities between 02/08/2006 and 02/09/2006, which can be

considered as the maximum possible normal activity change in the block. We summarize

the results in Table 2.6.2. The second column shows the normal change measured by

the AS scores. We observe that for all the blocks, the most significant change of the

normal activities only results in an AS score of 0.3-0.5. However, after injecting a

significant anomaly activity which is different from all activity patterns in the network,

the AS scores rise to 0.65-0.80. This suggests that our pLSA decomposition results

indeed capture the emerging anomaly activity patterns in the network. Though the

administrator needs to apply more complicated methods, e.g., deep packet inspection,

and other source of information, e.g., port numbers or domain names, our method, due

to its light-weight and high efficacy, can be used as a real-time tool for tracking the

network block behaviors and identify potential anomaly activities in the network.
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Description Normal Scanning DDoS Back-door
Departmental 0.4626 0.6553 0.6873 0.5835
Residential Hall 0.5280 0.7685 0.7616 0.6785
Wireless 0.3023 0.8312 0.8588 0.8013

Table 2.5: Attack emulation and anomaly detection result

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we developed HEAPs, a scalable and effective methodology which em-

ploys a local-global two-stage process to automatically extract activity patterns from

massive network data. In the first process, we illustrated the use of pLSA to extract

locally significant activity patterns using network data from individual network sub-

nets. Using the significant activity patterns extracted from individual subnets, in the

second stage, we performed global classification of activity patterns by analyzing the

similarities of locally extracted activity patterns and grouping them accordingly using

a hierarchical clustering algorithm. We also demonstrated how HEAPs can be used

to profile and track what are running on subnets. To further illustrate the utility of

HEAPs, we artificially injected “attack” traffic into the real network data and showed

how they could be detected through extracted anomalous activity patterns on individual

subnets. Our method is general and scalable and can be applied to any other campus

networks or enterprise network regardless of its size.



Chapter 3

High-level labeling of block

behavior using BPAMs

In this chapter, we carefully select a port feature vector and capture the port activities

of individual hosts within a block using a block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM).

Applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) low-rank approximation technique,

we obtain a low-dimensional subspace representation which captures the typical host

activities of the block. Using these subspace representations, we cluster and classify

blocks to provide high-level descriptive labels to succinctly summarize the activities

within the block. We also utilize two different methods that collectively quantify the

change with the activities of the block which can be used by operators on infer possible

causes for the change.

3.1 Introduction

”Know your enemy, know yourself, you will be victorious in hundreds of

battles.”

Sun Tze, Art of Wars

Due to its scale and complexity, managing and securing today’s large campus or en-

terprise networks is a challenging task. The scale and complexity comes not only from

the number of heterogeneous hosts and devices on the network (e.g., various servers,

41
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desktop office client machines, laptops, lab machines, wireless access points, routers and

so forth), but also from a wide range of diverse applications running on these machines.

Traditionally, network security has largely focused on identifying and preventing at-

tacks, e.g., through attack signature generation or anomaly detection (i.e., the focus

is on understanding the attacks and attackers). However, the scale, complexity and

diversity of large campus and enterprise networks render such an approach alone less

efficient, scalable and manageable. For instance, in the case of anomaly detection, what

constitutes “anomalous” activities in one network or part of it may be considered to

be “normal” in another network (or subnet). As an example, “unauthorized” peer-to-

peer file sharing applications are not allowed on a departmental subnet of our campus

network (unless they are for the purpose of research); on the other hand, such peer-

to-peer activities are considered legitimate on student residential hall subnets. Hence,

to more effectively manage and secure a large, diverse network, one must also build a

good knowledge of one’s own network, e.g., by understanding the range of applications,

usage patterns and user behaviors in various parts of the network. Such knowledge will

enable network operators and security analysts to better tailor their monitoring system

and detection tools (e.g., firewall configurations), and focus their attention on specific

vulnerabilities or areas of problem.

Along this new direction of understanding oneself, several research studies [19, 22, 23]

have developed algorithms and tools for (primarily) host-level traffic classification and

behavior profiling. While these studies offer innovative methods for classifying traffic

or host behaviors, the analysis at the granularity of individual hosts (or individual IP

addresses) has two major drawbacks in practice. First, the prevalent usage of dynamic

IP addresses makes tracking individual hosts an infeasible task in most networks [?, 1],

since dynamic IP addresses are frequently reassigned to different hosts. Furthermore,

the large number of IP addresses (e.g., our campus network has 3 class-B subnets, with

3 × 1016 potential hosts) also make applying host-level traffic profiling to every host

quite expensive.

To address these limitations, in this chapterer, we propose and develop a novel

methodology for block-level network traffic behavior profiling. An IP address block

constitutes a set of consecutive IP addresses, typically in size of 2k, say, k = 8 (i.e., a

/24 or class-C block), a unit used by a network administrator for IP address assignment
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to a subnet. More often than not, many hosts within the same block would be used for

similar usage, e.g., a department block for office desktop and laptop machines, a block for

lab machines, a block for student residential hall, a block with one or two wireless access

points for wireless access (i.e., a wireless block), and so on. As shown in [1], dynamic

IP addresses are generally assigned in a block of consecutive IP addresses. Hence,

by analyzing and profiling network activities at the block-level, we can circumvent the

issues caused by dynamic IP addresses. Further, exploiting the similar user activities

and usage patterns within a block, we can obtain a more compact block-level behavior

profile which captures and summarizes the significant and typical behaviors of hosts

within the block. Finally, the block-level analysis is far more scalable: in the case of

our campus network, using /24 blocks we only need to profile and track at most 768

(= 3 × 256) blocks as opposed to 3 × 106 IP addresses.

In this chapter, we employ flow-level data (i.e., Netflow data) captured at the campus

border router, and utilize the port information thereof to characterize and profile traffic

behaviors and host activities at the block level. By considering well-known service ports,

popular application ports and other dominant ports extracted from our flow data, we

form a port feature vector consisting of 2000 source and 2000 destination ports. Using

this port feature vector, a straightforward way to summarize the behavior of a block

is to simply compute the aggregate port distribution of the block: namely, for each

source or destination port in the port feature vector, the fraction of flows using the port

that are generated by any IP address (or host1 ) within the block. However, while the

aggregate port distribution captures the overall activities of hosts within the block, it

fails to provide adequate information to capture, characterize, and distinguish significant

and typical host behaviors within the block. For example, we would like a block-level

behavior profile to enable us to meaningfully answer questions such as the following: i)

Do all hosts in the block behave similarly, e.g., most of them are client machines that are

used to primarily access the web? Thus, the overall port distribution would represent

the “typical” behavior of the hosts in the block? ii) Does the block contain one or a

few dominant hosts (e.g., web servers, or “heavy-hitter” client machines) that generate

a majority of the flows? In other words, the overall port distribution of the block is

1 For simplicity, in this chapter, we use the term a host to denote a specific IP address (although
an IP address may be assigned to a router, a printer or some other devices).
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skewed mostly by these dominant hosts, while obscuring the activities of other “typical”

hosts within the block. iii) Or, does the block consist of several groups of hosts with

distinct behaviors or activities, e.g., web/email servers, client machines with heavy web

and P2P activities?

The ability to answer these and similar questions is important to characterize, sum-

marize and distinguish the behaviors of various inside (campus) blocks within a network,

and therefore help network operators and security analysts to understand and monitor

the block-level activities, detect sudden changes and anomalies, and identify policy vi-

olations, security breaches and malicious attacks. For this purpose, we introduce the

block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM), which records the activities of each host

within the block on these ports, e.g., the number of flows using each of the ports. Hence,

the BPAM represents the key port activities of individual hosts within each block. By

applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method (to an appropriately nor-

malized and re-scaled version of BPAM), we obtain a compact, low-dimension subspace

representation of the behaviors of each block. We show that as a low-rank approximation

to the original BPAM, this subspace representation captures the significant and typical

activities of individual hosts within the block, and therefore can be used to answer the

questions listed above.

In addition, by introducing a subspace distance metric, we employ the subspace

representations to cluster and classify the behaviors of various blocks within a network.

The block-level behavior clustering allows us to assign interpretive labels to various

blocks as to assist network operators and security analysts in understanding the overall

block-level activities within the network. Furthermore, we demonstrate how to use

the subspace representations to track changes in block-level behaviors over time, and

develop two methods to quantify and classify such changes. We also show how these

methods can be explored to identify major changes and anomalies within a network.

The efficacy of our proposed block-level network behavior profiling methodology has

been extensively evaluated and validated using a month-long netflow data collected at

our campus network.

The remainder of this chpater is organized as follows. In section 3.3 we describe how

the port feature vector is selected. In section 3.4, we introduce the BPAM and the SVD-

based subspace method to extract and summarize significant and typical host behaviors
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within each block. In section 3.5 we develop a clustering method to classify block-level

behaviors using the subspace representations, while in section 3.6, we develop methods

for tracking and quantifying block-level behavior changes, and show how they can be

used to identify anomalies. The chapter is concluded in section 5.6.

3.2 Related Work

Several approaches have addressed traffic classification. Unlike [14, 15, 16, 17, 24] which

rely on packet payload, our approach utilizes netflow data captured at a vantage point

which is less expensive. [19, 22, 23] classify traffic on the host-level. Our approach; one

the other hand, performs traffic classification at the block-level which is more scalable

especially for large campus or enterprise networks with large number of IP addresses

a large number of which are dynamic. Moreover, our scheme provides compact and

summarized descriptive labels for the significant and typical activities a block. While

[25, 26, 27] use closely related methodology of PCA and describes structures of OD

flows and utilizing the approach to detect specific types of attacks, our work provides

interpretative and meaningful labels that describes what these underlying structures

mean and the type of activities they represent. Similarly, our approach can be utilized

to address a wide range of attacks. More closely related work, the authors in [2] utilize

host-port associations and apply probabilistic latent semantic analysis (pLSA) to extract

activity patterns and provide global view of the activitiy patterns of the network. In this

work, we provide a high-level descriptive labelling for blocks and observe how change in

underlying activity affects the labelling of blocks.

3.3 Block Behaviors and Port Feature Vector

Port numbers are the most widely used packet/flow level features for identifying net-

work activities. Certain (IANA reserved or registered) ports are almost synonymous

with the well-known services associated with these ports, e.g., web with TCP 80, email

with TCP port 25, and DNS with UDP port 53. Although these reserved ports may

be misused by other applications (e.g., for penetrating firewalls), or the well-known ser-

vices may also use other ports (e.g., TCP 8080 for web), for a majority of the hosts the
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dominant activities observed on these ports represent the well-known services. Further-

more, many popular “non-standard” applications that do not have officially “reserved”

or “registered” ports, such as many P2P and other emerging applications, often use

certain fixed ports, or have a default range of ports. More importantly, because of the

socket layer programming interfaces used by networked applications today, source and

destination ports are generally used in certain manners that distinguish ports that pro-

vide services (in the sense of an “application server”) from many random ports (used by

“application clients”). For example, an application providing a service (an “application

server”) often must listen on a fixed (source) port, while an application requesting such

a service (an “application client”) must send a service request using the said port as the

destination port and a typically randomly generated source port. Hence when exam-

ining the flow-level data, the service ports used by popular applications (even though

these ports may not be fixed) tend to occur more frequently than a randomly selected

port. In this section, we utilize this observation to select a set of frequently used ports

to form a port feature vector for characterizing block-level network activities based on

ports. Before presenting this method, we first describe the datasets used in our study.

Dataset: Our study is based on a one-month data collected at the border router

of our campus network. The data includes bidirectional Cisco NetFlow records cor-

responding to traffic between inside (campus) hosts (3 class B IP blocks with 216 IP

addresses) and outside hosts. We focus on the outgoing TCP, UDP and ICMP traffic

which account for more than 99% of all the traffic from our campus network to the

outside Internet hosts. The outgoing flows represent traffic activities either initiated

by inside hosts, or in response to outside service requests, thus they are indicative of

true activities of the inside hosts. In contrast, incoming traffic may contain a significant

amount of “noises” (such as various scanning, backscatter and other activities) gener-

ated by the outside hosts towards our campus network, many of which do not even pass

the campus network border firewall. In the following, when referring to specific source

or destination port number, e.g., source or destination port 80, we will also use the

shorthand, srcPort 80 or dstPort 80.

We note that we choose the block size to be 28 (class C IP block) throughout this

chapter, which is the most commonly used block size for our network administrators to

assign IP addresses to different departments/subnets [1].
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3.3.1 Port Feature Vector Selection

One simple way to select ports to characterize host activities is to utilize a list of well-

known or registered service ports from IANA. IANA defines the port number range

0-1023 as the well-known (or reserved) ports, the port number range 1024-49151 as

registered ports and the remaining ports as dynamic/private ports. Using such an

approach has two obvious drawbacks. First, many ports used by popular applications

such as most instant messenger (IM or chat) and p2p applications use port numbers

above 1024 or 5000 as service ports. Furthermore, services or applications associated

with some well-known or registered service ports may not be provided or used by any

hosts within the campus network (or even if they are available, they may be restricted to

internal use, thus have no associated traffic activity across the campus border router).

Including these reserved/registered service ports in the port feature vector is therefore

unnecessary. To address these issues, we propose a method to extract service ports

based on the frequencies of ports occurring in the observed traffic of the entire campus

network. As described earlier, the basic intuition is that service ports used by popular

or common applications by many hosts in our campus network will likely occur more

frequently than a randomly selected port. We therefore select the most frequent ports

(in terms of number of flows/hosts associated with them) as likely candidates for service

ports. The port selection method is described below.

Let Ft be the set of flows observed within our campus network during a time interval

t, say, a day (this is the time interval used in this chapter). We rank all the source (resp.

destination) ports that appear in Ft in terms of both the number of flows and the number

of hosts covered: we say a srcPort (resp., dstPort) p covers a flow f if the flow contains p

as the source (resp., destination) port. Likewise, we say the srcPort or dstPort p covers

an inside host h (an IP address) if h appears as the source IP address in at least one

of the covered flows. We pick the top ranked N source ports and N destination ports

in such a manner that they cumulatively cover at least, say 95%, of all flows as well as

of all “active” hosts (an IP addresses which generates at least one flow during the time

interval t). The intuition is that the (source or destination) service ports selected are

expected to contribute a significant traffic volume and be used by a large number of

hosts. Hence the choice of N should be sufficiently large so that we can identify nearly

all service ports used by popular applications. However, it should not be too large to
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avoid misclassifying some random ports as service ports.

Through experiments using our flow datasets, we decide on N = 1999, which yields

1999 top source ports as well as 1999 top destinations2 . Fig. 3.1(a) shows the combined

flow coverage (y-axis) of these top source and destination ports (x-axis). From the figure,

we see that they cover nearly 98% of all flows. These top source/destination ports also

cover nearly 100% of all “active” hosts. Due to the space limitation, we do not include

the corresponding figure here. We group all remaining source ports as if they were a

special “virtual” source port, referred to as “all other source ports” (or aoSrcPort in

short), and all remaining destination ports as if they were a special “virtual” destination

port, referred to as “all other destination ports” (or aoDstPort in short). Together with

the top 1999 source ports and 1999 destination ports, we define a 4000-dimension port

feature vector PFV = [port1, . . . , port4000], where for 1 ≤ j ≤ 1999, portj refers to one

of the top 1999 source ports (ordered in the increasing number of the port numbers),

and for j=2000, port2000 refers to aoSrcPort; and for 2001 ≤ j ≤ 3999, portj refers

to one of the top 1999 destination ports (ordered in the increasing number of the port

numbers), and for j=4000, port4000 refers to aoDstPort.

3.3.2 Characterizing Blocks using Ports

In this section, we show some statistics regarding the block-level flow coverage using

the selected service ports and illustrate how these ports provide some basic information

regarding the activities of various blocks. In the following, we use Ssrc and Sdst to denote

the sets of 1999 source service ports and 1999 destination service ports, respectively.

In Fig. 3.1(b), we show the flow coverage in each block using the selected service

ports, where x-axis represents the percentage of flows in each block that are covered

by either Ssrc or Sdst, and y-axis is the CDF. We observe that for 90% of the blocks,

the flow coverage is at least 90%, indicating that these selected service ports also have

good flow coverage at the block level. However, there are five blocks with flow coverage

less than 75%. Investigation on the domain names of the IP addresses in these blocks

indicates that they contain mostly wireless addresses and other dynamic IP addresses.

Hosts using these address blocks may run some non-typical applications, perhaps even

2 We refer to ICMP type numbers as the port numbers for ICMP traffic, e.g., ICMP0 represents
ICMP type 0 echo reply traffic.
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inflicted with certain “suspicious” activities.

Figs. 3.1(c) and (d) show the top 10 source ports and top 10 destination ports that

are most popular in all 768 blocks (which accounts for at least 10% of the traffic in

each block), where x-axis represents the port numbers and y-axis stands for the total

number of blocks with the associated port number. The most popular server activity

is web (80 and 443), ssh (22) and email (25 and 993)3 . Investigation on these blocks

with dominant port numbers showing dominant activities, we find that most of these

blocks belong to certain department subnets which maintain their own web servers and

email servers. On the other hand, the most popular client activities are associated with

web (80 and 443), DNS (UDP53), messenger (AOL for 5190 and MSN for 1863). The

number of blocks associated with web client activities is much larger, agreeing with

the fact that most of IP addresses in our campus network are used by client machines.

Investigating the blocks that contain most (web/chat) client activities indicates that

many of these blocks belong to residential hall networks, or wireless and other dynamic

address blocks that are typically dominated by client machines.

As argued in the introduction, though the aggregated port distribution of a block

provides us with some hints on the overall activities of the hosts within a block, it fails

to provide adequate information to capture, characterize, and distinguish significant

and typical host behaviors within the block. This is mainly due to the fact that cer-

tain extremely active hosts, either popular servers or heavy hitter client machines, can

dominate the overall activities of a block, thus masking the typical behaviors of other

active hosts. For example, in a block containing different kinds of servers, e.g., web

servers, email servers, ssh servers and an IRC server, the activity of the IRC server and

ssh servers may not be “visible” due to being masked by the typically huge amount of

traffic generated by web and email servers. To circumvent this problem, in the next

section, we will introduce the block-wise (host) port activity matrix to represent the

port activities of individual hosts within a block.

3 We note that, unless otherwise mentioned, we refer a port number as a TCP port by default
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3.4 Block-wise Host Port Activities and Subspace Repre-

sentation

In this section, we introduce the block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM) to rep-

resent the port activities of individual hosts within a block. Using the Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) method, we derive a low-rank approximation to the BPAM, and

thus obtain a low-dimension subspace representation of the behaviors of each block.

Applying this technique to our campus flowdata, we demonstrate that these subspaces

indeed capture the significant and typical activities of individual hosts within a block,

and produce compact and meaningful block-level behavior representations that can be

used to characterize and distinguish various block behaviors within a network.

3.4.1 Extracting Significant Block Behaviors from BPAMs

In this section, we formally define the block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM),

and apply singular value decomposition (SVD) to extract significant activities of “typi-

cal” as well as “dominant” hosts within a block. Mathematically, as a low-rank matrix

approximation to the original BPAM of the block, the outcome of SVD yields a subspace

representation of the significant block behaviors.

Given a /24 block B, let i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 (where m = 256), denote a host (more

precisely an IP address) within the block. For each host i, let fi denote the total

number of (outgoing) flows generated by host i during an observation time window W ,

say, a day. For 1 ≤ j < 2000, we use j to represent one of the 1999 most frequent

source ports in the port feature vector defined in the previous section, and j = 2000

to represent the all other source ports. Likewise, for 2001 ≤ j < 4000, we use j to

represent one of the 1999 most frequent destination port in the port feature vector, and

j = 4000 to represent the all other destination ports. Then for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2000, fij denotes

the number of flows generated by hosts i that uses the source port(s) j, whereas for

2001 ≤ j ≤ 4000, fij denotes the number of flows generated by hosts i that uses the

destination port(s) j. Note that since each flow has both a source and a destination

port, we have
∑2000

j=1 fij =
∑4000

j=2001 fij = fi.

A straightforward way to represent the block-wise host port activities is to directly

use the m× n matrix FB = [fij ] (where m = 256 and n = 4000). Fig.3.2(a)-(c) visually
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Figure 3.2: Examples block-wise host port activities.
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depict FB for three representative blocks, where each row in the figure corresponds to a

host within the block, and a dot at the jth position of the ith row is plotted if and only

if fij/fB ≥ 0.005 and fi ≥ 100 flows, where fB =
∑256

i=1 fi is the total number of flows

generated by all hosts in the block. The left half (1-2000) of the x-axis represents the

source ports, where x=2000 represents all other source ports (aoSrcport), and the right

half (2001-4000) represents the destination ports, where x=4000 all other destination

ports (aoDstPort). The block in Fig.3.2(a) is a department block with predominantly

client machines, Fig.3.2(b) a department block with many servers (web, email, etc.),

whereas Fig.3.2(c) depicts a block in the student residential hall network with many

diverse activities, e.g., frequent p2p, IM activities in addition to typical client activities

such web and email. These figures visually illustrate that these blocks indeed exhibit

distinct behaviors characteristics.

When applying SVD to extract the “significant” and “typical” behaviors of a block

B, using FB directly has a major drawback. For instance, consider a block that contains

one or two popular servers or a few extremely active hosts, but otherwise consists of

typical client machines. Because these servers or “heavy-hitter” hosts generate far

larger number of flows than an average client machine, their behaviors may mask those

of “typical” hosts within the block. In other words, the outcome of SVD may represent

only the behaviors of a few dominant “heavy-hitters” but miss the significant behaviors

of “typical” hosts. Another alternative is to use the (frequency) matrix PB = [pij ],

where pij = fij/fi is the frequency of flows using port j. This matrix, on the other

hand, amplifies the behaviors of “inactive” hosts that generate a few flows in total. For

instance, consider a block that contains many active hosts (i.e., frequently generating

traffic) but a few “inactive” hosts. These inactive hosts may occasionally respond to

outside scanning activities on a few random service ports that are otherwise not used

by any of the “typical” active hosts within the block. For these inactive hosts, although

there are only a few flows on these randomly scanned ports, because fi is also very small,

pij is closer to 1. In other words, the corresponding row entries of these inactive hosts

would dominate those of “typical” active hosts. But the behaviors of these “typical”

active hosts are actually what we are interested in extracting!

To counter-balance the effects of extremely active as well as inactive hosts, we in-

troduce an appropriately normalized and re-scaled version of FB (or PB) using entropy.
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Recall that fB =
∑m

i=1 fi is the total number of flows generated by all hosts within block

B. Define pi = fi/fB, the fraction of flows generated by host i. We define the (flow

activity) entropy of block B, entB := −∑m
i=1 pi log pi. We note that 0 ≤ entB ≤ log m:

the closer entB is to the upper bound log m, the more uniformly distributed are the

flows among the hosts; whereas the closer entB is to 0, the more skewed is the flow

distribution among the hosts. Using entB, we define a scaling factor for each host as

follows: for i = 1, . . . , m, si := entB/(−logpi) if pi > 0, and si = 0 otherwise4 . We

see that the smaller pi is, the smaller si is. On the other hand, si only grows inverse

logarithmically with fB/fi (approximately logarithmically with fi), thus dampening

the effect of extremely active hosts. We are now in a position to formally define the

block-wise (host) port activity matrix (BPAM) for a given block B:

AB := [sipij ]m×n = [sifij/fi]m×n.

Note that each row i of AB sums up to si, hence, the contribution of each host i to the

total “mass” of the BPAM AB is proportional to si. (In the following, we will drop the

subscript B when the context is clear.)

Given this definition of BPAM, we apply SVD to A to extract “significant” and

“typical” host behaviors of a block. As m ≤ n, the SVD decomposition of A is given

by A = Um×mΣm×mV T
m×n, where Σ = [σi] is a diagonal matrix containing the singular

values in the decreasing order, σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σm, U = [u1, · · · , un] is an orthonormal

matrix (i.e., UUT = I), the columns of which are the left singular vectors of A, and

V = [v1, · · · , vm] is also an orthonormal matrix, where the columns are right singular

vectors of A.

Intuitively, the (n-dimensional) right singular vectors, vi’s, provide an orthogonal

representation of the port activities of the m hosts within a block. In particular, v1

captures most dominant port activities (those with most variances or energy) across

all hosts, v2 the second most dominant port activities, and so forth. In a sense, each

vi can be viewed as a virtual host, where |vij | (or v2
ij) measures the magnitude (or

fraction) of activities on port j by this virtual host (note that
∑n

j=1 v2
ij = 1, hence,

{v2
ij} can be viewed as a probability distribution). Unlike the port activities of the m

4 Here we implicitly assume that each block has at least two active hosts, thus pi < 1 for all i’s.
As − log pi is the entropy of an individual host i, intuitively si measures the contribution of individual
hosts’ entropies to the (average) entropy of the block.
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original (real) hosts, the m virtual hosts have orthogonal port behaviors (i.e., vT
i vj = 0

for i 6= j). As a result, we can decompose the (rescaled) port activities of each original

host h, 1 ≤ h ≤ m, as a linear combination of the m virtual hosts, where u2
hi measures

the contribution of the virtual host i. Since the magnitude of the overall virtual host

i activities is measured by σi, those with largest σi (say, the first K) capture and

represent the most significant and typical behaviors of the hosts within a block. For an

appropriately chosen K, the first K singular values and their associated left and right

singular vectors provide a low-rank approximation to A, namely,

A ≈ UKΣKV T
K ,

where UK = [u1, · · · , uK ], ΣK = diag[σ1, · · · , σK ], and VK = [v1, · · · , vK ]. Hence, ex-

tracting the significant and typical host behaviors of a block boils down to obtaining

a low-rank approximation to the BPAM A via SVD. We refer to the subspace spanned

by the first K dominant virtual hosts, v1, . . . , vK , as a subspace representation of the

(significant and typical) behaviors of a block. In the next section, we will discuss how

we decide on K, and provide some interpretations of extracted “dominant” (virtual)

host behaviors (vk’s), where 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

3.4.2 Significant Block Behaviors and Interpretations

We employ the standard scree plot method to choose K in a similar manner as that

of Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1 Our results show that the low-rank approximations thus

obtained indeed capture at least 95% of the energy in the original BPAM (or, with

squared errors less that 0.05). Hence, for the majority of blocks, their significant and

typical behaviors can be captured and represented by a few (largest) singular vectors

vk’s. However, there do exists a few “outlier” blocks which require far large number of

singular vectors (e.g., one with 30 and another one with 15).

We now use the three representative blocks shown in Fig. 3.2 as examples to illustrate

and interpret the behaviors captured by the top (right) singular vectors vk’s, and show

that they indeed capture the significant and typical behavioral characteristics of these

blocks. Using ǫ = 0.05, we obtain K = 3 for each of the three blocks in Fig. 3.2(a)-(c).

In Figs. 3.3(a)-(c), we plot the “energy” of the ports, vij , in the top three singular

vectors, v1 (the top panel), v2 (the middle panel), and v3 (the bottom panel), for each
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Figure 3.3: Port distribution for the top 3 singular vectors.

of the three blocks. Recall that the range [0, 2000) in the x-axis represents the 1999

most frequent source ports and j = 2000 all other source ports (compactly denoted as

aoSrcPort below); and the range [2001, 4000) the 1999 most frequent destination ports

and j = 4000 all other destination ports (compactly denoted as aoDstPort below).

For the client-centered block in Fig. 3.3(a), we first note that most points with high

energy (i.e., with large non-zero value v2
ij) in v1-v3 are concentrated in the destination

port range [2001-4000], except for one major point at j = 2000 (in v1) corresponding to

aoSrcPort. In addition to aoSrcPort, the other two largest points in v1 correspond to

destination port 80 (j = 2020) and port 443 (j = 2033). Hence, v1 captures the web-

related client activities of the hosts. Whereas, v2 contains a number of considerably

large nonzero points corresponding to various destination service ports such as Instant

Messaging (IM) for AOL port 5190, (j = 3728), in addition to destination ports 80

and 443 (when the same point appears in both v1 and v2, it has opposite signs). v3

also corresponds to other IM, such as Yahoo Messenger port 5050 (j = 3721), MSN

Messenger port 1863 (j = 3004) in addition to remote desktop port 3389 (j = 3561).

Therefore, the subspace spanned by the top three singular vectors captures the prevalent
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client behaviors of the hosts within the block, where web-related and IM activities are

most significant and typical.

In contrast, for the server-dominated block in Fig. 3.3(b), most points with high

energy in both v1 and v2 are concentrated in the source port range [1-2000], except

for the point at j = 4000 corresponding to aoDstPort. In v1, the other major nonzero

points correspond to major source service ports such as source ports 80 (j = 11) in v1.

Whereas, v2 contains a number of considerably large nonzero points in v2 corre-

sponding to various source ports such as email port 25 (j = 8), and ssh port 22 (j = 7).

v3 has similar ports (with opposite signs) to that of v2. Hence, the subspace spanned

by the top three singular vectors captures the prevalent server behaviors of the hosts

within the block, where web, email, and ssh server activities dominate.

Unlike the previous two cases, the top three singular vectors in the residential net-

work block in Fig. 3.3(c) contain several points with high energy in both the source

[1, 2000] and destination [2001, 4000] port ranges. In addition to aoSrcPort and aoDst-

Port, the other two major points in v1 correspond to destination ports 80 (j = 2020),

and destination port eMule (p2p) 4662 (j = 3696), whereas the points with highest

energy in v2 correspond to destination ports 80 and 4662 (with opposite signs). In v3,

in addition to these two destination ports and the aoDstPort port, points with highest

energy correspond to source port gnutella (p2p) 6348 (j = 1805) and destination IM

port 5190 (j = 3728). Hence, the subspace spanned by the top three singular vectors

captures typical residential hall behaviors in which p2p and IM are prevalent in addition

to the web-client behaviors.

We have performed similar analysis of the top singular vectors for other blocks, and

found that, overall, these top singular vectors indeed capture the significant and typical

behaviors of the hosts within the block, as confirmed by examining the port activities

of those individual hosts which generate significant number of flows.

3.5 Classifying Block Behaviors

The examples in the previous section show that blocks with hosts running different

applications exhibit distinct behavioral characteristics, and the principal subspace pro-

vides a succinct way to extract, characterize and represent the significant and typical
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behaviors of a block. In this section, we compare and classify block-wise behaviors

based on their subspace representations. By grouping blocks with similar behaviors,

we can assign a high-level interpretive label to each block, e.g., a client-centered block

with prevalent web activities, a server-dominated block with web and email servers, a

resident network block with frequent web, p2P, IM activities, and so forth. Such inter-

pretive labels will enable network operators and security analysts to better understand

and manage a campus/enterprise network, and profile and track the behaviors of various

blocks within the network.

Consider two blocks, B1 and B2, where v
(1)
1 , . . . , v

(1)
K1

and v
(2)
1 , . . . , v

(2)
K2

are the top

(right) singular vectors extracted from their respective BPAMs. Let V (i), i = 1, 2, be the

subspace spanned by v
(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
Ki

, i.e., V (i) is the resulting subspace representation of

block Bi. To compare the behaviors of these two blocks, we need a similarity or distance

(dissimilarity) metric for the two subspaces, V (1) and V (2). Note that as two subspaces

in an n-Euclidean space Rn (n is the number of elements in the singular vectors, v
(i)
j ’s)

both pass through the origin, and the set of the singular vectors v
(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
Ki

forms an

orthonormal basis of the Ki-dimensional subspace, i = 1, 2. Intuitively, if K1 = K2 and

the two subspaces coincide with each other, then the two subspaces are exactly identical,

i.e., their distance is zero. On the other hand, if two subspaces are perpendicular to

each other (i.e., 〈v(1)
i , v

(2)
j 〉 = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ K1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ K2, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes

the inner product of two vectors), then they are least similar, i.e., their distance is

largest. In general, as K1 6= K2, we would expect that two subspaces where one is

entirely contained in the other would have a smaller distance than those where one is

only partially contained in, or “cut cross” the other.

These intuitions lead to the following distance metric between two subspaces [28]:

For any K1-dimensional V (1) and K2-dimensional V (2) subspaces in Rn, let v
(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
Ki

be an orthonormal basis of V (i), i = 1, 2. The subspace distance between V (1) and V (2)

is

d(V (1), V (2)) =

√

√

√

√max(K1, K2) −
K1
∑

i=1

K2
∑

j=1

(〈v(1)
i , v

(2)
j 〉)2.

In [28], it is shown that the subspace distance defined above is a Euclidean distance func-

tion, and is independent of the choices of the orthonormal bases, v
(i)
1 , . . . , v

(i)
Ki

. Further,

0 ≤ d(V (1), V (2)) ≤
√

max(K1, K2), where d(V (1), V (2)) = 0 if and only if K1 = K2, and
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the two subspaces coincide, and d(V (1), V (2)) =
√

max(K1, K2) when two subspaces are

perpendicular to each other5 .

Using the above definition, we compute the pairwise subspace distance between any

pair of the 492 blocks6 , and the results are shown in Fig. 3.4(a): the rows and columns

are indexed by the blocks, and a gray scale is used to visually depict the distance: the

darker a point (i, j) is, the shorter the distance between the two blocks (Bi, Bj). The

rows and columns are sorted so that the blocks with likely similar behaviors are located

closer to each other. The figure clearly shows clusters of blocks with likely similar

behaviors. To extract the clustering structure and classify the block behaviors, we first

apply the classical scaling method [29] and then the K-means clustering algorithm (see,

e.g., [20]) for dimension reduction and clustering.

As the subspace distance is a Euclidean distance function, it implies that we can

embed the blocks (or more precisely, their corresponding subspace representation) as

points in an M -dimensional Euclidean space RM , where M = 492, the total number

of the blocks. In this embedding, the Euclidean distance between two points is exactly

the subspace distance between the two corresponding blocks. The classical scaling

method allows the recovery of the (intrinsic) coordinates of these points in RM from

the squared distance matrix of these points (up to a rotation and translation) [30]. The

M ×M squared distance matrix is given by D(2) = [d2
ij ], where dij = d(V (i), V (j)) is the

subspace distance between blocks Bi and Bj . Let J = I−M−1eeT , where e = [1, 1, ..., ]T

is an M-dimensional all-1 column vector7 , and define the doubly-centered matrix BD =

−1
2JD(2)J . Applying eigenvalue decomposition to BD yields BD = WΛW T , where Λ =

diag[λ1, . . . , λM ] is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues (in a decreasing order)

of BD, columns of the orthonormal matrix W = [w1, . . . , wM ] are the corresponding

eigenvectors of BD, and W T W = I. Then the columns of the matrix X = Λ1/2W T ,

5 Note that when K1 = K2 = 1, then d(V (1), V (2)) = d(v
(1)
1 , v

(2)
1 ) =

√
1 − cos2 θ = sin θ, where

θ is the angle between the two vectors v
(1)
1 and v

(2)
1 (two 1-dimensional space). Hence, in a sense we

can consider arcsin d(V (1), V (2)) as a generalized angle between two subspaces. In statistical literature,
another generalization of angles, a series of principal angles (typically defined when K1 = K2) instead
of a single metric, are used to measure similarity/dissimilarity between subspaces. In the next section,
we will use (a variation of) principal angles to compare, characterize and track similarity/dissimilarity
among individual singular vector components of the two subspaces, V (1) and V (2).

6 We only focus on 492 blocks which contains at least 10 active hosts with at least 10 observed flows
originated from each host in a day.

7 J is often referred as the cantering matrix, as multiplying a matrix by J on both sides produces
a matrix that has 0 − mean columns or rows.
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where Λ1/2 = diag[
√

λ1, . . . ,
√

λM ], are the coordinates of the M points (blocks) in

RM , and the Euclidean distance of any two points, Bi and Bj , computed using this

coordinate system X, is exactly equal to dij .

Using X, we can directly apply the K-means clustering algorithm to extract the

cluster structure. However, for large M , this may not be efficient and scalable (as its

time complexity is O(M3)). Moreover, the well-known “curse of dimensionality” also

leads to unsatisfactory clustering results [31]. Examining the scree plot of the eigenvalues

of BD (see Fig. 3.4(b)), we see that the M points lie mostly in a low-dimensional space,

as their coordinates in the higher dimensions are close to zero. The inset in Fig. 3.4(b)

shows that we can project and embed all M points into a low r-dimensional space, say,

3 ≤ r ≤ 6, with relatively small errors. Fig. 3.4(c) shows the embedding of the M blocks

in R3 (i.e., using only the first r = 3 coordinates), and the resulting clusters extracted

using the K-means algorithm (with a time complexity of only O(M2)), with K = 10.

The 10 clusters are represented by either “o” or “+” with different colors, where “+”

stands for dense or seemingly dense clusters, and “o” stands for loose clusters). From the

figure, we see that there are blocks that are more tightly clustered together, while others

are somewhat more loosely clustered. A few blocks are “outliers”, having a relatively

distance to nearly all other blocks. Due to some randomness in the K-means algorithm,

some blocks may be assigned somewhat arbitrarily to one or the other loose cluster, as

their distances to other blocks in each of them may be similar. Hence, the ordering how

blocks get assigned to each cluster has an impact on the overall clustering results. We

have performed K-means clustering algorithms with different seeds, with r = 3, . . . , 6,

and K = 5, . . . , 25. The overall observation remains the same: there are about 3 tightly

clustered blocks, and a small group of “outlier” blocks, while other blocks belong to

somewhat more loosely associated clusters. The number of clusters and membership of

blocks hinge on the parameter K, the seeds, but less so on the dimension r.

Table 3.1 summarizes a sample clustering result with r = 3 and K = 10, where the

intra-cluster distance is the average distance between blocks within the same cluster,

and the inter-cluster distance is the average distance between blocks within the same

cluster and those outside the cluster. Each cluster is assigned a “high-level” descriptive

label, based on the interpretation of common behaviors shared by most blocks in the

cluster. The interpretation is derived by manually examining the ports with high energy
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ID Label Intra-
dist.

Inter-
dist.

#
blocks

Dominant
Src.
Ports

Dominant
Dst.
Ports

Details

1 web
client-
centered

0.28 1.26 83 aoSrcPort 80 Academic departments. No
servers

2 web
server-
centered

0.99 1.29 13 80, 25,
443

aoDstPort CSE and ITLabs. with multi-
ple web servers

3 non-
web-
dominated

1.01 1.42 28 Mail,
p2p (no
port 80)

aoDstPort CSE, ITLabs and SuperCom-
puting. No web traffic.

4 mixed
web
clients/web
servers

1.1 1.59 51 80, aoS-

rcPort

80, aoD-

stPort

Departmental office client ma-
chines with web activities and
at least one web server.

5 mixed
web
clients/servers

1.09 1.34 57 80, 25,
22

80, aoD-

stPort

Departmental office client ma-
chines with web activities and
different types of servers.

6 diversified 1.32 1.48 69 non-
service

80 and
non-
service

Web clients along with other
client traffic.

web
clients

random
ports

random
ports.

7 web
and
p2p
clients

1.31 1.44 79 p2p 80 and
p2p

Client machines with more di-
verse behaviors and non-web-
dominance.

8 mixed
client
behav-
iors

1.63 1.61 9 p2p and
IM

80, p2p,
mail
and IM

Client machines with more di-
verse behaviors and non-web-
dominance.

9 mixed
clients
and
servers

1.52 1.59 16 80, 25,
IM and
p2p

80,IM
and p2p

Residential halls and wireless
blocks with very diversified
traffic

10 outliers 1.64 2.13 6 special-
service-
ports

special-
service-
ports

Blocks with widely different
behaviors.

Table 3.1: Summary of clustering results.
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(i.e., v2
ij) in the top singular vectors of the blocks within a cluster. The blocks within the

first three clusters are most tightly clustered, exhibiting more cohesive behaviors. The

blocks within the client-centered cluster are characterized by the fact that most energy is

concentrated on two points, dstPort 80, and aoSrcPort, and the combined energy of these

two ports often exceeds 90% of the total energy. Blocks within this cluster often belong

to academic departments. In contrast, the web-server-dominated cluster is characterized

by the fact that highest energy is concentrated on srcPort 80 and aoDstPort. Blocks

within this cluster demonstrate somewhat more diversity (compared to those within

the client-centered cluster), as some blocks may also exhibit higher energy on other

service ports, such as srcPort 443, srcPort 25. The blocks within this cluster belong to

the university and academic departments/colleges (e.g., CSE, IT) where multiple web

servers are hosted. Blocks within the third non-web-dominated cluster are characterized

by lack of high energy (often 5% or less) on either dstPort 80 or srcPort 80. Many of

the blocks within this cluster belong to lab machines (e.g., CSE and IT labs) and the

supercomputing center, where users of these machines do not routinely use them for

web surfing.

The fourth cluster, mixed web clients/web servers, contains blocks with high en-

ergy on both srcPort 80 and dstPort 80 (at least 15%) as well as on aoSrcPort and

aoDstPort. These blocks typically comprise client machines with predominantly web

surfing activities, together with at least one web server. The next cluster, mixed web

clients/servers, is similar to the previous cluster, in that they contain blocks with high

energy on both srcPort 80 and dstPort 80 (at least 15%). They differ from those in the

previous cluster in that they have high energy only on aoDstPort, not on aoSrcPort; in

addition, they also contain relatively high energy on a few other source service ports

such as srcPort 25 (email) or srcPort 22 (ssh), suggesting that these blocks may con-

tain other server-related activities. Most blocks of the previous two clusters belong to

academic departments, containing typical office client machines as well as web or other

servers.

The sixth cluster is a loosely clustered which, in addition, to having a high energy

on dstPort 80, it contains diversified (seemingly random) ports both for destination and

source ports. Unlike cluster 1, this cluster does not have aoSrcPort as dominant source

port. Most probably, this cluster depicts behaviors of blocks for which the member
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clients initiate web connections using random, yet frequently-used ports in our campus

traffic.

Blocks within the next three clusters are more loosely clustered. Their behaviors

are characterized by far less dominant web client activities and no dominant web server

activities. Cluster 7 (web and P2P clients) is characterized by relatively high energy on

various source and destination P2P ports, while Cluster 8 (Mixed client behaviors) in

addition contains high energy on some IM (instant messaging) and other related ports.

But blocks in neither cluster contain relatively high energy on any of the standard source

service ports, suggesting that they contain client machines with more diverse behaviors,

where web activities are no longer dominant. The behaviors of the blocks in Cluster

9 (mixed clients and servers) are more diverse, with energy spreads not only across a

number of P2P and IM source/destination ports but also on srcPort 25, and so forth.

Most of these blocks belong to student residential hall networks, university wireless and

library network blocks. The last cluster contains essentially a few “outlier” blocks, where

their behaviors are quite distinct due to being used for special purpose. For example,

one of the blocks within this cluster contains two very active PlanetLab machines, with

a wide range of ports frequently being used. Another example is a block being used

to conduct credit card transactions. We conclude this section by emphasizing that the

goal of our clustering of block behaviors is not to generate a precise classification, but

to produce some high-level “descriptive” labels and provide a “big picture” view of the

block-wise behaviors in a campus/enterprise network so as to assist network operators

and security analysts to better monitor and manage the network.

3.6 Tracking Block Behaviors over Time

In this section we show how we can use the subspace representations of block behaviors

to track changes in their behaviors over time, and detect major changes that may be

indicative of potential attacks or other anomalies.

3.6.1 Methods for Tracking Behavior Changes over Time

Given a block B, let V (t) denote the subspace representation of its behaviors ex-

tracted at the tth time interval (say, the tth day). We can use the subspace distance,
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d(V (t), V (t+1)), to compare and track the changes in the behaviors of block B over time.

For simplicity of notations, we will use V and W instead of V (t) and V (t+1) to denote

the subspace representations of a block B at the two consecutive time intervals t and

t + 1, respectively. Let V = [v1, . . . , vK ] and W = [w1, . . . , wL], where vi’s and wi’s

are the corresponding top singular vectors. Clearly, if K 6= L, then d(V, W ) ≥ 1, a

relatively large distance. Even when K = L, we may still expect a relatively large dis-

tance. Fig.3.5(a) shows an example of the subspace distance of each of the 492 blocks in

two consecutive days: the x-axis is indexed by the blocks in the increasing order of the

subspace distance between the two days; the solid curve is the subspace distance of the

blocks (the left y-axis is the corresponding scale), and the dotted “zigzag-like” curve

represents |K − L|–the difference in the numbers of dominant singular vectors in two

days (the right y-axis is the corresponding scale). We see that about 170 blocks having

a subspace distance less than 1, many of which have a distance close to 0, indicating

relatively little changes in their behaviors over two days. The majority of blocks (about

300) have a subspace distance between 1 and 2, while a few blocks have a subspace

distance larger than 2. There are about 215 blocks (nearly half of the blocks) with

K = L: the majority of these blocks have a subspace distance less than 1; however, for

a few of them, the subspace distance can be as large as 1.5. All the remaining blocks

have different numbers of (dominant) singular vectors in the two days, with a subspace

distance of at least 1.

Clearly, in general, large distance signifies major changes in its behaviors. However,

the subspace distance in itself does not tell us what may have changed that causes a

large distance from time interval t to t+1 interval. To address this issue, we develop two

methods which provide more detailed information to quantify and track the behavior

dynamics of blocks over time. In the first method, we consider each individual singular

vector, wj , 1 ≤ j ≤ L, at time interval t + 1 and compute its distance to the (entire)

subspace V of the previous time interval t as follows:

d(wj , V ) =

√

√

√

√1 −
K
∑

i

〈vi, wj〉. (3.1)

Eq.(3.1) can be viewed as measuring the (generalized) angle Θ between the vector wj

and the subspace V , where arcsinΘ = d(wj , V ). Hence, if d(wj , V ) is close to 0, say,

d2(wj , V ) ≤ ǫ for some small ǫ > 0 (we use ǫ = 0.1 in all experiments), then wj is
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(nearly) contained in V . In other words, the behavior captured by wj (namely, the

associated port activities) in the time interval t + 1 can be nearly fully represented by

those in the previous time interval, i.e., V . On the other hand, if d(wj , V ) is close to

1, say, d2(wj , V ) ≥ 1 − ǫ, then wj is (nearly) orthogonal to V (i.e., θ ≈ π/2), and thus

the behaviors captured by wj is almost totally different from those represented by V .

When d(wj , V ) lies in between (say, ǫ ≤ d2(V, W ) ≤ 1 − ǫ), the behaviors captured by

wj contains both “old” port activities that are similar to those in V , but also “new”

ones that are not. In this case, we say wj is partially associated with V . Therefore, by

considering individual wj ’s and computing their distances to V , we can classify wj into

three categories, (nearly) contained, partially associated, or (nearly) orthogonal, and use

this classification to identify and quantify those wj ’s, or new behaviors, that cause large

changes in the subspace distance.

In the second method, we go one step further by comparing individual wj ’s with

individual vi’s. To characterize the relations between wj ’s and vi’s, we introduce a

sequence of principal angles [32], (0 ≤)θ1 ≤ . . . ≤ θmax{K,L}(≤ π/2), defined recursively

as follows: 1) cosθ1 = max1≤i≤K max1≤j≤L〈vi, wj〉; namely, θ1 is the smallest angle

formed by any pair of vi’s and wj ’s. We denote the pair of vectors associated with θ1 as

(v∗1, w
∗
1). 2) More generally, for k ≥ 2, θk is the smallest angle between the (remaining)

pairs of vi’s and wj ’s after we have removed the pairs associated with θ1, . . . , θk−1. Note

that if K = L, then each wj is paired with one vi. If K 6= L, then either some wj ’s

(when K < L) or vi’s are left. Hence, for k = min{K, L}+ 1, . . . ,max{K, L}, we define

θk = π/2. For 1 ≤ k ≤ min{K, L}, the pairs of vectors (v∗k, w
∗
k)’s that are associated with

the principal angles θk’s provide the best matching between the behaviors represented

by vi’s and wj ’s: v∗1 and w∗
1 represent most similar behaviors in the time intervals t and

t + 1, v∗2 and w∗
2 the second most similar, and so forth.

We can therefore classify the relations between vi’s and wj ’s using θk’s. If there

exists κ1 ≤ min{K, L} such that for k = 1, . . . , κ1, θk is close to 0 (say, sin2 θk ≤ ǫ),

then wk and v∗k are (nearly) identical. Thus they represent behaviors that do not change

very much from t to t + 1. On the other hand, if there exists κ2 ≤ min{K, L} such

that for κ1 ≤ k ≤ min{K, L}, θk is close to π/2 (say, sin2 θk ≥ 1 − ǫ), then wk and v∗k

are (nearly) orthogonal and any values between identical and orthogonal are considered

to be partially similar. Thus these pairs represent nearly distinct behaviors that were
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present in the time interval t but not t + 1, and vice versa. In addition, when K 6= L,

any unmatched vi’s or wj ’s represent “old” behaviors that have disappeared or new

behaviors that have emerged. Hence, the principal angles provide us with a finer grain

method to quantify and track the changes in block behaviors over time.
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Figure 3.5: Subspace distance between two consecutive days

We apply the two methods described above to classify and quantify the changes in

block behaviors over the same two days as in Fig. 3.5(a). The results are shown in

Fig. 3.5(b) and Fig. 3.5(c), respectively, where the number of singular vectors (or vector

pairs) belonging to each of the three categories is plotted, and the total height of the

curve is the maximum number (max{K, L}) of singular vectors in each block. The block

indices (the x-axis) are fixed in the same order (i.e., increasing subspace distance) as

in Fig. 3.5(a). As is clear from Fig. 3.5(b) and Fig. 3.5(c), for blocks with very small

subspace distance (say, block 1 - block 100) between the two days, almost all wj ’s of

the second day are nearly contained in the subspace V of the previous day (the dark

shaded area under the curve in Fig. 3.5(b)). Furthermore, most “best-match” vector
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pairs (v∗i , w
∗
i )’s are nearly identical (the dark shaded area under the curve in Fig. 3.5(c)),

with the remaining pairs at least partially similar. As the subspace increases further,

more wj ’s become partially associated with V , suggesting that wj ’s capture some new

activities or changes in behaviors in the underlying hosts of these blocks. For block

171 or higher (where the subspace distance of the two days is larger than 1), we see

that at least one wj becomes nearly orthogonal to V , or equivalently, there exists either

an unmatched singular vector (when K 6= L) or at least a pair (v∗k, w
∗
k) that is nearly

orthogonal (both are indicated by the light shaded area under the curve in each of the

figures). In particular, for blocks where the subspace distance is at least 2 (block 450

and higher), nearly all singular vectors wj ’s in the second day are orthogonal to V , and

to the individual singular vectors vi’s of the previous day. Hence, they suggest that

hosts in these blocks may have almost completely different behaviors in these two days.

The results show that using these two methods, we can quantify and track the change

in block behaviors over time, and identify specific activities (e.g., as embodied by the

nearly orthogonal wj ’s) that cause any major changes. We have performed similar

analysis to compare, quantify and track the changes in block behaviors over time using

two-week long data, and obtained qualitatively similar results. Due to space limitation,

we do not present them here.

3.6.2 Anomaly and Attack Detection

In this subsection, we show that by tracking and identifying major changes in block

behaviors, the methods we have developed in the previous subsection can be used to

detect potential anomalies and attacks. We demonstrate this capability through attack

emulation, where we inject certain types of attacks or other anomalous activities into a

block with otherwise “normal” activities. We have performed this study using a range

of anomalies. Due to space limitation, however, we briefly describe the outcomes under

three common types of attacks/anomalies: outside scanning, back-door trojan activities,

and DDoS ping flood attacks.

For the scanning attack scenario, we assume that an outside scanner is sending traffic

to all active hosts within a block which tends to trigger a response to this scanning with

a small number of flows (one or two flows) using the same incoming port. Hence, the

activities of the block have a new source port which reflects an additional activity. Unlike
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the change of subspace distance caused by activities being modified, i.e. addition of one

or more activities or making an activity more or less significant, the change caused by

response to scanning changes the activity to a totally different host behavior associated

with a drastic increase in subspace distance. We observe that blocks injected with

such scanning activity experience relatively high increase in subspace distance. More

specifically, we notice that server-dominated blocks which usually experience little (or

no) increase in subspace distance ≤ 0.05, their subspace distance suddenly jumps to

values greater than 2 since now the dominant source port is no longer the original

source port corresponding to the service provided by the host, it is now the scanning

port which is more significant and dominant.

We also emulate traffic for an inside client host suddenly acting as a server estab-

lishing and accepting connections at some port (e.g. 80). This type of back-door attack

is usually used by bots, in which the client host daily registers the same IP address with

several different domains chosen from a specific list of domains. Consequently, bots

search the whole list to find the IP address to communicate with For client-dominated

blocks, we see that they transform into a server-like behavior dominated by the source

port corresponding to the bot port which causes a sudden increase in the subspace dis-

tance which is far greater than the normal range of change for client blocks which might

otherwise have a slight increase in subspace distance caused by additional activities.

Finally, we tested our method for distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks in

which an attacker sends an ICMP ping packets to an inside (potentially server) host

and listens for responses. This causes the server to start responding to multiple requests

which will now be dominated by both incoming and outgoing ICMP ports. The nature

of DDoS attacks involves a large number of ICMP requests (hence the name ping flood)

and the inside server now is no longer dominated by the port it is meant to service,

but rather by ICMP source and destination ports. Consequently, such (usually server)

blocks will experience a sharp increase in the subspace distance caused by DDoS attacks.

The above discussion illustrates the potential utility of our block-level behavior pro-

filing and tracking methodology in detecting anomalies and attacks, in addition to pro-

viding better knowledge of the “normal” activities and their changes over time within

a network. Clearly, the resulting anomaly and attack detection uncovered by track-

ing the subspace distance over time of a block is only meant for post-mortem analysis
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or “after-fact” discovery of attacks or anomalies, not real-time detection. Thus, it is

complementary to firewalls and other IDS (intrusion detection system) and IPS (intru-

sion prevention system) that are commonly deployed in large campus and enterprise

networks. Our technique is particularly useful in uncovering compromised inside hosts

that are (frequently, periodically or even occasionally) used to launch attacks or other

illegitimate activities targeted at the outside Internet.

3.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have developed a novel methodology for profiling and tracking net-

work activities at the block-level. By capturing and characterizing significant and typical

host behaviors within a block of contiguous IP addresses associated with subnets where

many hosts often have similar usage patterns, the proposed methodology is more scal-

able and can effectively handle the difficulty in tracking individual host behaviors due

to dynamic addresses. We introduced a block-wised (host) port activity matrix (BPAM)

which represents the activities of individual hosts within a block on a carefully selected

port feature vector. Applying the SVD low-rank approximation technique, we obtained

a low-dimensional subspace representation which captures the significant and typical

host activities of the block. Using these subspace representations, we clustered and

classified blocks to provide high-level descriptive labels to assist network operators and

security analysts to gain a “big-picture” view of the network activities. We also de-

veloped novel methods to track and quantify changes in block’s behaviors over time,

and demonstrated how these methods can be utilized to identify major changes and

anomalies within the network.



Chapter 4

Identifying dynamic blocks

through background scanning

In this chapter, we propose a methodology to identify the assignment of blocks as either

static or dynamic. This method provides a first step towards collecting static infor-

mation for corresponding dynamic interaction. We contrast traffic activity patterns

between static and dynamic IP addresses in a large campus network, as well as their

activity patterns when countering outside scanning traffic. Based on the distinct char-

acteristics observed, we propose a scanning-based technique for identifying dynamic IP

addresses in blocks. We conduct an experiment using a month-long data collected from

our campus network, and instead of scanning our own network, we utilize identified

outside scanning traffic. The experiment results demonstrate a high classification rate

with low false positive rate. As an on-going work, we also introduce our design of an

online classifier that identifies dynamic IP addresses in any network in real-time.

4.1 Introduction

Knowledge of IP address assignments, e.g., whether IP addresses within an address

block are dynamically or statically assigned, can provide valuable information and hints

in managing and securing one’s network. For instance, on the Internet at large, a

significant amount of malicious activities have been reported ([33, 34, 35]) from dynamic

IP addresses, such as spamming, botnets, and so forth. Information regarding the

71
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source IP addresses of suspected malicious activities (e.g., email spam) not only provides

us with more confidence in classifying such malicious activities, but also allows us to

associate multiple instances of such activities from the same dynamic address block over

time to better track the origins of attackers. Within a campus or enterprise network,

dynamic addresses are typically assigned to mobile devices (e.g., laptops) which tend to

roam and be used in unprotected networks (e.g., the wireless hotspot in a coffee shop or

at home), thus are more likely to get infected with malware. Hence, knowledge of such

address blocks can assist network operators/security analysts of a campus/enterprise

network in focusing additional scrutiny to suspicious activities on these blocks (e.g.,

automatically adjusting firewall rules to block traffic initiated from the outside towards

those blocks), detecting and preventing attacks from inside (compromised) hosts. For

the purpose of profiling the activities of hosts within a network [19, ?], knowledge of

dynamic and static addresses is also important in building and associating behavior

models to appropriate hosts for anomaly detection and behavior tracking.

Information regarding whether an IP address is dynamic or not may not be readily

available, even for those within one’s own network. This is particularly true for large

networks with decentralized management, where large blocks of addresses are allocated

and delegated to sub-organizations which control and manage how these addresses are

assigned and utilized. While it is possible to infer whether an IP address is dynamic

or static by its DNS name, such an approach may not always be feasible nor accurate

for a variety of reasons. Not all IP addresses have DNS names assigned or registered.

Furthermore, from the DNS name, it may not be completely clear whether an IP address

is dynamic or static. In addition, DNS records are not always kept up-to-date. Hence,

alternative methods for accurately classifying IP addresses, in particular for identifying

dynamic IP addresses, are needed.

In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of classifying IP addresses based on

“usage patterns” or “traffic activities” within a large campus network. More specifically,

we consider the following problem setting. Suppose that at a certain vantage (e.g., a

border router of a campus network), we can passively observe – and if necessary, inject

active probes – traffic coming into or going out of a particular address block (of an

appropriate size, say, /24 or /28). Is it possible to infer and classify the said address

block as either dynamic or static based solely on such observations? Here, in accordance
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with common practices, we assume that the addresses within the whole contiguous block,

typically in size of 2k, for some (relatively) small k, e.g., k = 3, 4, . . . , 8, are assigned

as dynamic (i.e., allocated to hosts via DHCP with a limited lease time), or static (i.e.,

allocated to hosts “permanently”). To answer this question, we extract and analyze

the traffic activities of dynamic and static address blocks of a large campus network

with diversified user population and usage patterns, using a month-long netflow data

collected at the border router.

As the basis for our study, we first perform an exhaustive DNS look-up to extract

the registered DNS name, if available, of each IP address of a class B address block

within the campus network. We develop a simple name-based heuristic to classify

individual IP addresses into four groups, Dynamic and Static, as well as NoName which

contains IP addresses with no registered DNS names, and Undecided which contains

those IP addresses we cannot classify with high confidence whether they are static or

dynamic based on their DNS names alone. Using the classification of individual IP

addresses, we then examine and infer the block structures of the address assignments

to group individual dynamic or static IP addresses into (contiguous) address blocks of

appropriate sizes. This outcome of name-based classification process is used for two

purposes: they provide us with a set of sample dynamic and static address blocks that

are used for our subsequent analysis of traffic activity patterns of dynamic and static

address blocks; and they also serve as training and test datasets for the evaluation of a

simple scanning-based dynamic address classifier we have designed.

In analyzing the usage patterns of dynamic and static address blocks, we introduce

a simple apparatus, (traffic) activity matrix, to succinctly represent the (incoming and

outgoing) traffic activities of an address block, and put forth several metrics to mathe-

matically characterize their properties. By examining the overall traffic activity patterns

of an address block, we find that while there are some discernible differences between

dynamic and static address blocks, they are unlikely to yield a useful and robust clas-

sifier to distinguish dynamic and static address blocks. The most striking feature of

the overall traffic activity patterns lies in the strong difference between incoming traffic

activities and outgoing traffic activities, regardless of the type of an address block. This

striking difference is caused by the prevalence of wide-spread scanning activities, which

typically elicit different responses from dynamic and static address blocks, and thus can
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be serendipitously exploited to classify dynamic and static address blocks. Based on

this key observation, we develop a simple scanning-based dynamic address classifier con-

sisting of two hypothesis tests on the responses to scanning traffic of an address block.

We also explore the crucial parameters for implementing such a classifier in practice.

Extensive evaluation shows that this simple classifier is capable of identifying dynamic

address blocks with fairly high accuracy and relatively low false positive rate.1

Our study not only provides an affirmative answer to the question posed earlier,

but also shows that we can utilize the prevalence of outside scanning traffic to our

advantage: by focusing on outside scanning traffic and the responses they elicit, we can

serendipitously gain certain knowledge about the behavior of our own network, e.g.,

dynamic and static address assignments, and use such knowledge to better defend our

own network. We are currently exploiting such knowledge to generalize the gray space

analysis [36] and profiling techniques for rapid and high-fidelity detection of scanning

and other malware activities.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We review related work in

Section 4.2. We describe the DNS name-based classification mechanism in Section 4.3.

In Section 4.4, we define the activity matrix and introduce different metrics to charac-

terize traffic activity patterns. Section 4.5 focuses on the patterns of scanning traffic

activities. The scanning-based dynamic address classifier is explained and evaluated in

Section 4.6. We conclude the chapter in Section 4.7.

4.2 Related Work

Given the importance of gaining knowledge of dynamic IP space, various techniques

have been developed to detect dynamic IP addresses.

One widely-used method is to examine the domain names of IP addresses using

Reverse DNS (rDNS) lookup and Whois database[37]. The major drawback of this

approach is that only a portion of IP addresses have corresponding domain names (50%

to 60% in [38]) and some of the domain name information is outdated. Moreover, due to

ununified DNS naming conventions, identifying dynamic IP addresses through domain

1 Part of the classification errors can in fact be attributed to either the imprecision in the name-
based classification or “anomalous” usage patterns of certain address blocks, e.g., static address blocks
assigned to computers in a lab which are turned on only during the business hours.
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names involves tedious manual work. Nevertheless, the DNS name-based method does

provide a means for extracting a number of sample dynamic IP addresses, with which

we study the activity patterns of dynamic IP addresses and evaluate our dynamic IP

classifier in this work.

The most closely-related work is that of Xie et al.[33]. Xie et al. have proposed

to identify dynamic IP addresses through user-IP mapping information collected from

the system log files of Hotmail servers. However, their method only applies to those

IP addresses which have accessed the Hotmail servers. Moreover, the logs of such large

email servers are usually considered confidential and not easily attainable. Our method

is different in the way that it only depends on the network-level behavior of IP address

blocks, and it can be used in an active way by probing IP addresses and observing their

responses. Moreover, our method focuses on identifying dynamic IP blocks instead of

individual IP addresses.

There are several other techniques related to dynamic IP address classification and

its possible applications. Casado et al.[35] proposed to use active Web content (e.g.

Javascript) to collect network configuration information in order to identify NAT and

proxies as well as study the characteristics of dynamic IP usage. Venkataraman et al.[39]

have studied the relation between spams and IP address clusters and indicated that most

spams are from dynamic network clusters. In addition, Bächer et al.[40] indicated that

a lot of botnet servers and clients are associated with dynamic IP addresses.

4.3 DNS Name-based Classification

In this section, we first devise a simple DNS name-based heuristic for classifying indi-

vidual IP addresses into dynamic, static and other groups. Using this classification, we

investigate the block structures of dynamic and static address assignments, based on

which we extract dynamic and static address blocks of appropriate sizes. The outcome

of this name-based classification process will be used in subsequent sections both for

the analysis of the activity patterns of dynamic and static address blocks, and for the

design and evaluation of a scanning-based dynamic address block classifier.

Dataset. In this study, we use a month-long archive of netflow records collected at the

border router of our campus network. The campus network owns three class B (/16)

IP blocks with a total of 196608 addresses. The collected data includes all bidirectional
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traffic flows between inside and outside hosts for a whole month. Unless otherwise

specified, the study uses the traffic flows to and from one of the 3 class B address

blocks.

4.3.1 Classifying Individual IP Addresses using DNS Names

DNS names of hosts are in general chosen using certain (unwritten) conventions. For

instance, for hosts with static IP addresses, users or network operators typically pick

names that are mnemonics (e.g., www for web servers, mail for email servers, and var-

ious (typically) proper nouns such as place or person names for desktops, etc.). In

contrast, IP addresses within a dynamic address block, if they are named at all, are

typically named with a keyword such as “dhcp”, “dip”, “dialup” and often affixed with

a number or (part of) its IP address, e.g., dhcp-11 or dip.101.31. Taking advantage

of these common naming practices, we devise a simple name-based heuristic for address

classification.

We perform an exhaustive lookup for all the addresses of one of the three class

B address blocks within our campus network, using Reverse DNS (rDNS) and Whois

database. Based on the results of this exhaustive lookup, we classify the individual IP

addresses into four categories. For those IP addresses that the lookup fails, we put them

in the NoName category. This category constitutes 35.6% of all IP addresses. For the

remaining IP addresses for which rDNS returned DNS names, we classify them based

on the keywords contained in the DNS names. We identify a list of keywords in which

we have high confidence that they are associated with dynamic IP addresses, such as

“dhcp”, “dip”, “dynamic”, “wireless”, etc. We put these addresses into the category

Dynamic. This category accounts for 27.6% of all IP addresses. The third category,

Undecided, contains those IP addresses (roughly 9.9%) based on the names of which we

cannot infer whether they are static or dynamic with high confidence. The common

keywords contained in their names are “ej” (likely standing for “Ethernet jack”), “x”,

or other similar keywords. Depending on how they are allocated to users and the way

users utilize them, these IP addresses can resemble dynamic IP addresses in some cases,

and static IP addresses in other cases. For all the remaining addresses (26.9%), we

place them into the Static category. Manual inspection of their DNS names shows that

nearly all of them contain keywords such as “www”, “mail”, or user-chosen mnemonics
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for client machines.

From the above results, IP address classification using DNS names is a heuristic

that may not always work. We see that for a significant portion of IP addresses, the

classification either fails or is indecisive. While a large portion of the IP addresses within

the NoName category are unused or “dark” (judging based on the month-long netflow

records), there are a non-negligible number of them that indeed are part of the “used”

IP address space, i.e., assigned to “live” hosts (either dynamically or statically) for some

period of time during the one-month period under study. These IP addresses, together

with those in the Undecided category, comprise at least 15% of the class B address block.

In addition, as mentioned in the introduction, DNS records may not always be kept up-

to-date. We also note that such an approach can be quite laborious, especially for a large

address space, because of its need for some level of manual inspection. Nonetheless, due

to its use of “domain knowledge” (e.g., the naming conventions of an organization), the

name-based classification heuristic can classify a subset of IP addresses with fairly high

confidence. It thus serves as a good starting point for our study.

4.3.2 Block Structures of Address Assignments

Using the classification of individual IP addresses, we now examine and infer the block

structures of IP address assignments, with the goal of determining the appropriate block

sizes for grouping dynamic and static IP addresses into contiguous address blocks. This

is motivated by the fact that, in general, IP addresses are allocated as a block of dynamic

or static addresses – this is particularly true for dynamic addresses which are allocated

and assigned by DHCP servers. For this reason, we examine blocks of contiguous

IP addresses with varying block sizes and investigate the percentage of IP addresses

belonging to the same category as well as the likely mixture of different categories.

First, we observe that a high percentage of IP addresses in the NoName category

tend to interleave with one of the other 3 categories. This is not surprising – network

administrators in general allocate addresses in blocks, a subset of which may be initially

assigned to hosts or used for dynamic address assignment via DHCP. Hence, only a por-

tion of these addresses were given DNS names, with the rest left unnamed. Based on this

observation, we consider NoName addresses interleaved with IP addresses from another

category to belong to that category (Dynamic, Static or Undecided). Henceforth, we
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consider only blocks of IP addresses in three categories: dynamic, static and undecided,

treating NoName addresses that are interleaved with one of these three categories as

part of that category2 .

Fig. 4.1 shows the percentage of dynamic, static and undecided IP addresses that

are within various block sizes, where the x-axis represents the block size (/24 through

/30) and the y-axis represents the percentage of IP addresses in blocks (out of the total

number of the class B IP addresses). In particular, Fig. 4.1[a] shows the percentage of

IP addresses in complete blocks, i.e., blocks for which all the IP addresses belong to

the same category, whereas Fig. 4.1[b] shows the percentage of each category type for

which 90% of the IP addresses within the block belong to the same category.
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Figure 4.1: Percentage of IP addresses in blocks

From Fig. 4.1[a] we see that dynamic blocks account for only 4% of /24, but with

decreasing block sizes, their percentage increases up to 29% of /28 and slightly more

than 30% of /30 block sizes. In contrast, static IP address blocks tend to be allocated in

large block sizes, accounting for 22% and 32% for /24 and /28 block sizes, respectively.

When using the 90% addresses belonging to one category as the criteria to group and

classify address blocks, Fig. 4.1[b] shows that both dynamic and static blocks have

similar percentages across all block sizes. Together, they account for the majority of

their corresponding IP addresses within the class B subnet, whereas the undecided blocks

comprise only a small percentage in both the cases of complete and 90% blocks.

2 We find that almost all blocks (of size 16 or larger) that contain only NoName IP addresses are
“dark” or unused, and thus are uninteresting from the perspective of our study. So we do not consider
them here for ease of exposition.
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(a) Static address block (lab network) IA vs. OA

(b) Static address block (department network) IA vs. OA

(c) Dynamic address block (campus wireless) IA vs. OA

(d) Dynamic address block (residential hall) IA vs. OA

Figure 4.2: IA and OA matrices (static address blocks vs. dynamic address blocks)
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From Figs. 4.1[a] and [b], we see that using the 90% addresses belonging to one

category as the criteria to group and classify address blocks, the percentage of dynamic

IP address blocks increases significantly, especially for larger block sizes. Careful in-

spection reveals that this is mostly because dynamic address blocks tend to contain a

few “static” IP addresses, the names of which do not contain the keywords used for dy-

namic address classification. These names almost invariably contain certain keywords,

indicative of special servers (e.g., DHCP or DNS servers) or devices (access points,

switches/routers), e.g., “ac” for access points in a dynamic wireless address block. In

contrast, the percentage of static address blocks does not change significantly. We find

that, occasionally, static address blocks would contain IP addresses that fall into the

undecided category. In addition, there are a small number of blocks with more than

10% mixture of other types, containing especially a fair portion of the undecided IP

addresses. These are “mixed-usage” address blocks, or address assignments that do not

fall on the conventional boundary of a power of 2.

4.3.3 Sample Dynamic and Static Blocks

Based on the results from the previous two subsections, we extract a (sub)set of dynamic

and static address blocks which will be used as sample datasets for our study of usage or

traffic activity patterns of dynamic and static address blocks, as well as for the design

and evaluation of a scanning-based dynamic IP address block classifier. Balancing

between the block size (or the number of IP addresses within the block) and number of

blocks available, we choose to consider two block sizes /24 (with 256 addresses within

each block) and /28 (with 16 addresses). In choosing these dynamic and static address

blocks, we also exclude those address blocks containing a large portion of NoName

IP addresses, which do not generate any traffic within the month, thus are “dark” or

unused. In other words, these address blocks tend to have only a small number of

assigned IP addresses, with little traffic activities. They are therefore not very useful for

our study.

The dynamic and static address blocks are selected using the following two condi-

tions: 1) there are at least 40% of the IP addresses within the block in which each IP

sends at least one outgoing traffic during the entire month of February 2006 (i.e., the

corresponding IP address is not “dark”), 2) at least 90% of these IP addresses satisfying
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1) are either exclusively dynamic or exclusively static. Using this criteria, we obtain 35

dynamic and 10 static /24 blocks, as well as 1034 dynamic and 289 static /28 blocks.

These sample address blocks are used for our study in the subsequent sections.

4.4 Activity Patterns of Dynamic vs. Static Blocks

In general, dynamic and static address blocks are allocated for different usages. For

example, static addresses are typically assigned to “fixed” or “long-lived” machines (e.g.,

servers or desktops) on a network, while dynamic addresses are assigned to “mobile”

hosts (e.g., laptops) that come and go. This is particularly true for a campus network.

Hence, intuitively, we would expect to see differing traffic or activity patterns on different

types of address blocks, reflecting the usages and roles of the machines that are “active”

on the address blocks over time. In this section, we first introduce a simple activity

matrix to represent the overall (either incoming or outgoing) activity patterns of an

address block over time, namely, when there is incoming traffic towards or outgoing

traffic from certain IP addresses within the address block. We then put forth several

metrics to characterize and compactly summarize the overall activity patterns of an

address block. With the sample dynamic and static address blocks identified using the

name-based heuristic in the previous section, we study the activity patterns of these

address blocks.

4.4.1 Activity Matrices
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Figure 4.3: IA and OA metrics (static vs. dynamic address blocks)

We study the “activity patterns” of an address block (say, a /24 or /28 address

block) by examining when there is incoming traffic towards or outgoing traffic from

some addresses within the address block over a certain observation period T , say, a day
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or a week. For simplicity, we divide the observation period T into discrete time slots

of length τ . Unless otherwise specified, in the remainder of the chapter, we choose T

to be one day (from 0th hour to 24th hour), and τ to be 5 minutes. This gives us

n := T/τ = 288 5-minute time slots in a day. Let m (a power of 2) be the size of

the address block. To succinctly represent the activity patterns of the incoming and

outgoing traffic of the address block, we introduce two matrices, IA := [iai,t]m×n and

OA := [oai,t]m×n, referred to as the incoming traffic activity matrix and the outgoing

traffic activity matrix, respectively. For IA, we define iai,t = 1 if we observe incoming

traffic towards the ith IP address of the block at any time within the tth time slot3 ;

the entries for OA are similarly defined.

Fig. 4.24 displays the scatter plots of the IA and OA matrices for four (two static

and two dynamic) sample /24 address blocks using the netflow data collected at our

campus border router on 02/08/2006. One striking observation from the scatter plots is

the sharp difference between the IA and OA activity matrices, regardless whether it is a

dynamic or static address block: a) incoming traffic is far more “active” (i.e., with more

1’s) than outgoing traffic; and b) while OA’s of different address blocks are at times

fairly distinct, IA’s of all address blocks look remarkably similar. This observation

suggests that a vast majority of incoming traffic activity towards each address block is

largely independent of and agnostic of the nature, roles or “liveness” (i.e., whether an

IP is currently assigned to a live host) of the hosts on the address block. In contrast, the

outgoing traffic activity matrix reveals more information regarding the address block:

three of them have a clear “time-of-day” pattern with most activities concentrated

during the business hours; the fourth one (residential hall) is active nearly all day except

during the wee hours of the morning. Comparing the OA’s of static and dynamic address

blocks, however, there are few “outstanding” features that distinguish the dynamic

address blocks from the static ones, except that the OA’s of the static blocks tend to

have quite a few vertical bars, indicating that nearly all machines on the block are active

at certain time slots.
3 Namely, we observe at least one netflow with the said IP address as the destination, an outside IP

address as the source address, and a beginning time stamp within the time slot.
4 Due to privacy concerns, we have randomized the order of the addresses within each block.
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4.4.2 Characterizing Traffic Patterns

We introduce several metrics to compactly and mathematically characterize the proper-

ties of the activity matrices. Given an incoming traffic activity matrix IA = [iai,t]m×n,

let â =:
∑m

i=1

∑n
t=1 iai,t represent the total number of 1’s in IA, or the total amount

of incoming traffic “activities” towards the address block during the time period T .

Define the density of IA, d(IA) := â/(m × n) (we will drop the reference to IA when

the context is clear), which measures the “average” activity per address per time slot.

Intuitively, for incoming traffic, d(IA) tells us on the average how likely we may see ac-

tivity towards a random address at a random time slot. For each row (i.e., IP address)

i, let pi· = (
∑

t iai,t)/â, be the percentage of incoming traffic activities towards the

address i; and for each column (i.e., time slot), let p·t = (
∑

i iai,t)/â, be the percentage

of incoming traffic activities occurring at time slot t. We define the address diversity

(AD(IA)) and time diversity (TD(IA)) as follows:

AD(IA) :=
−
∑m

i=1 pi· log2 pi·

log2 m
and TD(IA) :=

−
∑n

t=1 p·t log2 p·t
log2 n

.

By definition, AD(IA) and TD(IA) are the normalized entropies (or relative uncer-

tainty [19]) of the distributions {pi·} and {p·t}, respectively. Intuitively, the address

diversity AD(IA) reflects how random or uniform the incoming traffic touches the ad-

dresses within a block, while the time diversity TD(IA) reflects how the incoming traffic

activities are spread out over time. For example, AD(IA) closer to 1 (thus pi· being

approximately equal) means that among those receiving any incoming traffic, the in-

coming traffic touches each address roughly equally (albeit perhaps at different times).

Likewise, TD(IA) closer to 1 means that among the time slots where there is incoming

traffic, the incoming traffic activities spread over these time slots roughly equally (albeit

perhaps touching different addresses). For an outgoing traffic activity matrix OA, the

density d(OA), address diversity AD(OA) and time diversity TD(OA) can be defined

and interpreted similarly.

In Fig. 4.3, we plot these metrics of the incoming and outgoing traffic activity ma-

trices IA and OA for the sample /24 dynamic and static address blocks identified in the

previous section, using the netflow data collected on 02/08/2006. Comparing d(IA) (y-

axis) and d(OA) (x-axis) of each block shown as a point (d(OA), d(IA)) in Fig. 4.3(a),

we see that the incoming traffic activities are much denser than the outgoing traffic
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activities for each block, whether it is dynamic or static. In terms of address diversities,

we see that AD(IA) > AD(OA) for all address blocks. In particular, incoming traffic

touches each address with nearly equal frequencies; for outgoing traffic, static address

blocks in general have a lower AD(OA) than dynamic address blocks, indicating that

activities on the static address blocks tend to be less equally distributed among the

(active) addresses, while dynamic ones are likely more equally distributed. In terms of

time diversities, both TA(IA) and TA(OA) are larger than 0.9, indicating that traffic

activities tend to be equally distributed among all the time slots that are active (i.e.,

with incoming or outgoing traffic).

All in all, we see that by examining the overall traffic activity patterns of an ad-

dress block, while there are some subtle but discernible differences between dynamic

and static address blocks, they are unlikely to provide us with a useful and robust

classifier to distinguish dynamic and static address blocks. The most striking feature

of the overall traffic activity patterns lies in the strong difference between incoming

traffic activities and outgoing traffic activities, regardless of address blocks. As will be

explained in the next section, the culprit here is the prevalence of wide-spread scanning

activities on the Internet. In the next section, we zero in on these scanning activities,

and investigate whether there are significant differences in responses between dynamic

and static addresses towards such scanning activities. In Section 4.6, we will exploit

these differences to design a robust classifier for identifying dynamic and static address

blocks.

4.5 Impact of Outside Scanning on Activity Patterns

Based on our observations in the previous section, there is a strong difference between

the densities of incoming and outgoing traffic activities in all the sample address blocks.

There are far more incoming traffic activities than outgoing traffic activities. Intuitively,

this can be caused by a large amount of unproductive incoming traffic, which gets few

responses from the targeted network. In this section, we study one of the major sources

of such unproductive traffic, the scanning traffic. We first describe our method for

extracting scanning traffic and show the impact of scanning traffic on incoming traffic

activity. We then use the three metrics defined in the previous section to characterize

the incoming and outgoing activities of scanning traffic. The distinct outgoing scanning
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(a) Static address block (lab network) IA vs. OA

(b) Static address block (department network) IA vs. OA

(c) Dynamic address block (campus wireless) IA vs. OA

(d) Dynamic address block (residential hall) IA vs. OA

Figure 4.4: IA and OA matrices of scanning traffic (static vs. dynamic blocks)
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traffic activity pattern from dynamic blocks provides us with the intuition of identifying

dynamic address blocks through scanning.

4.5.1 Impact of Scanning Traffic

In terms of scanning traffic, the incoming activities are referred to as the scanning traffic

itself, while the outgoing activities consist of all the responses towards scanning traffic.

To study the impact of scanning traffic, we apply the IP gray space analysis technique

described in [36] to the netflow dataset and identify 6050 scanners on 02/08/2006.

Meanwhile, we identify all their targeted ports, and extract all the traffic from the

identified scanners towards those targeted ports, which is referred to as scanning traffic.

To single out the responses to scanning, we match each incoming scanning flow within

a time window T (30 minutes). We consider an outgoing flow from our campus network

as a response to scanning, if, within T , either 1) it matches the 5-tuple5 of a preceding

incoming TCP or UDP scanning flow, or 2) it is an ICMP flow matching the 2-tuple6

of a precedent incoming ICMP or UDP scanning flow.
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Figure 4.5: IA and OA metrics of scanning traffic (static vs. dynamic address blocks)

To describe the activity patterns of scanning, we define the activity matrices IA and

OA for scanning traffic as defined in Section 4.4. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the scatter plots of

IA and OA matrices of scanning traffic for the same blocks in Fig. 4.2. Comparing with

Fig. 4.2, we observe even a larger difference between incoming and outgoing activities.

Furthermore, we find that vertical bars still exist in the IA matrices of scanning traffic.

5 5-tuple is referred to as source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port and protocol.
6 2-tuple is defined as the pair of source and destination IPs.
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Investigation on those vertical bars suggests that they are from coordinated scanners

(different scanners that cooperatively scan a particular network) or blockwise scanners

(scanners that choose target on the basis of blocks and scan all the addresses within

each block). In contrast to incoming activities which look similar in all the blocks,

the outgoing activities of scanning traffic reveal more distinction between static and

dynamic address blocks. In OA matrices of static blocks, we observe a number of

vertical bars corresponding to those in IA matrices, which indicate responses from

all the static addresses within the same block towards those coordinated scanning or

blockwise scanning. In contrast, though there are quite a number of vertical bars in the

IA matrices of dynamic blocks, no vertical bar has been observed in their OA matrices;

instead, the responses from dynamic blocks are more random.

4.5.2 Characterizing Scanning Traffic Patterns

To characterize our observations from IA and OA matrices of scanning traffic, we apply

the same metrics: density (d), address diversity (AD) and time diversity (TD) intro-

duced in the previous section. In Fig. 4.5, we plot these metrics of the incoming and

outgoing scanning traffic activities for the same /24 sample blocks in the previous sec-

tion. Comparing Fig. 4.5(a) to Fig. 4.3(a), all the points (d(OA), d(IA)) move away

from the diagonal line, which indicates a much more significant difference between in-

coming and outgoing activities of scanning traffic. In other words, the difference between

incoming and outgoing traffic activities demonstrated in Fig. 4.5(a) is largely caused by

scanning traffic. Furthermore, we observe that points corresponding to dynamic ad-

dress blocks are further away from the diagonal line than static ones, meaning that in

dynamic blocks, the incoming scanning traffic activities are much denser than outgoing

scanning traffic activities. Except for the existence of firewalls which block a portion of

the scanning traffic, the difference between static and dynamic blocks in terms of traffic

densities can be explained by their different address allocation strategies. A static IP

address is usually associated with a live end host for most of the time; hence, the prob-

ability of observing a response from a static address to scanning traffic is quite large.

On the contrary, a dynamic IP address is assigned to clients upon request and released

frequently; therefore, there is an extended period of time everyday when a dynamic IP

address remains unassigned; thus, the chance of observing responses from a dynamic
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address is relatively small.

Fig. 4.5(b)(c) depict the address diversity (AD) and time diversity (TD) of static

address blocks vs. dynamic address blocks, respectively. Despite the fact that incoming

scanning traffic is random (AD(IA) and TD(IA) are both close to 1) across all the

blocks regardless of static or dynamic, we notice that AD(OA) and TD(OA) values

of static address blocks are generally smaller than those of dynamic address blocks. In

other words, the responses from dynamic blocks are more random or uniform than those

from static blocks. This can be explained by the different usages of static and dynamic

addresses. The addresses within a particular dynamic block are usually assigned to

clients following a specific IP assignment policy which balances the workload among all

the dynamic IP addresses. Meanwhile, at each time interval, there is usually only a small

portion of dynamic IP addresses corresponding to live end hosts, so within each time slot,

we observe little variation in the number of responses; albeit the existence of coordinated

or blockwise scanning activities. On the contrary, static addresses within the same

block respond simultaneously towards coordinated or blockwise scanning traffic, which

decreases the time diversity of outgoing scanning traffic activities. Meanwhile, the

existence of hosts with different workloads, such as servers, lab machines, etc. makes

the outgoing scanning activities less random among all the static addresses within the

same block.

Intuitively, in order to distinguish static and dynamic address blocks, we can utilize

the strong difference in the outgoing scanning traffic activity patterns between static

and dynamic address blocks. We can launch a number of scanning sequences towards

a particular address block and measure the response patterns from that block. If less

responses are observed and those responses are quite random, we consider the block to

be a dynamic address block. With this idea, in the next section, we describe our design

for a classifier that identifies dynamic address blocks via sequences of scanning.

4.6 A Scanning-based Dynamic Address Classifier

As indicated in the previous section, when facing the same scanning traffic, static blocks

and dynamic blocks demonstrate distinct response patterns. In this section, we first

present an (ideal) statistical model for characterizing the responses from an IP address

block. We then propose two hypothesis tests for classifying whether an address block is
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dynamic based on the response model. We devise a dynamic address block classifier by

combining these two hypothesis tests and evaluate its performance using the data from

our campus network. Finally, we discuss several important issues in implementing such

a classifier in practice.

4.6.1 Modelling Responses from Address Blocks

We model the responses to scanning traffic from a particular address block (either static

or dynamic) as follows. Suppose there is a scanning sequence at time t towards an entire

address block with size m. For any IP address i within the block, assume it has a fixed

probability to respond to the scanning traffic, say, pi, then its response to the scanning

traffic can be treated as a Bernoulli random variable, which we denote as xit, where

xit = 1 and xit = 0 stand for the cases of response and nonresponse, respectively.

Now, we consider the address block level. Let ~xt = [x1t, x2t, · · · , xmt]
T denote the

vector of responses from all the m IP addresses within the block at time t, or a block

response vector. The block response vector ~xt is considered as a multivariate Bernoulli

random variable with mean vector ~p = [p1, p2, · · · , pm]T and covariance matrix Σ0,

where each entry σij in Σ0 equals E[(xi−pi)(xj −pj)]. Assume there are n independent

scanning sequences towards the block, then we will observe n i.i.d response vectors,

~x1, ~x2, · · · , ~xn. Let ~y =
∑n

t=1 ~xt, then ~y follows a multivariate binomial distribution

with mean vector n~p and covariance matrix nΣ0.

We denote the response rate vector ~̄x as ~̄x = ~y/n. Given a large sample of re-

sponse vectors, according to central limit theorem, ~̄x approximately follows a multivari-

ate normal distribution with mean vector ~µ and covariance matrix Σ, where ~µ = ~p and

Σ = 1
nΣ0.

In order to estimate the parameters ~p and Σ0, we either actively launch or passively

observe n scanning sequences at different times towards the same address block, from

which we can obtain n response vector samples. The unbiased estimator for ~µ will be

the sample mean of the n response vectors, which is [x̄1, x̄2, · · · , x̄m]T , and the unbiased

estimator for Σ0 is the sample covariance matrix S0, with each entry given by sij =

1
n

n
∑

k=1

(xik − x̄i)(xjk − x̄j). Thus, the unbiased estimator for Σ is S = 1
nS0.
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4.6.2 Testing of Responses from Dynamic Blocks

Using this model, we can interpret the distinct properties of responses from dynamic

address blocks using hypothesis tests, which can help us classify dynamic address blocks.

From our studies of outgoing activity patterns of scanning traffic in the previous section,

the two properties that characterize responses from dynamic address blocks are: 1) IP

addresses within the same dynamic address block tend to have equal response rates

given a long-term observation. 2) The majority of the addresses within a dynamic

address block are likely to have low response rates. In this section, we explain how we

translate each property into a hypothesis test and how we choose parameters for those

tests. At the end of this section, we discuss how to build a classifier by combining those

two hypothesis tests to achieve the best classification performance.

1) Test of level mean vector

Given a long observation time period, the response rates of different dynamic IP

addresses within the same block will likely be equivalent. We specify this assumption

as µ1 = µ2 = · · · = µm. Intuitively, we classify an address block to be dynamic if we

have enough confidence to believe that the response vectors from that block fit an m-

dimensional multivariate model with a level mean vector, which can be described using

the following hypothesis test:

H0 : µ1 = µ2 = · · · = µm vs. H1 : otherwise

To perform this hypothesis test, we first construct a comparison matrix:

C =













1 −1 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 −1 · · · 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 · · · 1 −1













(m−1)×m

Hence H0 is equivalent to C~µ = ~0. Given the assumption ~̄x ∼ Nm(~µ,Σ), we know

C~̄x ∼ Nm(C~µ, CT ΣC). Using the Hotelling’s T 2 statistic[41], which is

t2 = n(C~̄x)T (CSCT )−1C~̄x

t2 follows the F -distribution, hence we reject H0 : C~µ = ~0 if

t2 >
(n − 1)(m − 1)

(n − m + 1)
Fm−1,n−m+1(α)
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where Fm−1,n−m+1(α) is the upper 100α percentile of an F distribution with m − 1

and n − m + 1 degrees of freedom.

2) Test of low response rate

The response rate of each IP address within a dynamic address block is usually

lower than that of a static address block. Recall that from our response model, that the

response vector ~̄x ∼ Nm(~µ,Σ). To describe the property of low response rates of most

addresses within a dynamic address block, we introduce a parameter β(β > 0). ~µ of a

dynamic address block should be closer to ~0 than to β~1. We specify it in the following

hypothesis test:

H0 : ~µ = ~0 vs. H1 : ~µ = β~1

If we accept H0, it means the likelihood that an observed response vector ~̄x comes from

a multivariate normal distribution with ~µ = ~0 is larger than the likelihood that it is

from a distribution with ~µ = β~1, which means we are more confident that most of the

addresses within the block have a relatively smaller response rate compared to β, hence,

we identify that block as dynamic.

Under the normality assumption, comparison of those two confidence levels is equiv-

alent to comparing two Hotelling’s T 2 statistics, t0(~̄x) = n(~̄x − ~0)T S−1(~̄x − ~0) and

t1(~̄x) = n(~̄x−β~1)T S−1(~̄x−β~1), which stands for the statistical distance between ~µ and

~0 and between ~µ and β~1, respectively. Consequently, when t0(~̄x) < t1(~̄x), we believe the

block to be dynamic.

3) Combining two hypothesis tests

Because each of those two hypothesis tests characterizes a different aspect of dynamic

address blocks in terms of their responses to scanning, the dynamic address blocks will

be able to pass both tests. In a word, under these two hypothesis tests, our rule for

identifying dynamic address blocks is: An address block is considered dynamic if it

passes both of the two hypothesis tests. If a block fails any of these two tests, we have

enough confidence to believe it is not dynamic.
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4.6.3 Experiment Design

In our experiment, we choose block size 16 (/28) 7 . Based on DNS names, we select

a total of 1323 blocks (1034 dynamic blocks and 289 static blocks). From those 1323

blocks, we choose 30% of them (309 dynamic blocks and 88 static blocks) through simple

random sampling in order to determine the parameters α and β. In Section 4.6.4, we

evaluate the classifier in the following two ways: 1) we apply the classifier to all the

1323 blocks to assess its performance. 2) we classify a different list of IP addresses from

all 3 class B blocks and compare the results to our domain knowledge.
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(b) low response rate test

Figure 4.6: ROC curves for two hypothesis tests

We collect scanning traffic targeting those blocks, and partition all the scanning

flows into 5-minute intervals, or scanning phases, based on their arrival time. Notice

that due to the huge amount of available scanning traffic, within each scanning phase,

each block is likely to be scanned multiple times by different scanners. To maximize the

chance of an active IP address responding to scanning traffic, we consider that there is

a response from that address if it responds to at least one of the scanning flows towards

that address.

For each block, we collect a sequence of response vectors corresponding to different

scanning phases. However, to fulfil the model assumptions, in our initial experiment,

we choose 4 hours as the interval length between two chronologically adjacent scanning

sequences to assure the i.i.d assumption of contiguous response vectors. Meanwhile, we

7 For /29 and /30 blocks, the classifier also has equivalent performance as /28 blocks. For blocks
larger than /28, we can partition it into /28 blocks and then classify those subblocks.
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use all the available scanning sequences within a month to guarantee a large sample

size in order to fulfil the normality assumption. We will discuss the impact of different

interval lengths and number of scanning sequences on our detection results.

In order to use the classifier to identify dynamic address blocks, we need to combine

the results of the two hypothesis tests. Obviously, the combined classifier will reduce

both the classification rate and the false positive rate. However, since each of the

two hypothesis tests addresses different aspects of the responses from dynamic address

blocks, we expect to see a small decrease in classification rate but a large decrease

in false positive rate. Hence, we select parameters α and β such that they provide

a high classification rate and a moderate false positive rate. From the ROC curves

(Fig. 4.6[a][b]) of classifying the 398 sample blocks, we choose β = 1 which gives 92.3%

classification rate and 42.9% false positive rate, and α = 0.1 which produces 93.4%

classification rate and 53.3% false positive rate.

4.6.4 Results

We apply the classifier to the 1323 block samples and we obtain 90.1% classification rate

and 24.9% false positive rate. In other words, the classifier correctly predicts 90.1% of

the dynamic blocks and 75.1% of the static blocks. An investigation of the misclassified

blocks reveals different causes for errors.

The major causes of misclassifying static blocks into dynamic blocks are: 1) Due

to firewall or other reasons, some static machines do not respond to the majority of

scanning traffic, and this situation accounts for the majority of misclassifications. This

also triggers our study of maximizing response rate by choosing appropriate scanning

ports, which we will introduce at the end of this section. 2) Hosts that only respond to

scanning for a short period of time each day. Investigation on their flow data indicates

that there is no outgoing traffic from those hosts when they do not respond to scanning

traffic. Their domain names reveal that they are likely to be machines in student labs

which are only turned on for a short period each day.

For those misclassified dynamic address blocks, there are two major causes: 1)

Special dhcp assignment policies which permanently assign most of the addresses within

a block to clients. If the majority of dhcp addresses within a block are unchangingly

assigned to clients, the classifier will misclassify that block as static. 2) Heavily used
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wireless network, such as computer science wireless network, where almost all the IP

addresses are fully utilized throughout the day.

As another way to evaluate the performance of the classifier, we obtain a list of

IP addresses (a differing subset of addresses from all 3 class B networks) reflecting

the IP allocation information in different types of internal networks, e.g. dormitory

and two department networks. Our classifier has identified 82.7% blocks belonging to

dorm networks as dynamic, compared to 61.5% and 53.9% dynamic blocks identified in

two different department networks. This agrees with our domain knowledge that dorm

networks tend to have a larger portion of dynamic addresses.

Investigation on the classification results indicates that our classifier can accurately

differentiate static from dynamic address blocks. The results also suggest that the

majority of the errors are caused by those outliers in static and dynamic blocks, whose

activities and address allocation strategies contradict the common definitions of static

or dynamic addresses. Because we are implementing a classifier to identify dynamic

address blocks outside the campus network, in our next step, we discuss some important

implementation issues regarding building a real-time classifier.

4.6.5 Choosing Implementation Parameters

Since our goal is to identify dynamic address blocks in outside-campus networks, there is

usually no existing scanning sequences to utilize; instead, we need to scan the network

multiple times. When we launch scanning against a particular network, we need to

consider two parameters, the interval between adjacent sequences and the total number

of scanning sequences. A large enough interval between two contiguous scanning se-

quences ensures the i.i.d assumption in the response model, meanwhile, a large number

of response vector samples is needed to satisfy the normality assumption.

To select a proper interval length between two contiguous scanning sequences, we

test different intervals from 1 hour to 10 hours using the month-long scanning traffic.

Fig. 4.7(a) demonstrates the classification accuracy for dynamic blocks vs. static blocks.

Initially, we set the interval to be one hour and obtain 87.3% classification rate and

23.8% false positive rate. As we increase the length of the interval to 5 hours, we observe

an increasing trend in the classification rate and a decreasing trend of false positive rate.

After that, the performance of the classifier becomes a little worse (89.9% classification
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Figure 4.7: Classification results

rate and 26.6% false positive rate) because as the interval length gets larger, the number

of available scanning sequences becomes limited. In a word, the classifier has the best

performance when the interval length is larger than 3 hours. It also indicates that the

majority of usage time per user are less than 3 hours for dynamic IP addresses.

Another important question in practice is how many times we should scan an address

block before we determine whether it is dynamic or not. To answer this question, we

choose a 4-hour interval between scanning sequences, and we look at the change in

classification performance as we increase the number of scanning sequences from 16 to

45 (Fig. 4.7(b)).

Starting at 16 sequences, the classifier has 88.2% classification rate and 30.8% false

positive rate. From 20 to 45 sequences, we observe a slight increase of the classification

rate (from 89.3% to 90.3%), and a large decrease in the false positive rate (from 30.4%

to 25.9%). Therefore, the classifier reaches a good performance with only a small sample

size, which is very helpful in real-time implementation, since it does not require a large

amount of scanning activity.

4.6.6 Selecting Scanning Ports

For the purpose of dynamic and static address classification, selecting appropriate scan-

ning ports is another decision that needs to be carefully considered in practice, whether

we apply the scheme in a passive monitoring environment (e.g., for classifying our own

network) or active probing (e.g., for classifying a remote network by sending scanning
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probes). This is because firewalls are often installed to block certain scanning activities,

in particular, those associated with known malware. In a large network (e.g., a large

campus network such as ours), there may be multiple tiers of firewalls installed at vari-

ous levels of the network with diverse policies. For instance, at our campus network, we

have a campus-level firewall which blocks all outside traffic on well-known malware ports

such as 137, 139, 445 and so forth. At various subnets within the campus, firewalls may

be also installed at internal gateway routers, which often deploy filtering policies that

are specific to the role of the corresponding subnets. For example, some departmental

subnets may block certain peer-to-peer (P2P) ports, which are typically allowed in dorm

subnets. Meanwhile, some subnets (e.g., dorms) may block certain service ports (e.g.,

web and ftp ports).

Hence, if not carefully selected, blocked scanning traffic may skew the response

rate and thus affect the accuracy of the classification. The diversity of firewall policies

also complicates the task of scanning port selection. On the other hand, we can in

fact take advantage of the fact that different subnets (i.e., address blocks) may “favor”

(i.e., let through) different scanning traffic to enhance the effectiveness and accuracy

of dynamic address block classification by judiciously selecting scanning ports that are

address-block-specific.

To illustrate the above points, we conduct a detailed study of scanning traffic activ-

ities and their resulting responses (or lack thereof) on various address blocks using the

month-long netflow records. Table 4.1 lists the top five ports with the highest response

rates on three different days of February 2006, from the perspective of the entire campus

network. We see that the top five ports tend to contain some well-known service ports

such as HTTP (80 or 8080), ssh (22), X11 (6000), as well as some ports providing spe-

cial remote services or applications that have also some known vulnerabilities such as

4899 (radmin – remote administrator default port), 3372 (Microsoft distributed trans-

action service coordinator for window 2000), 5900 (vnc – virtual network computer),

6129 (dameware remote admin), and so forth. On the other hand, Table 4.2 shows that

the ports that elicit the highest response rates on several static blocks as well as three

different types of dynamic address blocks on two different days can be quite different

from those top five ports viewed from a “global” (entire campus network) standpoint.

These results demonstrate that different types of address blocks may “favor” different
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scanning traffic, due to the diversity in their firewall policies as well as the nature of the

machines (and the applications) running within the blocks.

Date Ports
02/03/2006 80,3372,4501,6129,5900
02/08/2006 4899,6129,5900,4000,8080
02/23/2006 80,4899,22,6000,5900

Table 4.1: Ports of top 5 response rates
02/08/2006 02/23/2006

Static blocks ICMP,80,443,4899,8080 22,80,4899,5900,6000
Residence Hall ICMP,7000,7001 ICMP,1024,3072

Campus Wireless ICMP,443,4000 ICMP,80,5900
Dial-up 1025,1026,1027,4899 1024,1025,1026,1027

Table 4.2: Ports with high response rates in different address blocks

To evaluate the impact of scanning port selection on the effectiveness and accuracy of

IP address classification, we perform series of experiments by selecting scanning traffic

using different scanning ports. Recall that in the previous subsections, we used all

scanning traffic within some test periods (5 minutes) that are randomly selected and

spaced apart with a certain minimum interval length (5 hours). As these results are

the baseline results, we conduct two series of experiments for each address block: in

one series, we select fixed sets of 5 ports randomly chosen from the top 20 ports that

elicit highest response rates from the perspective of the entire campus network; in the

other series, we select the top 5 ports that elicit the highest response rates from the

perspective of a specific address block under testing.

We find that for the first series of experiments using the randomly selected five ports,

the classification rates either stay approximately the same for some blocks, or drop to

nearly 75% for some blocks. Likewise, the false positive rates are either not affected

significantly, or increase to nearly 35%. Detailed investigation reveals that for those

blocks with decreased classification rates or increased false positive rates, there are two

factors in play: first and the main factor is that using the randomly selected scanning

ports, the number of scanning sequences in each period may be drastically reduced

(sometimes to none), thereby significantly skewing the testing results; and second, in

the cases that scanning sequences do exist within a test period, some of the randomly

selected ports do not elicit any response (although the target IP addresses are “live”),

perhaps because these ports are blocked, or no services on these ports are running on

the machines, but the ICMP responses are blocked. In contrast, when using the address-

block-specific scanning port selection (namely, the top five ports with highest responses),
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the results display noticeable improvement, with the classification rates increased by an

average of 3%, and false positive rate reduced by an average of 5%.

4.7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we investigated methods for identifying dynamic address blocks within

a large campus or enterprise network. Using DNS name-based method, we first ex-

tracted a number of static and dynamic address blocks to study their traffic activities

and we defined activity matrices to characterize their incoming and outgoing traffic

activity patterns. Next, we focused on scanning traffic towards those blocks and il-

lustrated significantly different patterns of responses to scanning traffic between static

and dynamic address blocks. Based on our observations, we designed a classifier which

accurately identifies dynamic address blocks using two hypothesis tests based on the

response model. Finally, we discussed key issues for building a real-time classifier. Our

current work is to build an online classifier to identify dynamic address blocks on the

Internet.



Chapter 5

HOSPITAL:Host and netwOrk

System Profiler and Internet

Traffic AnaLysis

In chapters 2 and 3, we presented two methods to characterize traffic within the block.

In this chapter, we propose HOSPITAL; a Host and netwOrk System Profiler and In-

ternet Traffic AnaLysis, a tool for the summarization, characterization of traffic and

the troubleshooting of potential suspicious activities. HOSPITAL has several features.

First, it provides the network operator as well as the user knowledge about applications,

communicating parties, services required/provided, etc, all presented concisely with an

easy to use web interface. Second, based on its in-depth analysis, HOSPITAL provides

Internet users and operators with a starting point for troubleshooting of Internet issues

based on which more advanced mechanisms can be applied. Third, HOSPITAL is a

light-weight self-contained tool that incurs little overhead provided with configuration

and customization capabilities for both users and developers. Finally, HOSPITAL pro-

vides information to network operators and users at different levels of granularity (e.g.

individual hosts, /24 blocks, a large enterprise, etc).

99
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5.1 Introduction

In recent years, Internet related applications are becoming an indispensable component

in everyone’s daily life. People rely on VPN to work remotely, initialize telephone

meeting with VoIP, play games and watch movies online, etc. The increasing number

of applications and their inherent dependencies inevitably leads to much complexity

in the end system, making it an invisible “blackbox”. It is hard nowadays, even for a

savvy user, to tell “what is my computer doing right now?” or “what are these outgoing

connections from my home network to the outside Internet?” Such uninterpretability of

the end systems makes them vulnerable to potential attacks and enables the suspicious

activities to evade detection easily. In addition to security concerns, managing and

troubleshooting of end systems and small subnets, e.g., networks which consist of a few

end systems, also become a challenging task.

Traditional solutions for anomaly detection and troubleshooting often make use of

traffic data which is readily provided by the routers, e.g., Cisco NetFlow data. For exam-

ple, typical intrusion detection/prevention systems (IDS/IPS) [42, 43] identify network

anomalies from such flow-level data. However, no matter how we place the router, we

only obtain a partial view of the traffic in the network, e.g., flows among internal hosts

are unobservable since they do not pass the router. In addition, due to the sheer vol-

ume of the traffic at the border routers, sampling is an inevitable solution to improve

scalability. Both factors render such flow data less accurate representation of the traffic

in the network. Though such inaccuracy has little impact for detecting network-scale

exploits or troubleshooting network-wide problems, it is intolerable for the “last-mile”

diagnosis of host-level/subnet-level problems.

To the other extreme, a number of tools enable users to collect raw traffic data from

either a computer or a subnet, such as tcpdump and wireshark. However, relying on

users to mine meaningful information from such raw traffic data is unrealistic. Built

on top of these traffic collection mechanisms, a variety of host-level tools, such as virus

detection software and firewall, keep tracking host activities, e.g., hyperlinks accessed

and files downloaded, to detect malwares such as virus and worms, etc. Though being

widely deployed to protect networks and end hosts, the design goal of these tools is to

accurately and automatically detect anomalies. Therefore, they are general, require no
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user participation and hence provide little information to help understand host activities.

As a consequence, there is an increasing demand for a means of fine-grained traffic

analysis to help gain better understanding on the activities of a computer or a small

subnet.

Motivated by the needs for managing and securing end hosts and small subnets, in

this chapter, we propose a tool for Host and netwOrk System Profiling and Internet

Traffic AnaLysis (HOSPITAL). HOSPITAL is designed explicitly to fulfill the needs of

traffic analysis at the level of end hosts or small subnets. The system is characterized

with high deployability and flexibility. The system is a self-contained tool, which can

be readily placed at either an end host or at the border router of a small subnet, where

HOSPITAL gathers traffic raw data and converts it into concise and more meaningful

network traffic summary statistics. These statistics are readily available for demonstra-

tion in a web interface and can be configured (e.g., adding or removing different modules

and changing the display layout) according to specific requests from users. The opera-

tors can also retrieve these statistics remotely for better diagnosing problems happening

at the end hosts.

HOSPITAL consists of four components, traffic collector, parser, analysis engine

and a GUI. The traffic collector gathers raw network traffic data from/towards the end

host or passing through the border router of a subnet. The parser extracts from the

raw data packet header information and translates into a unified flow format. The

analysis engine integrates a variety of state-of-the-art traffic analysis techniques, such

as RU analysis [19], traffic graph analysis [18] and block analysis [3], etc., to distill

concise and meaningful summary statistics to help users gain better understanding on

the on-going traffic activities. The analyzer adopts a modularization architecture, where

each traffic analysis technique is implemented as an analyzer module. To achieve better

efficiency and ease of maintenance, these modules are organized in a hierarchy, where

high-level modules can utilize low-level modules to generate intermediate results without

computing statistics from the raw data. More importantly, such modular design also

shortens the development cycles of analyzer modules. The fourth component is a GUI,

which provides summarization tools via a web-based interface that enables users to

configure the HOSPITAL to their specific needs and provides users and operators with

visualization for analysis results.
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We implement the system and deploy it to a lab subnet with various types of ma-

chines. Experimental results show that the system is capable of providing a variety of

useful statistics, which help us gain insight on the activities associated with the end

hosts/subnet, and detect a number of suspicious behaviors.

5.2 Related Work

With the same purpose to protect networks and end hosts, classical intrusion detec-

tion/prevention systems employ either machine learning/data mining techniques [42] or

use expert rules [43] to detect network and system anomalies. Unlike our system, which

provides detailed information on the types of activities and their characteristics, these

existing works are purpose-specific, and designed primarily to detect anomalies; Many

recent works focus on profiling network/host activities. For example, Xu et. al. [44]

design and implement a real-time Internet backbone traffic profiling system. Similarly,

BLINC [22] aims at classifying traffic flows by exploring the interaction patterns of

hosts and port numbers. Our work, on the other hand, provide a much finer-grained

traffic analysis tools at the level of end hosts or small subnets in addition to profiling

techniques and analysis modules. There are also several other systems designed specifi-

cally for characterizing and detecting spamming behaviors or botnet behaviors [45, 46].

Compared with this line of work, our system does not require any application spe-

cific knowledge and is designed as a general tool for understanding network activities

and detecting anomalies. A number of these discussed profiling methods provide an

“infrastructure-based” monitoring which relies on the collaboration of different entities,

compared to HOSPITAL, which an be tuned to work as an independent self-contained

system or collaboratively.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the challenges and design

principles of HOSPITAL in Section 5.3. The details of the design of HOSPITAL is

presented in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we demonstrate how to use HOSPITAL to

understand host activities and detect anomalies. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter and

presents future work avenues.
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5.3 Design Challenges and Principles

In this section, we discuss the challenges users and network operators encounter when

attempting to gain an insight into “what is going on” within their networks or hosts

utilizing easy-to-use summarization tools to serve as a starting point for troubleshooting

their hosts/networks. In the first subsection, we highlight how current tools lack offering

such information and summarization utility. We also show how these challenges are

further complicated by the intricacy the Internet has experienced during the past decade.

Next, we present the design principles of HOSPITAL which not only directly address

these challenges, but also provide rich analysis via easy-to-use configuration utility and

with little overhead making the deployment of HOSPITAL a simple task that can easily

be customized and modified by users and network operators.

5.3.1 Challenges

Levels of granularity: Users, network operators and security administrators are gener-

ally faced with the question of how their network resources are being utilized. While

a user may be interested in the activities within his/her own machine or few machines

connected to his/her home network router, an operator managing a subnet (e.g. servers

within an engineering department), has the focus of all incoming traffic into these ma-

chines. Yet, security administrators managing enterprise networks has the larger scope

of the overall activities passing through some vantage point or a border router. What-

ever is the network segment under study (host, subnet, or whole network), users and

operators may be interested in different levels of analysis. For example, while an opera-

tor of a subnet may be interested in a more fine-grained analysis, such as the activities

of a specific IP address block that has been reported to send scanning traffic or an

email/SMTP machine receiving large amount of spam messages, security administra-

tors may be interested in a coarser-grained analysis, such as the trend of an application

over the whole day. A user, on the other hand, may be interested in more aggregated

information, such as major activities on his/her machine or his/her home network an-

swering questions such as how much of gaming traffic is captured at the home router or

why there is incoming p2p traffic! All these and similar questions need to be answered

via easy-to-use tools that provide different granularity levels in terms of observation
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window times, segments of the network or even specific IP or port activity.

Lack of customization tools: Most of the existing tools come with an overwhelm-

ing functionality for which the user may not be interested in. Not only this tends to

effect deployability, but also makes the customization of these tools a tedious task for

both users and developers. Users may be interested in a partial subset of functionality

for which existing tools usually do not offer an easy-to-use methods allowing users to

determine the type and level of analysis. Moreover, developers who find these tools

useful, may want to take them one step further by utilizing the source code to build

more functionality that severs their specific needs. Even though such tools may be open

source code, they incur a learning curve on developers in order to understand how the

code is written. In order for a tool to be of use to developers, the design should make

the incorporation of new functionality as easy as a plug-and-play.

Deployability issue: The overhead incurred by deploying a tool plays a major factor

in its deployability. Even though these tools run on the background, they fork several

processes and consume a large share of CPU and memory. Moreover, in order to deploy

these tools, other heavy-duty third-party software programs need to be installed. An-

other limitation of existing tools lies in the fact that they are platform-dependent and

an exerted effort is required to port them to other platforms.

Presentation and configuration issues: The majority of existing tools present analy-

sis in the form of logs and requires experienced support engineers to sift through these

logs to capture important observations and analysis. Therefore, a user finds such tools

complicated to utilize. Moreover, system administrators may not be interested in spend-

ing hours staring at logs and rather prefer a summarization of findings which can be

presented in a graph or a plot via a web-browser GUI for which the majority of existing

tools do not offer. Moreover, most of the analysis of these tools are post-mortem. How-

ever, there are times when a user or an operator requires on-the-fly real-time analysis.

Therefore, to be of use to users, a tool should incorporate some visualization capability

and different modes of operation with easy configuration mechanism.

5.3.2 Design Principles

In the previous subsection, we demonstrated the challenges encountered by users and

operators in obtaining an insight into the underlying activities of their network systems
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and the need for a tool to help capture valuable information that may be utilized

especially during stressful malfunction events. In this section, we zero in our design

principles of HOSPITAL that address these challenges which distinguish it from any

other existing tools. HOSPITAL provides tools that can be practically used by both

hosts and network administrators for profiling and characterizing of Internet traffic.

These capabilities are realized by adopting key design principles as discussed below.

Multi-level analysis

To address the levels of granularity challenge, HOSPITAL is designed to provide analysis

at different levels of granularity in terms of network size (a host or a /24 vs. /16 subnet).

The tool can be installed on a single machine, a switch of a subnet or an border router

with no additional customization cost. Therefore HOSPITAL has the capability of

providing global- as well as local-level analysis. For example, analysis can be performed

for the whole network to provide a global view, or only for a subnet or an IP address to

provide more fine-grained localized analysis. Moreover, HOSPITAL can be configured to

provide analysis for different time windows (per hour, day, week or month). Moreover,

HOSPITAL can provide different types of analysis for an application, an IP address or

a block, or a specific port. Finally, the level of analysis can also be fine-grained such as

an application-specific (p2p or HTTP) or coarser-grained, such as the total number of

flows per every 5 minute passing through the vantage point..

Modular design

HOSPITAL comes with a configuration utility which addresses the lack of customization

challenge by allowing users and developers to setup and customize HOSPITAL to their

needs. For users, the utility provides easy-to-use XML configuration module that allows

them to choose the types of analyzers to be executed and the mode of operation. For

developers, the utility provides an interface module that allows developers to write

their own modules and easily integrate them with the existing analysis engine in a plug-

and-play fashion. Moreover, HOSPITAL does not implement each analyzer by directly

utilizing the raw traffic data. Instead, the analyzers follow a dependency tree from

which one higher-level analyzer utilizes the statistics or outcome data obtained from

another lower-level analyzer(s). For example, the RU analyzer utilizes information from
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the flow analyzer. For users, this tends to lower the overhead of HOSPITAL especially

when it is utilized in real-time mode. In such case, not every analyzer requires processor

and memory resources as it utilizes information obtained from other analyzers. For

developers, this characteristic allows for developing new analyzers which require minimal

integration by simply utilizing the interface module which defines the dependency tree

of the analyzers.

Lightweight design

HOSPITAL addresses the challenge of deployability issues by incurring little (to no)

overhead associated with its deployment and operation. The components of HOSPITAL

are either lightweight components, such as SQLite (back-end DBMS) or out-of-the-box

tools such as tcpdump or wiresharsk. This self-contained lightweight design allows for

the deployment of HOSPITAL on any machine on any platform. For users, running

HOSPITAL is unnoticed in terms of CPU processing and for developers, no exhausted

effort is required in order to build their own analyzers or to customize existing ones.

Configurability

One of the key features of HOSPITAL is its presentation and configuration capability.

First, the GUI is XML-based which allows for simple interpreters to be written easily

into the targeted platform. Not only developers can customize the GUI, but users can

also decide what to be presented and displayed on the HOSPITAL GUI. Second, the

GUI is rich with visualization tools. Instead of going through thousands of lines of logs

(as is the case in some tools), a user or a network operator may be interested in the

interaction of hosts based on a port or the total size of the traffic volume which can be

captured by a simple interaction plot. Finally, HOSPITAL can be configured in one of

two modes: real-time or off-line. Real-time mode allows the user to observe analysis as

traffic is collected and parsed. This can be useful for systems that have an urgent need

to capture some (anomalous) activity on-the-fly. However, to avoid the consumption of

resources, the user may elect to observe analysis over a longer observation time window

in which HOSPITAL is launched every once in a while (e.g. the end of a day or when

an anomaly becomes visible) for post-mortem analysis.
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5.4 HOSPITAL Design

Figure 5.1: Architecture of HOSPITAL and the user interface.

In this section, we present the architecture of HOSPITAL and show how different

components in HOSPITAL are designed to address the principles discussed in the pre-

vious section. We also highlight the analysis and profiling utility of hospital. In the

next section, we will demonstrate results of an experiment carried out at our subnet and

demonstrate the utility provided by HOSPITAL. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the architecture of

HOSPITAL, which consists of four major components: a data collector, a parser, an

analysis engine and a GUI. We discuss these components in details below.

5.4.1 Data Collector

The task of the data collector is to capture traffic from/towards a host or within a

subnet. The collector could be placed on a host or connected to a switch in a subnet.

For better deployability, the collector utilizes out-of-the-box tools, such as tcpdump and

wireshark to collect packets (or flows, depending on the tools) and then pipes the data

to the parser.
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5.4.2 Parser

Using the raw data, the parser processes the data into a common format: the unified

flow format (UFF). In addition to parsing data from the data collector, the parser also

supports datasets provided from readily available sources, such as Cisco NetFlow data

or other data provided by ISPs or enterprises. Once parsed, UFF records are either

loaded into a light-weight DBMS (SQLite) for off-line (post-mortem) analysis or piped

directly to the analysis engine for real-time analysis. We note that the collector and the

analysis engine can be installed in different machines, in this case, the communication

between the collector and the analysis engine utilizes sockets.

5.4.3 Analysis Engine

The analysis engine is a set of analyzers each of which is referred to as an analyzer or a

profiler 1 , which utilizes the UFF records to provide the analysis and profiling utility.

The modular design of the analysis engine eases both development and operation. New

analysis method can be incorporated in a fast way and users can choose appropriate

analyzers to fit their specific operation needs.

Though analyzers provide different types of measurements for the collected traffic,

they are not designed in a “flat” way. Instead, these analyzers form a hierarchy. A few

basic analyzers generate statistics directly from UFF records; while some analyzers are

built on top of other analyzers. For example, the flow analyzer directly process UFF

records and provide flow level statistics as output. The session analyzer directly takes

these flow level measurement from the flow analyzer as input and produces session

level statistics. This hierarchical design reduces computation costs and overlapping

processing of data. In the following, we provide details on different analyzers. Due to

space limit, we only provide a subset of these analyzers which will be used for experiment

in Section 5.5.

Flow Analyzer. The flow analyzer is the most basic analyzer, which generates basic

flow information for both incoming and outgoing flows. More specifically, it generates

statistics for incoming matched flows, outgoing matched flows, incoming unmatched

1 We use analyzer as a generic term for analyzer and profiler.
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flows and outgoing unmatched flows 2 . Statistics include the number of flows, packets,

bytes, port numbers, IP addresses, blocks and ASes. This rather simple analyzer cap-

tures traffic patterns that may provide insight on a dominance of some port or a remote

host (based on number of flows). For example, a dominant port along with a dominant

remote host towards a local block may imply the presence of some incoming scanning

activity. For an individual host, a spike in the number of flows during a specific point

in time may indicate traffic corresponding to some malicious activity.

Session Analyzer. Session analyzer is another basic analyzer that provides session

statistics, such as number of sessions initiated by a local host for a given period of time,

number of sessions initiated by the remote host, number of flows per session, duration

of session, session with maximum/minimum flows or duration, etc. Session information

can be utilized to obtain some observations on the types of sessions a given host is

involved in. For example, presence of sessions, such as HTTP 3-way handshake, that

do not terminate may be a sign of suspicious activity (i.e. SYN flood attack).

RU Analyzer. This analyzer utilizes the statistics collected by the flow analyzer

to compute the relative uncertainty (RU) vector of the local host or block based on

parameters specified by the user. These parameters include the number of flows sufficient

to calculate RU values 3 (e.g. 100 TCP flows). RU vector contain RU values for

source/destination IPs, source/destination ports, number of flows, packets or bytes,

which measures the dominance (or lack thereof) of an IP address, a port, or traffic

volume. The RU analyzer can be used for different purposes, such as finding dominant

IPs or ports. RU can also be used to distinguish between dynamic and static remote

addresses. Knowledge of dynamic and static addresses is important in building and

associating behavior models to appropriate hosts for anomaly detection and behavior

tracking. As shown in [1], utilizing the RU metric, one can distinguish dynamic and

static IP address blocks. By computing the RU values of an address block based on

flows responding to outside scanners, the RU for dynamic IP address blocks tend to be

large (equivalent low response rate from block’s IP addresses) when compared to static

2 A flow is considered as matched if the same flow 5-tuple is observed on the opposite direction
within a time interval T , say, 30 minutes.

3 RU for m observations is calculated as −
P

i=1mpilog2pi

log2m
in which pi is the percentage (or frequency)

of observing i in m.
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blocks (dominated by a few hosts with high response rate).

Activity Patterns Profiler. The activity patterns profiler captures the significant

activity patterns of a subnet. The activity patterns profiler utilizes the pLSA method

as explained in [2]. In pLSA, the host-port association is represented in a matrix A, the

entries of which are, A(h, p) which represent the joint probability port p is associated

with host h in the overall traffic. The joint probability is defined by the mixture

A(h, p) := Pr(h, p) =
∑

c∈C

Pr(p|c)Pr(c|h)Pr(h), (5.1)

in which C = {c1, . . . , cK} represents the K latent applications (or “activity patterns”)

within the subnet. The method generates the distinct activity patterns with inter-

pretable labels for each activity pattern.

All these aforementioned analyzers can be configured to only focus on specific ap-

plications, such as DNS traffic or ICMP traffic. We can also zoom in into a limited

number of hosts or blocks of interest. For example, tracking the activities of certain

“suspicious” or blacklisted hosts.

5.4.4 GUI and Interface

Due to the fact that analyzers provide different types of traffic statistics, a major effort

is imposed on delivering such information to users in a more clear and concise way.

HOSPITAL comes with an XML-based GUI that can easily be interpreted into a plat-

form. Moreover, it can be easily modified and customized by the user. The power in the

GUI lies also in its visualization capabilities providing visual representation of statistics,

communities, and interactions.

5.5 Experiment Results

In this section, we demonstrate the analysis and profiling utility of HOSPITAL by

applying some of its analyzers on data collected at our network.

Experiment Setup: We installed HOSPITAL on a switch of our lab /24 subnet, which

contains 30 active hosts. There are 10 Ubuntu Linux clients, 8 Sun Solaris machines,

4 MS Windows 7 desktops, 4 MS windows XP desktops, 2 Windows Vista desktops
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(a) Flow Analyzer (b) RU Analyzer

(c) DNS Failure

Figure 5.2: Experiment results for three analyzers
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(a) IM

(b) HTTP

(c) Email

Figure 5.3: Experiment results: activity patterns profiler
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and 2 MAC OS machines. Users were given the option to install HOSPITAL on their

own machines and the mode of operation on these machines varied between off-line and

real-time modes. Users used these machines as usual and from our experience of using

the machines for a week, we noticed that there was no complaint regarding the overhead

associated with running HOSPITAL on these machines4 . The data was collected for all

active and non-active machines within the /24 block and later parsed and piped to the

analysis engine. We later installed the tool at the edge router of a large campus network

(consisting of a few class B blocks) to collect traffic corresponding to the network.

Fig. 5.2(a) shows plot generated by the HOSPITAL’s web-based GUI which depicts

the results obtained from applying the flow analyzer to the collected traffic on the /24

block in terms of the No. of flows and No. of inside IP addresses receiving traffic from

the outside. The x-axis represents the time (in hours) and the y-axis represents the

magnitude (in log base 2). As shown, we observe a spike during the 11th hour. Upon

investigation of the data towards the inside block, we find a remote IP address sending

traffic to every IP address within the inside block directed at the same port UDP port

139. The IP address is reported on blacklists [47] and extensive research on the port

shows that even though port UDP 139 is a NetBIOS port utilized for Windows file and

printer sharing, it is reported that this port is usually the first port for which hackers

target as a port scan attack.

To illustrate the effect of scanning within our collected data, we configure HOS-

PITAL to filter all remote IP addresses that touches at least 100 IP addresses from a

/16 block. For each remote IP address, using the No. of flows, we compute RU(dstip)

and RU(dstprt). A remote IP address sending traffic using some dominant dstprt

(RU(dstprt) ≈ 0) could be accessing inside service (p2p or web server). However, if the

remote IP address sends equally the same number of flows to all inside IP addresses

(RU(dstip) ≈ 1), the remote IP address is most probably a scanner. In Fig. 5.2(b),

HOSPITAL GUI plots the results of the RU analyzer in which the x-axis represents the

number of local IP addresses touched by the remote IP address (in log base 2), the y-

axis represents RU(dstip) and the z-axis represents RU(dstprt). We notice that the IP

addresses inside the oval have large RU(dstip) and small RU(dstprt). Upon validation

of a sample of IP addresses, we discover that they are blacklisted as scanners.

4 More rigorous evaluation of the overhead is one of our future works.
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To demonstrate the multi-level design property of HOSPITAL, we install the tool

on the border router of our campus network and collect traffic for a whole day. We

show the utility of the application profiler by configuring the analyzer to focus on DNS

traffic UDP/TCP port 53. Fig. 5.2(c), shows a graph generated by the GUI representing

the interaction patterns between unsuccessful DNS queries and the IP addresses who

initiate these queries in a whole-day traffic data. By extracting community structures

from the graph, the analyzer detects correlated DNS query failures caused by potentially

malicious network activities. We mark 3 community structures detected by the analyzer.

Communities 1 and 2 correspond to well-known domain-flux bots, Conficker A and

Conficker B [48, 49]. Community 3 is caused by a host queries for many non-existing

email servers, possibly related to spamming activities.

We later configure the tool at the border router to capture traffic corresponding to

a /24 residential hall block. Fig . 5.3 shows the results of applying the activity patterns

profiler to the traffic of the selected residential hall /24 block. The diagram shows the

significant activity patterns in which the upper row circles represent the hosts, the lower

row circles represent the ports and an border between a host and a port shows strong

utilization of p by h. We find that there are mainly three activity patterns within the

selected /24 block. The first activity of this block represents Instant Messaging (IM)

using AOL dst port 5190, MSN Messenger dst port 1863 and Yahoo Messenger dst port

5050. Since the dominant ports are all destination ports, as expected, on the source

port side, aoSrcPort is dominant. The second activity pattern represents an HTTP web

server using source port 80 and secure HTTP (HTTPs) web server represented using

source port 443 along with aoDstPort. Common to residential and dynamic subnets,

p2p and file sharing service are highly popular on such subnets which is depicted by

activity 2 with BitTorrent src UDP/TCP 6881, in addition to aoDstPort. The activity

patterns profiler provides a summarized version of the activity patterns common to the

block and the member hosts interacting within each. This can help discover unique

applications (e.g. chat, network management,..etc) and can also be used to profile

unknown (potentially malicious) activities.

The results obtained from utilizing a few analyzers on a sample data shows the sum-

marization tool provided to users and network administrators. Not only this tool can

provide visualization of activities within the network or hosts and profile activities, hosts
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and applications, but may also reveal crucial knowledge on potential anomalies. While

HOSPITAL may not fix any issues, it can, through its analysis, summarization and

profiling capabilities provide users and administrators with concise as well as detailed

information on the possible underlying causes of the malfunction (e.g. a slow machine

because of bots attempting to comprise the machine which can be observed through

unknown IP addresses showing up in the HOSPITAL’s flow analyzer). Therefor, HOS-

PITAL is a tool that provides insight into the activities within the network which can

be used in conjunction with other tools, such as Intrusion detection system, anti-virus

programs, spy-ware detectors and removers along with other security tools.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed HOSPITAL, a system for profiling and analyzing network

traffic at the level of end hosts or small subnets. HOSPITAL consists of four compo-

nents. The data collector captures traffic from a host or subnet, then passes it to the

parser to convert the data into a common UFF format. The analysis engine integrates

a set of analyzers to generate analysis results from the collected data. GUI component

provides user friendly interface to demonstrate the analysis results. Hospital is charac-

terized with the ability to perform multi-level analysis with a modular and lightweight

design. We implemented HOSPITAL and deployed it to our lab subnet, which con-

tains heterogeneous types of machines. Using the analysis results from HOSPITAL, we

demonstrated that we could gain some insight on what is going on in the hosts and sub-

nets. In future work, we plan to conduct evaluation on the scalability of the system and

the communication overhead when different components of HOSPITAL are distributed

on geographically separated machines.



Chapter 6

Putting the pieces together:

building a profiling system

In chapters 2 and 3, we showed how to extract knowledge from the network and provide

summarization, characterization, profiling and tracking of activities within the network.

We refer to this knowledge extraction as the interaction information. We also showed

in chapter 4 a method for identifying the type of blocks: dynamic vs. static using

background scanning. These capabilities were incorporated into HOSPITAL: a tool for

users and operators to utilize for understanding the activities within their systems.

In this chapter, we take our methods and observations one step further in which we

propose a datacenter-like system for applying the profiling methods. In addition to the

interaction property of the Internet traffic, we zero in correlating additional knowledge

necessary for providing a thorough profiling for hosts and networks which we refer to as

the static information. We show the type of static information that we can incorporate

into our system to build a collaborative system rich with analysis capabilities that can

be utilized by the research community.

6.1 Introduction

With the wide adoption of new Internet paradigms and technologies, e.g. cloud comput-

ing, datacenters and mobile computing, and new services for content delivery networks

(CDNs), e.g. You-tube and caching services, e.g. Akamai are utilized by millions

116
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of users around the globe, network management encounters a few challenges. Tradi-

tionally, network management has focused on providing summarization, diagnosis and

troubleshooting utility for single machines or a block of machines which are usually

geolocated and are defined by physical and logical addressing boundaries.

However, there has been a shift in networking influenced by the rapid and exponen-

tial growth of the Internet. First, today’s networks are distributed in nature spanning

multiple countries and continents. Therefore, tracking such services and users are not

easily achieved since we do not necessarily have knowledge on the ground truth or on

the strategies these providers utilize for their distributed services. Second, with the in-

creasing dependency on the Internet in one’s daily life with diverse usage ranging from

email and Instant Messaging (IM) to E-shopping and social networks, profiling hosts

and networks is no longer a trivial task. Third, to add to the complexity of the Internet,

networks are no longer only composed of traditional static machines (with permanent

IP addresses), such as desktops and routers, but rather utilize more dynamic devices,

such as mobile notebooks, phones and PDAs which cannot be easily tracked due to their

dynamic nature. Finally, profiling mechanisms have focused on post-mortem analysis

which is contrary to the Internet traffic which is dynamic requiring profiling information

on-the-fly with near real-time analysis.

To provide management to one’s (enterprise or campus) network, the scope and

amount of information that can be obtained on the network is crucial for better mon-

itoring and management purposes. One aspect of network management is the need to

extract meaningful observations that help with profiling and tracking activities on these

networks. Several methods, such as those detailed in chapters 2 and 3 can be utilized

to extract interpretable activity patterns and block labelling. The dynamic interaction

explained by these methods help provide a representation of what is the type of inter-

action among different hosts (e.g. inside and outside hosts) which we refer to as the

interaction information.

While this representation by itself is a good summarization of what is going on

within the network, it falls short addressing the following key questions.

1. If the interaction between inside and outside subnets changes from observation

interval ti to observation interval tj (0 ≤ i ≤ j), is the change caused by changes

in the members of outside hosts? Are these the same type of hosts? If so, why
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do the same hosts change their interaction with the inside network? How much is

the change in interaction? Is it potentially malicious?

2. Based on interaction with the inside network, some hosts have been profiled as po-

tentially malicious (e.g. spammers or scanners). Is there an automatic validation

mechanism utilized to confirm these profiles?

3. Do outside hosts that interact similarly with the inside network share any static

information? Do they belong to the same domain or AS? For outgoing HTTP

traffic, are they all web servers? Are they all coming from static or dynamic IP

addresses?

4. Are there any historical accounts of these hosts, subnets and their activity pat-

terns? Were they observed within another network? If so, did these hosts and

subnets exhibit the same behavior?

To answer these questions, a network management system requires additional infor-

mation on the domain and ASNs these hosts belong to; whether they are dynamic or

static and their geolocation information all of which we refer to as the static informa-

tion which answers the question of who is involved in such interaction. Therefore, we

nee a framework that maps dynamic interaction in terms of activity patterns and block

labelling to static information of what these hosts are. Such mapping will help explain

and address questions related to what the profile stands for and the cause and meaning

of change in profiles. It will also provide an automatic validation of our observations

and correlations with activity patterns found within another dataset or environment.

One key question is “how can such information be obtained?” To answer such ques-

tion, we distinguish four different sources where this information is obtained. First, our

method of identifying dynamic and static IP blocks provide a way of deciding on the type

of the block. Second, domain name service along with related information on canon-

ical name, domain name and AS can provide static information on hosts and blocks.

This information can be obtained using traditional network tools, such as nslookup [50],

whois [37] and netcat [51]. These tools can be processed to collect such information.

Third, many tools are available online, such as blacklist [47], MX lists [52] and other

similar tools which provide information on hosts and IP addresses that were collected
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through manual processes. Fourth, additional knowledge obtained from other networks

which have observed the activity of these hosts and subnets can be correlated to learn

their general behavior(s).

In this chapter, we address the issue of building a system that combines the interac-

tion of a network with static information. The aim is to build a system that could serve

as a datacenter for network management. The system incorporates a mapping between

dynamic information observed from interaction and static information obtained from

other sources and tools that maintain a record of information on hosts. Such system in-

corporates data from different sources to be used by the research community for network

management. The system is for new age of Internet communication with characteristics,

such as massive amount of data that is collaborated by different research stake-holders.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we detail the design

challenges while Section 6.3 discusses the desired capabilities of the system. The com-

ponents of the system are presented in Section 6.4 and implementation and an example

is provided in Section 6.5. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Challenges

In this section, we present the key challenges in designing a system for mapping dynamic

interaction with static information. We show the main design issues in this section

but we address them in Section 6.4. Some of these challenges are inherited from the

exponential growth of the Internet in terms of size, diversity and usage. Other challenges

are specific to the intended usage of the system to provide mapping between dynamic

interaction to static information.

6.2.1 Synthesizing static information

As mentioned in Section 6.1, there are two major foundations based on which we provide

profiling utility. The first foundation is static which is based on information on hosts

and blocks including their domain names, the Autonomous System (AS) they belong to,

their type: dynamic vs. static, server vs. client, their membership to black lists...etc.

The second foundation is the dynamic nature of these hosts and blocks which is extracted

using our methods in chapters 2 and 3.
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One essential question is where should static information of hosts and blocks come

from? In other words, what are the reliable tools that should be consulted to gather such

information? There are some utilities that have been used extensively by the Internet

community, such as DNS lookup [50] Whois [37], netcat [51] and other similar tools.

However, these tools provide limited information on IP addresses, such as names and

the organizations they belong to. In Section 6.4, we show the different modules for

providing detailed static information on hosts.

6.2.2 Dynamic IP addresses

Recent studies (e.g. [33]) show that the majority of Internet usage comes from dynamic

IP addresses. Unlike static IP addresses which are permanently mapped to the same

host, dynamic IP addresses can be assigned to different hosts (and users) at different

time intervals. Traditionally, tracking user behavior is based on the IP address of the

machine; however, with the increasing deployment of dynamic machines (notebooks

and iPads) and devices (mobile phones and PDAs), profiling a host or a machine is no

longer a trivial task as there is no machine-to-IP mapping, i.e. the same IP address

may be assigned to different users/hosts at different times or the IP address may not

be connected to a live machine.

Dynamic IP addresses are assigned usually from a pool of IP addresses following a

strategy specified by the ISP. While ISPs may allocate random IP address to a requesting

host, some ISPs will follow an address allocation ordering in which a set of sequential

(numerical) IP addresses are allocated in their numerical order (if these addresses are

not being used by some other users). For example, user A is allocated an address x.y.z.v

(since it is on the top of the list of available addresses within the pool) at time t1 and

as A disconnects and leaves the network at t2, user B requests a dynamic IP address

and since this IP address is available, it is assigned x.y.z.v. Most profiling techniques

adopt the assumption that an IP address persists for a given time period. While this

assumption is valid for static IP addresses, it is not necessarily the case for dynamic IP

addresses as shown in the previous example. Therefore, without the knowledge of how

dynamic IP addresses are assigned, accurately profiling and tracking IP addresses is a

complex task.
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6.2.3 User mobility

Whether it is within commercial or academic domains, most of Internet users nowadays

utilize the same machines (usually a laptop) for both work and non-work related Inter-

net activities. Hence, the same Internet user may exhibit different usage behavior when

operating within an enterprise (e.g. campus or workplace) from that workplace off-limit

space (e.g. WiFi on a coffee shop). In addition to corporate or academic regulations

(such as firewalls and filtering) which may limit what Internet activities are permitted,

the same user may exhibit different Internet activities during off-duty hours, such as

gaming and chatting. Most of the effective profiling mechanisms rely on collected traf-

fic from the same machine in order to build user profiles. These profiles are usually

correlated with historical observations for tracking purposes. However, due to user’s

mobility spanning multiple Internet environments and exhibiting diverse behaviors, the

data collected at the user’s machine is rather misleading as it reflects the user’s multiple

profiles which are aggregated into one profile that may be unmeaningful and does not

reflect the spatial and temporal activities of the user.

6.2.4 Partial traffic views

Activity patterns (at a user- or a network-level) are contextual in nature, i.e. the activity

patterns extracted and the communicating parties are based on the type of activities

observed at the given machine or vantage point of the network at a given time. The

type of IP addresses, domains and ISPs that interact with one’s network determine the

activity patterns deduced. Partial traffic views have two profiling ramifications. First,

obtaining a global view of the Internet from someones environment is not realistic.

Incorporating data from other sources whether in the form of dynamic interaction or

static information is key to accurate profiling. Second, the same IP address may behave

maliciously within some networks but not with others. Therefore, for better tracking of

hosts, aggregate information helps provide both a scope as well as generalized profile of

hosts.
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6.2.5 Massive data

Today’s typical networks are signified by the millions of packets exchanged within a

short period of time (i.e. a few minutes). In order to characterize, track and profile

traffic, conventional storage mechanisms, such as relational DBMS and computational

tools, such as MatLab are no longer feasible for several reasons. First, in order to

obtain information on-the-fly, the Internet data need to be distributed and properly

indexed providing different granularity levels of analysis extracted from large amount

of data. Second, computation mechanisms utilized to characterize the network needs

to be computationally inexpensive in order to provide near real-time analysis. The

majority of the machine learning techniques we utilize are slow. For example, using the

traditional MatLab pLSA, computation of a /16 network data may takes up to a couple

of days to complete. Therefore, there is a need to speed up such computations.

6.3 Capabilities

The proposed system is designed to help provide knowledge discovery, extract observa-

tions and correlate information from different sources by utilizing a diverse set of tools.

Such information is not readily available in any one individual system. The most impor-

tant feature is the capability of mapping interaction to static information. The system

is also designed to make use of distributed systems utilizing MapReduce paradigm for

scalable processing and presentation of the profiling and tracking utility. In this section,

we detail the desired capabilities of the system and in Section 6.4, we show how the

proposed system not only satisfies these capabilities but also mitigates the challenges

posed in Section 6.2.

6.3.1 Correlating interaction with static information

Given the static and interaction characterizations of IP addresses, the system has two

objectives. The first objective is to provide a mapping between the static nature of IP

addresses, such as names, threat-level, dynamic vs. static and the interaction of the cor-

responding hosts and networks provided by our methods in chapters 2 and 3. This helps

profiling and tracking of IP addresses as follows. First, using our dynamic characteriza-

tion of an IP address (or the block/subnet it belongs to), we provide a characterization
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that shows the activity expected form that IP address which is subsequently mapped

to its static characterization. As we track this IP address, if its activity changes, we

check its static mapping which provides hints on what the change means. Change in

activity patterns may be due to change in functionality (e.g. visits for servers to up-

grade or update software components) or because of potentially malicious activity. In

addition to quantifying the change, static information may be helpful. For example, if

an IP address (or a block of IP addresses) is dynamic, blacklisted, belongs to untrusted

domains and its activity pattern changes, then that change in activity pattern signifies

a potential malicious behavior. However, if the IP address is static and not blacklisted,

we do no expect major change in activity patterns and any extreme change in activity

signifies a possible compromise of the machine (e.g. by bots).

The other objective is to provide geolocation information. Dynamic interactions

between hosts provide logical view of how the hosts interact with one another. Such

interaction is further labelled by the set of applications that determine the type of

interaction. In order to provide the complete picture on this interaction, one question

of interest is the “whereabouts of these hosts”. Using tools that only describe the

organization these hosts belong to may not be sufficient since hosts belonging to the

same organization are not necessarily within the same physical network. For example,

the majority of CDN providers will have their service distributed in different continents.

Moreover, users belonging to large service providers may be geographically dispersed

with no hint on their names to pinpoint to the geographical area they belong to.

Geolocation provides valuable information for Internet resource management and

anomaly detection. As a an application provider or service provider, managing server

resources is key to better throughput and speedup of response to incoming requests.

Identifying from which geographic area these requests are initiated can better manage

these resources. For example, for a US-based web server, if most of the (legitimate)

requests are initiated from Asia and these requests are being made during US off-

duty hours, satisfying these requests require allocating the most resources during such

time interval. Therefore, the provider may postpone maintenance tasks (e.g. backup,

update..etc) to a different time of the day.

For anomaly detection, we illustrate with an example. In cases of suspicious activ-

ity, the knowledge of the geolocation of these hosts may be of interest. For example,
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incoming scanning towards an inside network may be coming from different hosts which

happened to be within the same geographical area. This piece of knowledge is essential

for the network operator in order to pinpoint (on the map) where usually these sus-

picious activities come from. Utilizing tools that describe the domain name service of

these hosts and incorporating other information, such as time of attack and type of at-

tack helps the operator build a profile that accurately describes such malicious activity

which can be further used for prevention and monitoring of the network.

6.3.2 Scalability

While profiling of individual hosts within smaller networks is computationally trivial,

within larger networks, host-level profiling may be computationally expensive. For ex-

ample, the University of Minnesota owns 3 /16 class B subnets with a total of 196608 IP

addresses. Such profiles need to be tracked over time for changes and what the changes

constitute (e.g. malicious activities). Therefore, profiling and tracking of such a large

number of potential hosts may not be scalable when using traditional computational

platforms.

Second, within larger networks, the large number of hosts tend to generate a large

amount of data. For a network as that of the University of Minnesota, there are millions

of packets that pass through its one vantage point within a short period of time (e.g.

a few minutes). In order to build profiles and track their changes, there are scalability

issues storing and querying such massive data for profiling purposes. Moreover, such

data needs to incorporate potential additional data submitted by other users of the

system who share the data and its analytics (e.g. another large university campus).

This data needs to make available simple interface for incremental population of the

system knowledge on interactions, hosts and activity patterns.

Third, operators of larger networks may not be concerned only with per-host pro-

files, but rather within a coarser grained analysis of specific subnets or segments of the

network. Referring to our example of the University of Minnesota network and the

methods we utilized in chapters 2 and 3, it could take hours to generate such profiling

analysis which make it unfeasible for near real-time utility.

Finally, in chapters 2 and 3, we showed how our methods are performed post-mortem.

In order for a system to be of use to its users, profiling needs to be near real-time. An
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operator is not only interested in the activity within a subnet on a specific subnet

within the last 24 hours, but rather on the profiles of the same subnet on hourly basis.

Given the complexity of our methods, this may not be attainable using traditional

computation platforms. The proposed platform needs to work by dividing a task into

smaller subtasks each of which can be done in parallel and therefore generate near

real-time profiling utility.

For these reasons, the system to be designed needs to take different aspects of

scalability into consideration. First, the system needs to be distributed allowing different

segments of the data reside in different parts of the system. This will allow multiple users

of the system to run different analyses in parallel achieving speedup and therefore greatly

mitigating the complexity of the system. Fault tolerance will need to be of concern

in case of failing tasks which should not effect other tasks running in parallel. This

can be achieved by replication of data on multiple parts of the system and automatic

rescheduling of failed jobs.

Second, with the shift to distributed environments, traditional computation algo-

rithms may need to be re-written to make use of the distribution nature of the system.

Algorithms which were constrained by CPU and memory limitations need to be re-

written not only making use of multiple computation resources but also avoiding such

limitations. As an example, in chapter 2, we argued how complex it was applying pLSA

to /16 blocks using MatLab. Instead, within a distributed system, pLSA matrix com-

putation should be eliminated and a different approach such as (key,value) computation

may be utilized. Therefore, rather than slow analysis done post-mortem, the analy-

sis can be done on-the-fly providing near real-time profiling utility due to the speedup

gained by the distribution of computation resources.

6.3.3 Collaborative and incremental capability

We showed in the previous subsection the limitations of profiling and tracking outside

networks due to the partial view of the network. The activity of an IP address (or

block/subnet) observed within one environment may not be available to other environ-

ments. Since the potential intended users of this system are mainly researchers who

share the same interest either by running their data on the system or making queries

to the system on information related to hosts, networks, interactions..etc, the system is
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expected to be a collaborative data acquisition and manipulation effort. Different data

sources may contain new properties of similar data that are not available within the

system.

In order to populate such data and incorporate it into the system, simple data

upload interfaces need to be provided. Therefore, unlike traditional RDBMS which

have fixed columns, the database-like schema of the system should be flexible allowing

users to make additional information not available within the system without the need

to change the schema. For example, if the information contained in the system maps

IP addresses to their domains and a new data source maps the IP addresses to their

relevant autonomous system (AS), such data should be easily populated to the system

mapping these IP addresses to both their domains and ASs as well.

We have argued in the previous section that IP addresses (and hosts) may exhibit

different behaviors based on the time of observation or the environment on which its

activity was observed. For example, an IP address that was compromised may be

profiled as a suspicious IP address which is contrary to a previous profile of the same IP

address as a legitimate client with normal activity. The issue that may arise from the

collaborative nature of the system is “how do we mitigate contradicting observations

of the same host or block of IP addresses”?. To address this question, we refer to our

analytics aspect of the system which is represented by the interaction which is dynamic

in nature. Therefore, the proposed system should take into consideration the time,

environment and the resulting profile of a host or a network. Our system should tag

profiles by time-stamps and related environment parameters, such as where the activity

pattern was observed as primary identification keys which distinguish multiple profiles

of the same host or network.

6.3.4 Different levels of analysis

As shown in chapter 5, different users of the system may have different analysis inter-

ests. While a security administrator may be interested in activities related to a specific

application within a specific segment of the network, an operator may be interested in

general statistics of the overall network. A researcher may be interested, on the other

hand, on the history of a specific network.
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Therefore, the system should make available the different granularity levels of anal-

ysis. This should be based on network size (host vs. block or whole network), time,

analysis aspect (application or port) and other factors. To achieve that, the system

should organize its data in such a way that adjacent blocks and their related properties

are within the same or close by regions in the physical storage of the system. This

will allow easy computation as well as retrieval of data. There should be also default

interfaces allowing users of the system to execute queries of generic types without the

need to know how the data is organized and stored.

6.3.5 Automation and visualization

During our study of the profiling and tracking of activity patterns in chapters 2 and 3,

we utilized a number of manual processes to provide validation of the observations.

However, when building the system, most of the processes should be automated. To the

user of the system, most of the uploads and queries should be submitted via a GUI.

Automation should include the incremental updates of the data from different sources,

pre-processing of the data, pre-computation of profiling metrics, mapping interaction

to static information of hosts and networks and incorporating new properties related to

hosts and networks.

In order to present summarized profiling, the system should incorporate visualization

capabilities of profiling findings. The system interface should be tag-based allowing

the users to navigate the system for additional information on different aspects of the

profiling utility.

6.4 System Components

In this section, we present the different components of the system in more details and

how they interact with one another. We also elaborate on how the system components

address the design issues above.

The system is depicted in Fig 6.1. There are five major components of the system:

the data interface, the query interface, the static engine, the interaction engine, the

storage and processing unit and the GUI.
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Figure 6.1: System Component

6.4.1 Data interface

This component allows the update of existing data and upload of new data. This can

be automated with the storage and processing unit through interfaces to automatically

check for updates periodically (as specified by the user or entity providing the data).

Once the data is received, it is parsed, processed and populated into the storage and

processing unit.

6.4.2 Query interface

The system implements generic queries for the user to choose from. It also allows users

to modify queries or write their own queries.

6.4.3 Static engine

The static engine implements different modules to incorporate information on the static

properties of hosts, blocks and networks. These include the following modules.
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Domain Name Service

All IP addresses are mapped to their canonical domain names. This is pre-processed

by the storage and processing unit which distributedly maps each IP address to its

corresponding name. Using the distributed nature of the system and parallel processing,

we query all IP addresses using nslookup and whois tools. Moreover, when these tools do

not provide accurate information on the IP addresses, other tools, such as [53] and [54]

are utilized.

Autonomous System (AS)

Each IP address belongs to an AS. We populate the AS numbers of each IP address

using the netcat utility. This utility maps an IP address to it relevant AS number.

It also shows the largest block size to which the IP address belongs and which maps

to the same AS. Therefore, using this tool, rather than checking all IP addresses, we

query an individual IP address and assign the same AS number to all other IP addresses

within the block size; thus reducing the number of queried IP addresses. This tool has

a timestamp feature which provides the AS and organization the IP address belongs to

at any given timestamp. This is helpful for temporally tagged static information.

Geolocation Information

We utilize already existing online services that provide the longitude and latitude for

an IP address. Services, such as [55] provide coordinates of IP addresses which can be

easily mapped to its geographic location. Using these coordinates and longitude and

latitude, we can geographically map these IP addresses to their specific geographical

points.

For wireless devices, Geolocation API Network Protocol [56], can be utilized by

clients to populate their network geolocation information into the system.

Black Lists

Several on-line tools [52, 57, 58] provide up-to-date information regarding IP addresses

and blocks. Some of these tools provide information on mail exchange records, which

specify the mail server responsible of sending email within the domain and whether an
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email server is reported by any of the dns blacklists. Other blacklists report reputation

of IP addresses against more than 130 known reporting sites. When using these tools,

we assign a blacklist score to IP addresses based on the number of sites reporting it in

their blacklists. Similar tools(e.g. [59]) report opened ports on IP addresses which help

validate if communication to these ports are legitimate or not.

Block Identification

Using our method in chapter 4, we can find out if a given block is dynamic or static. We

additionally validate and correlate our findings with information learned from keywords

in the canonical name and the domain and AS it belongs to. For example, some words,

such as dial, wireless, and pool signify dynamic IP addresses while words, such as www,

mail and smtp signify static machines.

6.4.4 Interaction engine

The interaction engine analyzes the interaction towards a block of IP addresses. There

are two modules of the interaction engine.

Activity Patterns

As detailed in chapter 2, using pLSA, this module provides a summarization of the

different activity patterns towards a block (of any size). These activity patterns are

automatically verified by the static engine. For example, if the activity pattern is

outgoing traffic on ports 80 and 443, then the static engine maps these two parts to

HTTP traffic and since it is outgoing traffic, it checks the type of destination machines

to make sure they are static using the block identification module. Additionally, we

can provide more information on the profile of this activity pattern by geolocating the

servers it connects to for more specific labelling of the activity pattern (e.g. Media,

Online transactions..etc).

Block Labelling

Similarly, as explained in chapter 3, we can perform the subspace representation of a

block to assign a high level labelling. Again, we can further provide more information
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to the label of the block by correlating information from the static engine.

6.4.5 Storage and Processing Unit

We utilize MapReduce [60] paradigm with Hadoop [61] implementation as the storage

and processing unit. MapReduce addresses key design issues detailed in Section 6.2.

MapReduce using Hadoop is composed of the main system Hadoop that performs

scheduling and tasks execution, a file system (HDFS) and a database-like system HBase.

In this section, we highlight only the features relevant to our system capability needs.

Data Locality

MapReduce attempts to colocate relevant data within the same compute node, so data

access is fast since it is local which provides better performance and bandwidth.

Scalability

MapReduce is a linearly scalable programming model in which two functions are utilized

map and reduce which provide mapping form one set of (key, value) pairs to another

both of which are oblivious to the size of the data. While the increase in the input data

slows processing, the system scales well with more nodes running within the cluster.

Fault Tolerance

MapReduce relieves processes and developers from dealing with failed tasks, as it

reschedules failed tasks (map or reduce jobs) to healthy nodes within the system since

within MapReduce, tasks have no interdependence.

Data Types

MapReduce works well on unstructured or semi- structured data, since it is designed to

interpret the data at processing time. In other words, the input (key, value) pairs for

MapReduce are not an intrinsic property of the data, but they are chosen by the user

analyzing the data [61]. This provides a flexible method for storing information into the

database without worrying about how the system interprets them.
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Development Tools

Hadoop is written in Java. However, Hadoop provides an API to MapReduce that allow

users to write their map and reduce functions in languages other than Java. These

languages can be object-oriented programming, such as C++, scripting languages, such

as Python and Perl or any other languages such as Ruby. Therefore, a developer can

work within the language with desired level of comfort.

Commodity Hardware

Hadoop utilizes HDFS file system. HDFS is a file system designed for storing very large

files with streaming data access patterns, running on clusters on commodity hardware.

Data Storage

Data is stored in labelled tables in a column-oriented fashion. Columns are grouped into

column families but new columns can be introduced into these families to incorporate

new properties (columns) of the data. Rows are partitioned horizontally into regions.

Even though not implemented by Hadoop yet, this may be especially helpful since we

want data belonging to the same subnet be adjacent. An id could be the IP address

and all IP addresses belonging to the same block are within the same region or belong

to adjacent regions, which will further speedup computational and retrieval processing.

6.4.6 GUI

The system provides a GUI which allows users to submit queries and load data. In

addition, the results are summarized diagrammatically using Graphviz [62] and other

plotting tools, such as [63] which is automatically attached to the storage and processing

unit.

6.5 Implementation and examples

In this section, we present implementation details of the system with more focus on the

profiling and tracking utility it provides. We first highlight the system details and then

provide a detailed example.
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6.5.1 Implementation details

The system was implemented in an 8-node cluster for which Hadoop and HBase were

both installed. Relevant to the key design issues for profiling and tracking, we limit the

discussion to the following implementation details.

Data Organization: We used Hadoop BulkLoad API to load the interaction data

into the table. The table has the schema shown in Table 6.1. We utilized the desti-

nation 5-tuple as the key. The timestamp shows the time interval (in the format of

yyyymmdd:hhmm). Each time interval is a 5-minute interval.

For each tuple, we showed the number of flows, packets and bytes for the tuple

within the 5 minute interval. This table is utilized to generate the interaction for a

given block. This can be done by aggregating the traffic for each tuple to formulate the

matrix needed to compute pLSA or subspace.

In addition to the interaction data, we populate the static information in Table 6.2.

The dstip is the key. In addition, we have four column families. The domain column

family utilizes tools mentioned in the previous section to populate the canonical name,

organization and AS number the dstip belongs to. The geolocation information includes

country, city, longitude and latitude. The blacklist shows the blacklist-score specified

by the number of dns blacklist reporting the IP address while scan is used from a list

of previously studied scanners [64]. Finally, using the methods utilized in chapter 4,

we determine whether the IP address belongs to a dynamic or static block. Note that

for all these column families, you can add columns to any family without the need to

change the schema. For example, if an organization maintains a list of IP addresses

that send Trojan, a new column named “blacklist:Trojan” can be added to the blacklist

column family for such IP addresses.

Row Key Time Interval CF:volume

dstip srcip dstport srcport protocol time volume:NoFlows
volume:NoPackets
volume:NoBytes

Table 6.1: Interaction table schema

pLSA: The pLSA [6] was re-written to perform (key,value) computation in Python.

Hadoop streaming was run on map and reduce functions.
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Row
Key

CF:domain CF:geo CF:blacklist CF:type

dstip domain:Canonical Name geo:Country blacklist:score type:DynVsSta
domain:Org geo:City blacklist:scan type:CltVsSrv
domain:ASN geo:Longitude

geo:Latitude

Table 6.2: Static information table schema

The pLSA MapReduce version uses two steps. The map task calculates the expec-

tation step. We consider h ∈ H: set of hosts, p ∈ P : set of ports and c ∈ C: activity

patterns. For each (hi, pj , ck), we calculate Pr(ck|hi, pj) outputting the (key, value)

pairs (pjck, value), (hick, value), (ck, value) corresponding to Pr(pj |ck), Pr(hi|ck) and

Pr(ck), respectively.

The reduce task does the maximization step by summation of the output (key, value)

pairs received from the map task preparing the data for the subsequent expectation step.

As we mentioned in chapter 2, running pLSA using MatLab was not scalable as it

took more than 24 hours to finish the computation. However, using MapReduce Hadoop,

and taking advantage of the parallelization of these functions, the computation using

MapReduce pLSA took a couple of hours using an 8-node machine.

6.5.2 Example

In this subsection, we present an example for running our pLSA to extract activity

patterns from data of a block and show how we profile and track the activity patterns

for a given block.

We show 1) how to track changes in activity patterns for a block 2) how to map

interaction to static information to provide detailed profiling information.

We perform pLSA on one of the university’s /16 B block for two consecutive days

02/09/2008 and 02/10/2008 (with different timestamps for each day)

We detail the steps the system performs profiling for such block. We show how the

profiling is performed and how static information is obtained in order to better explain

the change in the activity patterns.

1. MapReduce pLSA is computed for the two days of the same block using the
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interaction engine (which can also be done in advance as the data is received into

the system by scheduling a job that calculates pLSA).

2. Using the interaction engine, the AS metric detailed in Section 2.6 is calculated

for the two days to quantify the change. The calculated AS for this block is 0.61

signifying a relatively high change in the activity patterns of the block.

3. We find a lot of similarities in the activity except for the traffic associated with

port 7119.

4. Using the static engine, port 7119 is looked up using [65] module and found that

it belongs to a Trojan called Backdoor.Massaker.

5. Using the static engine, the outside IP addresses are retrieved from the DNS list

we previously populated to obtain the canonical names for each.

6. The static engine triggers the block identification module to analyze their /28

blocks assignment (i.e. dynamic vs static). Based on the response rate, it de-

termines whether they are dynamic or static. The results show that all these IP

addresses are dynamic.

7. Blacklist [47] within the static engine determines the IP addresses malicious score

which is computed as the number of reporting blacklist that registered the IP

as potential threat. The majority of these IP addresses have a relatively high

malicious score.

8. Geolocation information within the static engine maps these IP addresses to their

geographical area and using their longitude and latitude, it retrieves the country

and the city they belong to.

9. The information already populated about these IP addresses using netcat are

retrieved by the static engine to extract the domain and AS they belong to.

The summary on the knowledge of these IP addresses are plotted by the GUI as

depicted in Fig 6.2. We show the geographic distribution of these hosts (Fig 6.2(a)) and

which ASNs they belong to(Fig 6.2(b))1 .

1 For privacy reasons, we hide partial IP address information by denoting the /16 prefix as xx.xx
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(a) Geolocation information
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Figure 6.2: Outside IP addresses associated with Backdoor.Massaker traffic
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The operator can utilize this information to perform any of the following tasks.

• Monitor all incoming traffic on port 7119.

• Monitor all traffic coming from those IP addresses or their ASs.

• Monitor all traffic coming towards such /16 block.

All these tasks can be scheduled and run at different times to help the operator

decide on the next step (e.g. block such port or block those outside IP addresses or

subnets).

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed how the pieces of this dissertation are organized together

highlighting the interaction within the network and mapping this interaction to static

information. We presented the challenges and the desired capabilities of the profiling

utility which were addressed in our design and implementation.

The system, for which we provide design, prototyping and partial implementation,

utilizes MapReduce with Hadoop implementation which makes the foundation for the

building blocks of a fully operational profiling system to experiment with. The capabil-

ities of the system can be easily extended in terms of functionality and data allowing

researchers to collaboratively utilize the system as a network management tool suit-

able for the new generation Internet deployment with new technologies, such as cloud

computing and mobile computing.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Discussion

In this thesis, we presented our study for developing methodologies to address two key

problems: capturing the dynamic interaction within the network at the block level and

synthesizing static information on hosts and networks. We developed methodologies uti-

lizing machine learning techniques for capturing, characterizing and profiling of activities

within the network. Next, we took these techniques one step further by proposing tools

and systems that address providing profiling as a utility within large-scale distributed

systems.

We highlighted the design requirements for extending profiling utility into dis-

tributed systems. With the wider and progressive adoption of datacenter and cloud

computing paradigm, network management will be a key component within such envi-

ronments. There are several issues that need to be addressed, such as 1) what other

aspects of network profiling need to be incorporated? 2) what issues will be encoun-

tered extending network profiling schemes into distributed systems? 3) how can such

profiling utility be a collaborative effort and what are key issues need to be considered,

e.g. security and privacy, and 4) what is the impact of the underlying networking and

storage mechanisms within such environment on the scalability of the profiling utility?

All these questions will be the scope for research within the field of cloud computing.

As a future work direction, experimenting with datacenters may uncover new ap-

proaches to the network management in general and more specifically the profiling and

tracking utility. A deeper understanding of how these systems operate (e.g. storage

management and job scheduling) is of interest in learning how to make the best use of

138
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the MapReduce paradigm within such environments. The initial system we designed

as part of this dissertation can be used as a foundation for building up the system

and extending it to other domains which encounter issues of massive data, such as so-

cial networks and mobile computing for which MapReduce can be a powerful tool for

managing, storing and manipulation of such data.
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